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ATTORNEY LASTED FROM HOME
i lvitife To Face Locally Some Hard Facts




0. G. Sledge. widely-known automobile salesman and
tivic figure of Memphis, died suddenly Sunday miming,
near the corner of Bellevue and Carr, following an attack
of high blood pressure.
Mr. Sledge was driving his ear in the vicinity of Belle-
'us and MeLemore when he be-
came suddenly ill. Ile stopped
the car and asked a passing mo-
torist jf he would take him to the
hospital. Ile got in the back seat
of the car and w as enroute to
John Gaston hospital when he be-
gan suffering severe homerrhag-
es. He was beyond help on arri-
ve] at the hospital.
An employe of Atitamobile Sales
company, Mr. Sledge was widely.
known for many years in Mem-
phis as a salesman. He was one
of the city's first and most suc-
cessful Negro car salesman. He
won several awards for his sales
ability. He initiated several busi-
ness ventures in theappliance and
automobile field which attracted
iho de attention. He once owned au-
Irmobile agencies in 3rimingham,
Alabama and Houston, Texas. He
also conducted businesses in Nash-
ville, Tenn.
WELL-LIKED
He was also well • known for his
Interest in local oolitical affairs
and civic projects. He was a pop-
ular figure in -acial and sports
circles in Memphis.
Born in Memphis, he was the
son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Sledge.
He lived. with his mother. now
Mrs. Beatrice Scott, at 1303 Hoe-
nee st. He was a member of t
Mississippi Boulevard Christi
church.
He was associated in business
with his well - known uncle. T. H.
Coleman, and was the brother of
Elder L. F. Sledge of Kansas
City, Kans.
A veteran of World War II. Mr.
Sledge had suffered some time
from service connected injuries.
He also suffered from high blood
pressure. He was 44 years old.
Funeral arrangements had n 01
been announced at edition time.
Besides his mother, uncle and bro-
ther, the deceased is urvived by





The mass meeting launching the Crusade for Voting
Freedom held here Tuesday evening under the leadership
of Dr. Martin Luther King proved, as expected. quite in-
spirational.
It remains to be seen whether the inspirational impact
left is of sufficient weight to prod local divided leadership,
'gone do" and publicity seeking leadership into a united.
dynamic campaign of increasing the registration here and
voting among our people.
Those who win, can, and are deeply interested, are
ecoming weary of so much talk. For months there have
een plans and discussions about an organized program
for getting out the vote. Nothing has come of it thus far.
There are no barriers whatsoever in Memphis and
Shelby county to exercising the franchise.
It's time to get down to the hard job of grass roots
action in every neighborhood in this community.
ftt such a program we'll he able to separate the men
from the boys on a leadership basis.
The next few months will determine that.
Joe L. Prince, Newsboy,
Dies Of Heart Ailment
Jot Louis Prince, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Prince
. of 1029 Keating, died at John Gaston hospital from a
heart ailment last week.
, Ik e member of the library staff. 1 
The popular 14-3-ear-old youth was a ninth grader at
lm/4e High school and A 
". Active in his church, Beulah Min-
uet, Joe was a member of the
Intermediate class, youth fellow-
Ship and the junior choir. He
Itas also a member of Boy Scout
troop No. 104 at Mt. Pisgah church.
' A Tri-State Defender newsboy
since the first issue on Nov. 3,
1951, Joe had never missed a week
selling papers.
FINAL RITES
Funeral services were held at
Beulah Baptist church with Rev.
W. C. Holmes, pastor. officiating.
Burial WAS in Rose Hill cemetery.
Survivors are his mother and
father, four sisters. Mrs. 011ie M
*Houston, Delores, Lillie Lou and
Helen Jean; three brothers, Hen-
re, Jr., Bobby and Robert t.., a
41;
tude0t at City College, Los An-
eles, Calif.; two grandmothers
. fratxtlather and other relatives. JOE LOUIS PRINCE
1 Mallory Chief Spreads Happiness
GOOD NEWS FOR MEM
PHIS — Citizens of Memphis
rejoiced when Col. Charles A.
Piddock (shown extreme
right) was notified that the
gradual shutdown of Mollory
Air Force Rase was suspended
last week. The cornanding of-
ficer was notified by Air ME
terial Command Headquarters
In Dayton, Ohio. When the
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2. What to do in a world
becoming a battlefield?
Page I.
3. New club formed to
unwed mothers.




Miss Willa McWilliams. secre-
tary of the Bluff City and Shelby
County Council of Civic clubs, will
install the officers of the Orange
Mound Junior Civic club at Mt.
Pisgah CME church Sunday. Nov.
17 at 3 p. m.
L. Alex Wilson, editor of the
Tri-State Defender, will be guest
speaker. Music will be furnished
by the Melrose glee club, directed
by Miss Viola Flowers, and the Mt.
Pisgah junior choir, under the di-
rection of Mrs. L. C. Suttles.
All junior civic clubs are invited
to be special guests. The public
is invited also.
Edward Smith is president, Miss
Ella Bell, secretary, Miss Dorothy
Sawyer, reporter and Rev. D. War-




James Earl Williams of West
Memphis faces burglary charges
for entering a house, last week,
and taking a shotgun and electric
fan. Ile made his confession to
West Memphis police.
shut-d o w is was announced,
Memphis officials protested
that the closing of Mallory
would have little effect on the
economy move by the Depart.
ment of Defense since the de-
pot would be operated at other
facilities. More than 3,000 per.
sons in this area would be
thrown out of work if Mallory
is closed. Meanwhile, Cot.
Piddock is pictured as he re.
cently congratulated Harry 1.
Strong and Elias Hutcherson
after presenting them with a
donation for the Mallory
Knight Charitable organiza-
tion Christmas fund drive.
Knights are new collecting
donations for the drive at their
headquarters at Abe Scharff
Branch of the YMCA..
Rev. Browning Points
Way In Rights Drive
"Every channel of education and every source of
goodwill must be employed" to develop integration it was
stressed at the 14th Race Relations Institute held at Fisk
university, Nashville, Tenn. recently.
This was one of the echoes from the institute that
was attended, by Rev. D. W.
Browning, pastor of Mt. Pisgah
CME church, Memphis.
"Segregationists sometimes ad.
mit that they are willing to pay
for the luxury of segregation," it
was stated. "But segregation is
more than an innocuous luxury;
like whiskey and tobacco, it is
inimical to the mental, moral
and spiritual health of society."
Dr. H. H. Long, keynote speak-
er, urged the substitution of the
term "human relations," for the
term "race relations."
NEED COMMUNICATION
His argument was: "The insti-
tute was concerned with far more
than the position of the Negro
in society, and the other groups
fell into classifications other than
racial. Thus the re-study of the
term is more than an empty se-
GUEST SPEAKER — Mrs. Pearl
Athony, secretary of the East
Arkansas DiegtIct Womea's aux-
iliary and state director of the
young people's department, will
be women's day speaker at First
Baptist Church Lauderdale, Sun-
day. Nov. le, at 3 p.m. Mrs. Effie
Franklin is general chairman.
Mrs. Myrtle Fisher, publicity, and
Rev. II. C. Mehra, pastor A
special feature is planned for the
7:34 p.m. program and the public
Ii invited.
mantic pastime because biological-
ly there is only one race — the
human race — not withstanding
physiological and cultural differ-
ences. It is hoped that the im-
plications of this term, humanve-
lations, may help to establish
freer lines of communication
among all cultural groups in the
process of social adjustment."
Among the other minority group
problems discussed were t h e
Spanish -Americans.
"An encouraging fact which was
noted was that in many commu-
nities, incuding some in the
South, progress was being made
in equalizing employment oppor-
tunities," Rev. Browning stated in
his summary, "Often a clear
statement of the policy of the Fed-
eral government with regard to
employment conditions for firms
seeking government contracts was
sufficint. While these instances
were heartening, they were too




The Goodwill Homes Orphanage,
Inc., rally will be held at Mt.
Olive CME Cathedra), of 538 Lin-
den ave.. Thursday. Nov. 7, at 8
P•m•
The announcement Was made by
Bailey Brown, chairman of the
6180,000 drive for a local Negro
orphanage home.
Main speaker of the evening will
be Mayor Edmond Orgill. Each
minister preseet will also make
brief remarks. Plans for construc-
tion of the home will be discuss-
ed.
All individuals amp, organiza-
tions alio have pledged donations
are asked to be present. Church-
es which have paid their pledges
in full will receive certificates
of merit, Brown said.
Music will be furnished hr the
Booker T. Washington High school
chorus and band.
What A Contrast!
Story Of 2 Sets
Of Nine Students'
By STAFF WRITER
This is the story of two sets of nine and both involve
high school students in the south.
The first set of nine students are located in a small
town in Texas with a picturesque name that suits the
situation.
In Pleasanton, Texas, the su-
perintendent of schools, J. D.
Klingeman, the high school prin-
cipal and the president of t h e
student body met nine Negro stu-
dents, last week, at the steps of
the Pleasanton High school a n d
welcomed them their first day.
The student body president told
the nine he had made, a survey
of the white students and found
none of them oppased the admis-
sion of the Negroes.
PARENTS APPROVE
The white students' parents
had set an exam* for them to




In a prepared statement issued
to the press, Mrs. Grace Lorch
of Little Rock, Ark„ said the Sen-
ate Internal Security subcommit-
tee, which held a meeting in
Memphis last week, was intimi-
dating "Southern whites who are
on the side of democracy and not
for any legislative purposes."
At the conclusion of the two-
day hearing, Senators James 0.
Eastland and William Jenner said
that there is a present day pat.
tern of Communist activity of a
conspiratorial nature in the Mid-
South. The network, which is
"cloaked in secrecy" includes
highly educated men and women
who have the appearance of re-
spectability, the Senators added.
"There emerged a pattern of a
new and younger generation of
Communist teachers who have
been trained by older members
of the Communist Party, n o w
carrying on the functions of the
network," Senators Eastland and
Jenner stated.
BEFRIENDED STUDENT
Mrs. Lorch, who befriended 15-
year-old Elizabeth Eckford after
See HEARING Page 2
the schools to all students.
These nine Negro students were
the first integrated under a new
Texas law requiring a local op-
tion election on itegration. If
schools integrate without the elec-
tion, they will lose their state aid
and accrediation.
Contrast this pleasant picture
withthe nine students in Little
Rock. Although the school board
voted to admit the students, Gov.
Faubus called out the National
Guardsmen to prevent the Ne-
groes from entering Central High
school. Later Federal troops had
to be sent into Little Rock by
President Eisenhower to quell the
disorders.
Pleasanton, Texas has a pleas-
ant story to tell in that Integra.
lion can be accomplished smooth-




BESSEMER, Ala. — (INS) —
A Bessemer Negro integratioa
leader was blasted out of his home
as lie slept on a couch with a
rifle at his side for '•nra•i-
Dm id "food, jr., a lawyer lead-
ing a movement to have Besse
tiler's segregation ordinances de-
clared unconstitutional, escaped
with scratches as the explosive
landed on his terrace shattering
glass over him.
His wife and two children, .in
the rear bedroom, were not injur-
ed. The only property damage was
a hole in the terrace and broken
windows.
The lawyer is handling a suit
brought by two Negroes against
a city ordinance which makes It
unlawful for any Negro, "except
a maid accompanied by :Otte
children," to go to the Bessemer
parks.
Hood said he and his family had
been threatened repeatedly since
he accepted the case two months
ago. lie said he had hired three
men to protect his home, but had
eventually dismissed them several
days ago.
The Hood home is surrounded
by spotlights and is at the end
of a dead end street. City police
have theorized, therefore, tbat
someone on foot threw the ex-
plosive — probably dynamite.
There are no other clues.
Three weeks ago two sticks of
unexploded dynamite were found
in the rear of Hood's house.
Last week Hood was convicted
of carrying a gun without a per.
mit. He was fined $100 and sentene.
ed to 90 days in jail. He was freed
SO he could appeal the decision.
This Is Thorn In Side
Of Southern Industry
-Most engineers and scientists appear to have liberal
leanings and would not think of moving their families to
a location where racial problems are likely to develop:*
Arthur G. Newman of Phoenix told persons attending the
annual meeting of the Southern Industrial Development
Council last week, in Houston,
Texas.
An official of General Electric
company, he said, "How you
solve your racial problems is your
own affair, hut solve them you
must if you arc to attract highly,
technical industries."
The south cannot attract indust-
ries as long as there is racial
turmoil or the threat of it in that
section of the country. Mr. New-
man, manager of employe and
community relations for General
Electrics computer department,
said he was speaking for his de-
partment only.
He said no plant manager
would attempt to recruit engineers
or scientists for employment in
Little Rock. His statements were
based on a survey General Elec-
tric made before locating the
computer department in Phoenix.
Inaugural Of
Fisk Proxy Set
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr. Ste.
phen J. Wright, new president of
Fisk university, will be inaugur-
ated April 26, 1958. The inaugur-
al date was set by the Fisk uni-
versity Board of trustees at a
meeting in New York (Oct. 25.)
The inauguration will occur dur-
ing the annual Fisk Spring Pees
tival of Music and Art.
Study Role Of 'Women Power'
WOMANPOWElc — Bonita II.
Yellen, department of social
science at Fisk university,
Nashville, Tenn., took part in
the six day conference on
"Work in the Lives of Married
Woman" held at Arden 11011‘e,
Harriman, N. Y. recently. The
conference Was sponsored by
the National Manpower (Min-
dl with fin men and women,
leaders in business, industry,
education, labor unions and
government and national wont
en's, child and social welfare
guidance and religious orga-
nizations, studying "Woman-
power". The study revealed
that six nut of every to women
working are married, three out
of ten married women are
working, nearly two out of
etery s mothers with school
age children are working, and
woman will account for at
least bait of tile expected in.
  of 10 million lit the
labor force by 111115 ever 1955.
Shown on the picture, frame
left to right. are Ana Taeney-
bill. director of vocational 1110
vices of the National Vries
League, Inc., N. Y. ; Bones
vanes; Ales no G. Mores,
National Manpower Council:
and Rosa Gragg, third vier,
president of the National
Council of Negro Moines, RM.
Detroit.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A plan for handling the de-
segregation problem caused by 14 Negroes bringing a
lawsuit to enter Memphis State university's undergrad-
uate school after being denied admission, will have to be
worked out by the State Board of Education when it
netts here next week.
Chairman of the five member
Study committee, J. Howard Warf
Of Hohenwald, declined to discuss
the plans but said a definite one
%Yin probably be presented.
According to Warr, the plan will
be a type of screening process,
Including tests that will apply to
ill state institutions of higher
learning.
The plan the board will submit
Ii to replace proposal of gradual
desegregation beginning at the
graduate level. This proposal was
rejected by the Sixth Circuit
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, jr.
Three thousand five hundred
fans jammed Melrose stadium to
see the Melrose Golden Wildcats
defeat the Booker T. Washington
Warriors 12-8 to win the prep
league championship title last
week.
The fans didn't have to beg for
more action since both teams
gave each other all they bad.
In the first period, both teams
lost the ball on downs and fum-
bles. But early in the second per-
iod, the Melrote Golden Wildcats
took the pigskin on their own 30
yard line and moved the ball
down to the Warriors' 35. On the
next plap, from the line of scrim-
mage, Halfback James Armour
broke through his right tackle to
rack up the first tally. James
Lee's try for the extra point was
was wide.
SUBSTAINED DRIVE
The Warriors started a sob-
✓ained drive but was stopped and
forced to punt the pigskin to the
Sielrose's 40. At this point, the
clock showed only three minutes
playing time left in the period.
Again the Wildcats started a sub-
stained drive on the part of Half-
backs Armour and Jack London,
who racked up yardage to the
Warriors' 20 yard line.
On the next play, it was Half-
back Armour again, going all the
way for the touchdown. Lee again
attempted to kick the extra point
but it was no good.
The Warriors took the pigskin
on their own 25, but after two
plays the first half ended.
HEADS UP GAME
In the third frame, neither
team scored but in the final few
minutes, the Warriors took the
pigskin on their 20 and drove the
ball down to the Wildcats' one
yard line with Halfbacks James
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati.
Schools that will be affected are
Tennessee Agricultural and Indust-
rial University for Negroes, Nash-
ville; Memphis State, Memphis;
Middle Tennessee State college,
Clarksville; Tennesse Polytehnic
Institute, Cookeville, and East
Tennessee State college, Johnson
City.
Other on the study committee
are Ernest C. Ball of Memphis,
Mrs. Sam Wilson of Loudon, Dr.
Norman Frost of Nashville and
Edward L. Jennings, of Liberty.
Harris and Curtiss Orr chalking
up the yardage. On the one with
first and goal to go, the War-
riors fumbled and a Melrose tac-
kle fell on the pigskin. That fum-
ble was one of the highlights of
the game.
In the final quarter, the Wild-
cats had the ball on their own
three yard line but failed to pick-
up any yardage in three downs.
Melrose's quarterback played a
heads up ame. He elected to
give up a safety as he downed
the ball in the end zone. It gave
the Warriors a safety.
Minutes later, the Warriors
drove from Melrose's 35 yard
line, as Quarterback Carroll Hol-
man sent his end down to catch
the ball on the two. Halfback
Orr went over to score. The try
for the extra point was no good.
New Course In
Adult Education
NASHVILLE - Tennessee State
university is beginning a program
of adult education for the benefit
of the Nashville community, apart
from the already established Di-
vision of Extension, that will ex-
tend its school day into the night.
"Elements of Accounting," t h e
initial course in bookkeeping, ac-
counting, theory and practice, is
the first of these courses to be
offered. It will be adapted to the
needs of in-service personnel, and
provide a framework for personal
development.
Providing for a better utilization
of its present facilities, the ad-
ministration of these future cours-
es will be under the present de-




Comes that wonderful moment of
the day when you ... relax. You're
at easel That's the time for Bourbon
de Luxe. Yea, relax de lux...
=Jo/ Bourbon de Luxe.
KENTUCKY'S BEST-YET COSTS NO MORE!
BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, KY,
DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.,
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY-86 PROOF
VAN DETTES PLAN - These
lovely teenagers have just
compieted plans to provide
toys for needy children at
Christmas time. Shown seated,
Carol Ann Letting, president,
The Van Dettes, members of the
coke and malt set, welcomed two
new members to their clan at the
Quinn Avenue home of their
prexy, Carol Ann Letting.
The new VanDettes are Betty
Holmes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Holmes of 419 Lucy; and
Clara Smith, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Benton of 1524 Cella.
Betty is a 10th grade student
at Fr. Bertrand High and a mem-
ber of St. Augustine Parish. Clara
is a 9th grade student at Fr. Ber-
trand and attend the same church.
TASTY REPAST
Van Dettes were really bid-
ing with plans as pretty hostess,
Carol Ann, busied herself serving
a very tasty repast. First on the
agenda was the discussion of their
first charitable venture which will
be the giving of toys to needy chil-
dren at Christmas time. In an
effort to raise funds toward this
end, they have planned two card
parties with prizes and refresh-
ments to be held at the Vance
Post 27 Plans
Parade Nov. 11
American Legion Post No. 27
will observe Monday. Nov. 11 with
a parade as part of the program
outlined by National Commander
John S. Gleason, jr., in his ap-
peal for the organization to stand
as a rallying point for national
unity on Veterans day. 
The announcement was made by LeM Willoyne 
Grover C. Burson, commander of
the local post.
In his Veterans day message to
the American Legion, Mr. Gleason '
urged all citizens to observe the
day as an expression of the unit-
ed faith in America. He suggest-
ed that flags be displayed over
homes and silent prayers be offer-
ed for peace and unity at 11 a.m.
Mr. Gleason said, "Through the
observance of Veterans day, we
can help show the world th a t
America is united in its deter-
mination to safeguard our way of
life."
Commander Burson requested
that all veterans, men as well as
women, participate in the parade.
daughter of Atty. and Mrs.
A. A. undue; Standing left
to right: Danese Hancock,
treasurer, daughter of Mrs.
Victoria M. Hancock and Mr.
Avenue YWCA. The first party
will be held Tuesday, November
26; and the second one, Thurs-
day, December 12, both from 7:30
to 11:30 p.m.
Announcement of the amount of
ATLANTA - "We do believe
that all Americans, whether
white or black, have a right to
the full privileges of first class
citizenship,"was part of a state-
ment signed by 80 white Protes-
tant Atlanta clergymen, last
week.
This race relations statement is-
sued by the interdenominational
group is without parallel since
the Supreme Court outlawed pub-
lic school segregation
Although the statement grew
out of informal discussions at the
Atlanta Christian Council meet-
ings, it was not issued in the
name of the organization; nor
does the 80 signers constitution a
majority of the more than 400
clergymen in the city.
S1X-POINTS
The signers of the six-point





LeMoyne college will celebrate
its first annual alumni visitation
day Saturday, Nov. 23.
It is expected that more than
100 alumni from Memphis and
neighbornig cities will spend the
day on LeMoyne's campus visit-
ing classes and talking with stu-
dents and faculty members.
Many activities are planned for
the occasion, including a special
chapel service at 1:30 a.m., and
a luncheon for alumni and facul-
ty members at 1 p.m.
Any alumni who plans to visit
- the college is urged to make his
reservation now.
Timm is • reason why people like
To do business *A us You, tee,
will like our cos,tasus Treatment
and desire to help you.
"Op... Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 1:00 P.M.








Yes-A-100 kilt, Lice, Crabs.
and their egp In one treat-
ment. A-I00 work, tett and
sure-but won't irritate your
akin, won't stain your
clothes. A-f00 smells good-
and It washes debt out, like
a shampoo.
Go to your drug store to-
day for A-000/
14200 BETTIS ...W Mall1922121
Dan Hancock; Miss Erma Lee
Laws, advivsor; and Joy Ann
Mayo, daughter of Mrs. Mari
on Mayo and the late Mr.
Aaron Mayo.
money raised for the charity will
be made after their Christmas
semi?formal which will be Friday,
December 20, at the swank Top
Hat and Tails Club on South Park-
way.
(Continued From Page 1)
she was turned away from Cen-
tral High school by Na tional
Guardsmen last September, said,
"It is also ironic that the sub-
pens was timed to reach me not
long after my name was in the
national press."
She added, "It is plain that no
legitimate legislative purpose is
intended for these hearings, that
I was summoned away front my
home and family in this last min-
ute, vindictive manner as a
smear and a diversion in Sena-
tor Eastland's usual fashion."
CRITICIZED SOLDIERS
The Little Rock w itenacsscus-
The Little Rock witness accus-
ed Senator Eastland of "attempt-
ing to use the United States Sen-
ate." She said that the Senator
from Mississippi record is known
with respect to Negroes and those
who support their e dnmsa rfod
who support their demands for
first-class citizenship. Mrs. Larch
cited how he denounced Negro sol-
diers as failures during World
War II. His most recent denun-
ciation has been that the United
States Supreme Court is under
Communist influence, she said.
"What he has done and said
over the years has encouraged
the serious threat to our internal
security which developed in Ar-
kansas," Mrs. Larch stated. "To
concede the right of Senator East-
land to ask questions at his pleas-
ure concerning associations of be-
liefs w6uld only strengthen t h e
hands of segregatioists in their
south-wide efforts to force disclo-
sure of names of members of the
anti - segregation organizations
for the purpose of intimidation
and persecution."
SECOND TIME
She said this was the second
time a member of her family
had been subpoenaed to appear
before a sub-committee. Her hus-
band, Lee Larch, appeared before
the House un-American Activi-
ties committee after attempting to
enroll their daughter in a Negro
public school in Nashville after
the Supreme Court decision.
Challenging the authority of the
subcommittee to hold hearings,
Mrs. Larch said, "In so doing I,
am protecting the rights of all
Americans under our Constitution
as interpreted by our courts, and
preventing Senator Eastland froth
using the Senate as a privilege
sanctuary from which to mount
forays against the rights and
privileges of all Americans, re-
gardless of race, creed or color."
some of Atlanta's largest church-
es and are some of the leading
clergymen in their dnominations.
tions. Baptist, Methodist, Presby-
terian, Episcopal, Lutheran, Con-
gregational and Christian are the
denominations represented.
Part of the prelude states, "The
use of the word 'integration' in
connection with our schools and
other areas of life has been un-
fortunate, since to mary that
term has become synonymous
with amalgamation. We do not
believe in the amalgamation of the
races, nor do we feel it is fa-
vored by right-thinking members
of either race."
It further says, "To suggest
of Negroes to the full privileges
that a recognition of the rights
of American citizenship, and to
such necessary contacts as might
follow, would inevitably result in
inter-marriage is to cast as seri-
ous and unjustified and aspersion
on the white race as upon the
Negro race."
In the document, the churchmen
called for obedience to law, pre*.
ervatlon of public schools, protec-
tion of free speech, maintenance
of communication between white
and Negro leaders, respect of oth-
er races and individuals and obe-
dience to God's will.
410.00 DOWN
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Browning
Rev. H. McDonald Nelson, pastor (4 St. James AM
church, 600 N. 4th at., will preach his farewell serm
Sunday morning, Nov. 10, at 11 o'clock.
Pastor of the second largest AME church in Memphl
for nine years he will leave the church officially Nov. 17
Ills new appointment will be an-
nounced at the annual conference
that will meet in Jackson, Tenn,
Nov. 13 through 17.
Besides being the youngest min-
ister assigned' to St. James in
its 93 yerr history, Rev. Nelson
has served there longer than any
other pastor. Hp succeeded the
late Rev. J. B. Dove.
SERVED WIDELY
Some of his civic and religi-
ous affiliations while in the Bluff
City has been assistant dean of
the R. R. Vi'right School of Reli-
gion, treasurer of the West Ten-
nessee Annual Conference, chair-
man of the Pan Hellenic Council
of Memphis for two years, vice-
president of the North Memphis
Interracial Council, member of
the local chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity, Worthy Patron
Diamond Lodge OES, and a
member of the General Board
of 'Education of the AME church.
Well qualified for the 1,000
membered St. James church, Rev.
Nelson, who is originally from
Little Rock, Ark., received his
bachelor of arts degree from
Shorter college, Little Rock;
bachelor of divinity, Jackson The-
ologian Seminary, N. Little Rock,
Ark.; doctor of divinity, Camp-
bell college, Jackson, Miss.: and
doctor of literary letters, Monro.
via college, Liberia, West Africa.
post- graduate study at Fisk uni-
versity. Nashville, Tenn.
HE BUILT
Auxiliaries, clubs and choirs
organized while Rev. Nelson was
at St. James include the Floral
club, Usher Board No, 2, Nelson
Jewels choir, Junior choir, and
St. James AME church Male cho-
rus.
During the nine years of his
pastorate a neon cross has been
Installed in St. James also $2.000
worth of carpeting in the church,
Iwo organs, a piano, tables and
chairs in the dining room, cafe-
teria. stove and dishes, frigidaire
movie projector and electric mi-
meograph machine.
The church, parsonage and an-
nex have been redecorated, tile
floors installed in the rest rooms
a new lighting system, furniture in
the office and parsonage anti
(Continued From Page 1)
scattered to be considered a
trend.
The pastor said, "In connection
with the development of goodwill,
it has been widely suggested re-
cently that goodwill and under.
standing cannot be legislated but
must be developed by aducation.
There was, however, concern that
where this plea for time is made
there shotld be some assurance
that there was a definite program
to develop understanding a n d
good faith. For example, the
pleas fer time in desegregatin
schools would be far more con-
vincing if accompanied by plans
for developing understanding ra-
ther than by programs of ' ter-po-
sition, nulification and other tech-
niques of evasion."
As a final statement, R e v.
Browning said: "I recall the in-
stitute as an 'ideal American' in
miniature. None of those from
divergent backgrounds pled their
own cause as more deserving or
urgent that another's. There was
a unanimous confession that some.
thing was amiss as our Amer-
ican concept of life was spelled
out in our laws and mores in hu-
man relations. And there was a
rededication to the goal of mak-
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REV. H. M. NELSON
Stewardess
Sponsors Chorus
guards placed around the chur
steps.
Besides making the above
provements, more than $200,
has been raised by Rev. Nel
STARTED EARLY
Before coming to Memphis,
minister was a pastor in Ar
more, Okla., for two years. Pri
to that he was at Okmulgee, Okl
for eight years. Rev. Nelson I)
tored his first church at K
Ark., when he was 15 years o
Starting to preach at eight,
was the youngest minister to
ordained in the AME church.
While at St. James, more th
300 persons have lined uncle
Isis pastorate. Rev. Nelson ha
been the inspiration for 10 in
becoming ministers.
Rev. Nelson is married and t
father of two children, Wayn
Odell, 22, who is in Las Angele
Calif.: and, Ilaroldyn Jean„ 1
sixth grade student at Manassa
Stewardess board number three
is sponsoring the Southern Male
chorus Monday, Nov. 14, at 7:30
p. m.
The program will be held in the
main auditorium of St. Andrew A.
M. E. church. Each member is










for just SOO and front F
panel of "Lysol" carton'
"Tinykit" is so tiny—It tucks
away in a travel bagl
It contains a latex doucheijil
with a nozzle designed exact
approved by doctors for douch-
ing. Plus a waterproof case.
It's yours from "Lysol"—for cult
500 and the front panel of a
"Lysol" carton.




ly in your douche,
and you'll always feel
clean inside.
"Ilarklt"
Goa 1111. Akron I. Onto
Please send '1Tinykli" ln plain *Tip-






YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new offiee at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and Si last she is
hack to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband. wife or sweetheart? Are you
in had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, eons* let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life I. you teat as she would read an oyes book
Tell you why your Job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest coma sea MADAM BELL at out*.
Located on Highway 61 South, just over Mississippi Stela
Line, is,, the way to Hernando. flea' home is 2 bioeks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be a
to look for the RED BRICK Room and you'll find her there
at all times (She never had an office in Hest Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehavent State Line and gat
off at iltaW Liao and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY II TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to
Readings Daily, Open es Sundays
I don't make say home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for ths right alp and the right same.












































































































































by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Let's face some clear-cut facts!
The announcement last week that
Federal Judge Marion S. Boyd has
set the Memphis bus segregation
case for hearing on Monda. Jan
fi, 1959 in the Federal court here
broil ght this city of ours clo.,,er to
grips with the integration segre-
gation problem.
The issue is already living de- ,
hated throughout the city. No
clear thinkinc citizen here •oia
is interested in the overall pro- .
gross of this city wants to see
this community further besmirch-
ed by the stupid action of die-
hard reactionaries in defying the
law of the land.
In most such cases seeking de-
segregation there is the inevitable
build-up, publicity wise, prior and
tin to final affirmative decision,
iv
hich fans the flames of defiance
I pro-segregationists. . .
To avoid this, several responsi-
ble Negro citizens suggeste,i that
, contact be made with key officials
. of the city administration and that
.._ it be recommended Memphis
Street Railway be asked to quiet-
ly end the Jim Crow pattern of
seating, by removal of signs.
If the mayor and commission-
ers agreed and were able to win
compliance from MSR such would
,not be a precedent shattering
Z move. Bus desegregation has talc-
en place in the South without all.
bout fight in court Little Rock,
,,regardless of its faults in bus de-
'segregation, is an example., The
intelligent action there averted rab
ble-rousing resistance, and Ne-
gro citizens cooperated to main-
tain the good-will so necessary dur-
ing the period of upheaval of out-
moded customs and traditions.
The Memphis sititation is quite
different. We have no arginnent
ith the citizens who suggested
. the local move. However, we have
'''"'• valid reason to believe it is doom-reo.
4.* ed to failure.
ie-4.- In the first place, every top
"...1 official in our city administration
,has either openly stated that he
.„ is an avowed segregationist or M-
1.-4' dicated such. That places each—
..- in the position of having greater
:: regard for or more fear of the
reactionaries than of the local Ne-
gro voters.
Secondly, we feel It would be
a well-nigh miracle to get MSR
to comply with any such plan, de-
spite the fact Negroes of this city
are keeping the firm from operat-
ing in the red, at least to a greater
- degree.
It should not be forgotten that
„the Faubian demogougery has wonsupport, stiffened the lines of re-sistance and fanned the flames.,.
of hatred of constitutional law in
the South among an element which
is blinded to the difference be-
tween law of the land and CUS-
TOM.
What does that mean? Simply
this, we believe: Pro-segregation-
ists and their willing or unwilling..--
-supporters are going to force the
Negro to earn every gain made
-in deseregation. In other words,
.4
--et
,out of the dream world of think-4. ing that first-class citizenship
Zi.; from here on, is going to be tend-
ered on a gleaming platter.
The group who suggested obtain
ing cooperation from city officials
are to be commended. It reflects
, sincere interest in maintaining the
i• measure of good-will still present
4 , in the community. But other. ..
i-. 1 means of avo' • • unnecessary
• trouble will have to be utilized,
t - such as lifting the Greater Race
4 relations Committee of Memphis
•and its Jim crow auxiliary to ahigher level of positive effective-
ness; staunch support from the Po-
lice Department; support from
...=business leaders and organizations
6 of the city and the backing ofi
s moral and religious and truly de-
mocratic forces in the city.




ble Negroes are not going to re-,
treat in the struggle to attain then
rights and on% ilege set forth tor
all citizens of this country. Hence,
the apparent sensible course to
pursue is to face up to the issue,
seize the inittatirc before reac-
tionaries begin to create more con-
fusion and bitterness.
We are convinced that some-
time in the future, near future,
the Supreme Court of the United
Stales is going to invalidate the
state's segregated bus laws. The
precedent has already been set.
Meanwhile, Negro leadership of
this community should see t Ii e
wisdom of briefing that segment
of the public which rides the bus
on the proper conduct for t h e
transition to more democratic
service for all.
Wishful thinking will not achieve
the desired ends - only intelli-
gent well-coordinated action.
Georgia's Gov, Marvin Griffin,
Augusta's Editor Roy Harris and
State Sen. A. A. Fowler have
brewed a spiteful scheme design-
ed to humiliate and embarrass the
friends of the Negro in the North.
The Associated Press reports
that the American Resettlement
Foundation which was organised
by Fowler with the support of tue
other two conspirators, plans
move a large Negro family (with
10 or 15 persons in ill into an
exclusive, all-white neighborhood
in a Northern city within 60 days.
It was hinted that the family
may be moved into a $75,000 home
with only one dollar rent to pay.
in the Wesley Heights suburb of
the nation's capital.
This malevolent scheme, which
reportedly is to be Carried out in
other northern cities can backfire
,on the segregationist leaders.
Americans, by and large, have
a tendency to rally to the support
of an individual who is unduly
persecuted or made a martyr by
bigots. Hence, it is not beyond
the realm of possibility that if
this plot is actually pushed, Negro
families may be "welcomed" in
a number of exclusive white neigh-
borhoods.
The moat galling feature of the
vicious plan is the evident con-
tempt the leaders hive for Ne-
groes as citizens of this country.
Obviously they think of our peo-
ple as nothing less than chattel
in this 20th century, who can be
shunted about without th,e least
qualm to justify a decadent deep
Dixie institution which is crumb-
ling from the effective attack of
Lb. more wise.
-Here is more concrete reason
that there be no relenting in this
struggle for complete emancipa-
tion until the cancerous growth
of segregation and discrimination
evil is removed from our society.
We know from experience that
the North, in many instances, is
not one whit better than the South
when it comes to segregation. But
generally, the Negro enjoys more
of the privileges of citizenship
there.
The basis for the Georgia-bred
intrigue are such incidents as the
Trumbull Parka riots in Chicago,
exodus of whites to suburbs of
Washington, D. C., over integra-
tion in the schools in the nation's
capital, housing trouble in Penn-
sylvania and New York.
However, when it comes to big-
ots in Dixie plotting to shove help-
less Negroes on northerners to
force an anti-civil rights stand,
then the lines of human decency
would be flagrantly violated. Each
race has its level of associations,
and Negroes are no different. If
up in an exclusive white neigh-
borhood the maneuver will give
more fodder to the communists,
which I am about convinced many
of paler hue feel of less important
to the integration issue. Moreover.
such action would serve to further
LeMoyne Has Missouri Chemistry Profs.
Attend Meetingblister As Speaker
Dr. Allen Hackett. pastor ot
Pilgrim Congregational church in
St. Louis, Mo., was the g e s t
speaker at the LeMoyne college
chapel services last week.
Dr. Hackett, a graduate of the
Riverdale Country school, W il-
barns college where he ii as a
member of Phi Beta Kappa. and
Union Theological Seminary, has
pastored churches in Fulton, New
York; Stanford, Conn., and Hono-
lulu, }a wail.
In his sermon, entitled "T h e
Right Shall Live By His Faith,"
Dr. Hackett posed three ques-
tions: II How does a man find
the courage to stand up to sus-
picion and mistrust? 2) What is
the Solution for the man who feels
thus he receives no response to
prayer and who finds that reli-
gion does not give him warmth
and joy? and 31 What is the
source of our special understand-
ing of faith?
THE ANSWER
The answer to these questions,
according to the speaker, is to
he found in the example of Mar-
tin Luther, who in his restless-
ness, searching and questioning is
the very personification of the Re-
formation Mid, in a larger sense,
of the Renaissance, that -might?,
springtime of the human spirit."
Martin Luther's faith in God is
reflected in his words. "Here I
stand, God helping me, I can do
no other."
Dr. Hackett feels, as did Mar-
tin Luther, that the solution of
man's problems is to be found in
faith, in a renewal of man's love
of God, and in the remoVal of
those things which keep man's
conscience from being clear and
pure.
BATON4ROUGF., La. - Two
Southern university professors of
chemistry represented the Univer-
sity at the first annual conference
on Analytical Chemistry in N u.
clear Reactor Technology, held at
the Gittlinburg Civic auditorium,
Gallinburg, Tenn., Nov. 4 • a.
They were Dr. Jeffery Gipson
and Dr. Jack H. Jefferson. The
young chemists came to Southern
four years ago with outstanding
records in research.
The conference was sponsored
by the Oak Ridge National 1.abora-
tory for chemists and scientists




GREENSBORO. N. C. -- Dr.
Franklin H. McNutt, associate
dean of the graduate school at
Woman's college, here, will speak
at the Bennett college 1'esper serv-
ice on Sunday, Nov. 10, at 4 P-In•
in Pfeiffer chapel.
COLLEGE AND ROMANCE -
The bebuty of the Fall season
forms a pleasant backdrop as
two new Wilforce university
arrivals talk over thints
demically, romantically, and
otherwise. Barbara Mann, left,
of Xenia, Ohio and Edwin
Robinson, right, of Cincinnati,
Ohio, are the two participants.
Barbara Mann aspires to be-
come a teacher. Edwin Is en-
rolled In business AdmInistra-
tion. Carnegie Library with
"Cicero" looking down furnish
Farm Agents To
Hold Workshop
ORANGEBURG, S. C. - The
South Carolina agricultural ex-
tension agents are meeting in a
workshop, Nov. 13-15, at State col-
lege, Orangeburg, E. N. Wil-
liams, State supervisor, announc-
ed this week.
Among those taking part In the
workshop will be A. H. Fuhr, in-
formation specialist of ;he Farm
Credit Administration: L. J. Wash-
ington. agriculturist of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture's
Farmers Home Administration,
and Sherman Briscoe, information
specialist of the USDA Office of
Information.
emphasize to the world that the
South has a healthy crop of hypo-
crites who are _doling a disservice
to his great country of ours. Yes,
a crop who don't care two hoots
in hell about a growing menace
from Russia just so long as they
keep their heels on the necics of
a people who have proven their
loyalty to this country during war
and peace.
The gin favorite of all the world!
It tastes great mixed








the one gin distilled in
II countries and served
'round the world!
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Bungalow? Mansion? No matter what style
or sire home you live in, we have a plan to fit
your needs for conveniently located
phones... phones in beautiful decorator
colors. Why not call our Business Office today
for details about the plan for you?
See How Little It Costs!
Several extra phones, in color,
cost less additional each month than





Sot., Nov. 9, 1937
Ike Says Confab With
Powell Not Called Off
WASHINGTON - (ANT') - House. But I do think that suchias the clergy to lend their aid - le
Congressman Adam Clayton Pow- a conference could be very instruc-!lielping solve this problem.
ell is not the only person request- tire and helpful to our country I The administration has been
ing a conference with Mr. Eisen-, and it should be held as quickly
bower on the civil rights issue, it as possible."
was revealed last week. At his press conference Wednes.
This observation was made, day, Mr. Eisenhower reiterated
known when a reporter remind- his orginal belief that it mill takt•
ed the President at the news con- .patience, tolerance and cOnsidera
ferenee that Mr. Powell had re- lion to solve this civil rights mob
quested a conferenee several lent. It cannot be solved by lao
weeks ago, and was asked "what's or force.
the hitch?" : lk• pointed out that the Integra
There is no hitch, the President 
-
shot back. He is not the only 0 
lion order brings aMmt quite a
ne social change in Am trier*. We
trying to get on the schedule to m
one
remember that for '56 years
express their views. Others includ.'„,e have lived „Hee 11,, social
ing sonic Negroes have made the order of separate hut equal. And
same request, continued Mr. Els- now that whole systein is consitl
enbower. And a group of South-
ern congressmen have been trying: The President stated that the
ered unconstitutional.
to get a conference. Little Rock sittiatiott is improving
Powell had said in a speech be. daily, and lie hwed and prayed
fore the NAACP in Eve, iston. Ill., that the time \‘ ill soon come
last week that 'six weeks have when he would he alde to remove
gone by since I requested and all Federal troops, And he hoped
Mr. Eisenhower agreed to hold that in the future this (integration
a conference with Negro leaders. could be accomplished without
I do not know what Negro leaders trouble.
have been considered, that is the lie said he had called upon
total responsibility of the White ness and industrial leadt•rs as well
•---- -•
working on a civil rights .am-
mission for weeks, continued the
President. But he found it diffi-
cult to get the kind of people ;A
It anted. Ile want-d the commis-
ion to be effective without arOas.
Mg too much feeling and PRIAM.
And finally the President-14s
nutted that every sinee Egg*
wi71`ii the Stier Canal about Sull
2:i. 'ii tat year, he has had dint*
ery critical problems placed upon
is desk. Ile found this very weur.
mg but enduring as long as his
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. . . it's so easy to
get Christmas Gifts:
FREE...





It's no trouble to get those
"extra gifts" for the children.
We just use our Top Value
Stamps at Christmas Time,
and the selection is as good as
anywhere. Dolls, Wagons,
Appliances; almost anything
you could imagine for a lovely
Christmas Gift. And Kroger
clerks always give such cour-
teous service, too. That nzakes
it even nicer to save
Top Value Stamps!
• • . says Toppie,





up a new catalogue next time you are in
favorite Kroger Store and start now to do
Early, Easy Christmas Shopping,
WITH TOP VALUE STAMPS!
... from Kroger
McGregor FOOTBALL
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TRI-STATE
Se., Nov. 9, 1957
"My soul, be on they guard, ten
thousand foes arise;
0 watch, and fight, and pray
the battle ne'er give o'er;
Renew it boldly every day, and
. help divine implore.
War think the victory won, nor
lay thine armor down,
The work of faith will not be
don til thou obtain the crown.
Fight on my soul, till death shall
bring thee a they God!
Hell take thee, at they parting
breath, to His divine abode."
How challenging and comfort-
ing these words have been to men
down through the ages. How many
war-weary heroes of yesteryear
have found comfort in them! How
much relief has been brought to
men in all walks of life when they
become aware that men in all
Walks of life are fighting battles
known only to themselves.
This world of ours is slowly be-
coming a vast battle-field. Men
are fighting on every conceivable
front. Fighting for, survival on
the economic front, fighting for
advance on the intellectual front,
fighting for lifts on the social lad-
der, and fighting for security on
the spiritual front. Whate'r way
man turns his head the first thing
that stares him in the face is a
battle. Nothiog can he achieved
unless a battle is involved.
The battle is evil enough within
Itself but when other forces enter
in these serve to make the battle
that much worse. The one thing
that hurt Julius Ceasar more than
anything else was to look up
through his blood-smeared body at
those power crazy men who had
come to take his place at any
price and there see his brother
wrong them. Then we find him
uttering the words that have
gone down through history, "Et
tu, Brutus!"
As if it were not bad enough
for other people to become ambit.
bus for his position to look up
and see his own brother in the
mob was more than Ceasar could
endure. But in each of our lives
there are men of Brutus Ceasar's
type. Men who will be your gen-
erals, men who will swear by all
the gods above that they are go-
ing to stick with you until the end
and then when they are needed
most they will desert the fold.
Human nature has not changed
very much — Ceasar had his Bru-
tus, Samson had his Delilah, Dil-
inger had his woman in red, and
Jesus had His Peter. Men have
a queer way of deserting the
ancks when they are needed
most.
With all of this proness on the
art of men and women what are
we to do? The hymn writer has
said it very nobly, "0 watch and
fight and pray, the battle n'er give
o'er, renew ytyda olyd orb ley
o'er, renew it boldly every day
and Divine help implore. It is a
sad commentary on Christian life
that after 2,000 years men and
women still can not be depended
upon. It is a sad commentary that
those in whom we put so much
faith and trust still lack the hu-
man decency to go all the way
with us. But many times in life's
darkest hours, in hours of Gethse-
mane when blood and sweat run
down our brows those whom we
would expect to be closest to us
have found some comfortable place
and gone off to sleep. In such
hours the words of the poet take
on new meaning. We must reach
down and get some new determina-
tion and keep on fighting.
SEEP FIGHTING
When quite a young man I used
to get great thrill out of the
way the older members of my
church used to sing "I'm On, The
Battlefield for My Lord." These
old souls battle-weary knew what
it was to be on the battlefield for
their Lord. Somewhere doen the
journey of life we too must realize
that we are on the battlefield for
our Lord. In spite of human frail-
ties we must keep on fighting. In
spite of desertion among the ranks
we must keep on fighting. In spite
of all of the hardships we en-
counter we must keep on fight-
ing. Whatever our lot might turn
ut to be we must not give up.
I fully realize the heartaches that
can be brought on by the desert-
ion of those who are nearest to
us but like Caesar, Napoleon, Sam-
son and Jeaue we must forever
keep our goal before us and keep
on fighting. Life to us must be-
come a matter of grim determina-
tion and I am glad to say the
more determination we put into
life for those things that are worth-
while the more rewarding our
lives will be.
I have often heard it said, "No
cross • no crown". Maybe this
sums up our lives down here very
adequately. With all things going
along well we would never be in
a position to appreciate those
things that are meaningful to life
but with our best friends become-
ing our bitterest enemies and tak-
ing our best efforts for a joke
life takes on a new and hereto-
fore urirealizing meaning. Yes, the
old poet is still speaking to all of
us — "0 watch and fight and
pray, the battle ne'er give o'er,




UNION CITY, N. J. — Giving
the Negro "a fair opportunity to
develop physically, morally and
intellectually is, above all, the
task of the Church," according to
an editorial in the November is-
sue of The Sign, national Catholic
magazine published here.
Asserting that the "one big blot
still staining the American con-
science . . . is our treatment of
the American Negro," the maga-
zine declares "the final solution
to this urgent problem will not be
brought about by welfare agen-
cies. Cultural equality Will not be
achieved by judicial decree."
The editorial continues: "What
the Negro needs, what he wants,
and what his essential dignity de-
mands, is a fair opportunity to
develop. This is a work for gov-
ernmental guarantee to some ex-
tent.
It is a cooperative work of corn-
munity facilities for health and
education. Above all, it is the task
of the Church."
The editorial concludes: "Spir-
itual problems demand spiritual
remedies. It is through the Church
that the wisdom of the Gospel and
the grace of God will flow most
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Paul reminds the Corinthians that
among them are men of different
gifts. One man is gifted with wisdom





ARLINGTON, Va. — (ANP I —
Five Negroes and two whites were
arrested here last week and charg-
ed with refusing to observe segre-
gation in seating arrangements at
a political meeting in Swaoson
Junior High school. All were re-
leased without bond pending a
hearing.
The seven were among 400 per-
sons attending the meeting to hear
Democratic and Repubncan candi-
dates for the house of delegates.
Rev. Thomas Archie Robinson.
67, of Alexandria, said he and two
other clergymen went to the :
meeting for the purpose 01 test- ,
ing the segregation poliey. Two
white housewives also said 'hey
were trying to demonst•ate their
opposition to segregates seating
at public meetings.
The remaining two Negroea. a
man and a woman, said they weee
not there "to test anything,' but
only to hear the speaker.
I Police said all seven refused to
move from sections in which
I they were forbidden to sit by law.
GRENADA, Miss. — (ANN — A
plan by Sen. John C. Steonis of
Mississippi requiring President
Eisenhower to appoint a group of
Southern advisors to sample South-
ern feelings on the integration is.
sue, has been turned down by
the chief executive.
Stennis, an advowed advuepte of
segregation, had sent telegram
to the President urging that he
appoint some 20 or more nersonal
advisors in each Southern e to
talk to school patrons and then
renort directly to Mr. Eisenhow-
er.
1,ast week Stennis released
President's reply, in which he stet
ed that his role in the Little lock
school crisis is to support eoert
nrders and "not one of attempt-
ing hv force nf arms to advanc,.
impede or otherwise off .ct t
emirs, of desegregation"
-
in no alum !mum • IN mums 
cirm OfferR
qllw Care Prize
NEW YORK—A national award
program of f1,000 in cash prises
was announced by Win'aM r.
Mennen, tr,, president of the Men-
Rah, Foundation, a nomnrefit
it organization devoted to the im-
provement of baby care et a n•
' dards.
The nation': public health offic-
ials, pediatrielars, obstetricisia,
child study divsions of unver-
cities. independent baby e a • e
croups and the naton'F press ere
being polled to find the individual
, or organiratinn that has "made
the nut titandiet contribution to
bsby care ia
The National Advisory Commit.
tee of the Mennen Rally Founda-
tion, composed of doctors and
nublic health officials from al-
most every slate. will help select
the winner% to he announced Dec.
12.
First prier winner wit receive
Foundation Medallion. In addition
five other winners will receive
non in cash and the Mennen
Baby Foundation Medallion.
The gift of faith is given to one;
the gift of healing to another, but all
these different gifts Cr. guided by the
selfsame Spirit
Yes Madame,
It is wise to keep up with
the times—"mixed" seem to
have taken over in the kitchen.
With Jack Sprat the enriched
wheat flour we can make our
own mixes and store them
covered in the refrigerator.
How simple to take out the
required amount, add liquid,
and biscuits ready to be rolled
out and baked.
One is given the gift of wonting
miracles; anozher has the gift of
prophesy, and to others -divers kinds
of tongues," to interpreting them.
Recognizing that each member has
his gift. Paul pleads that there be no
schisms in the c.hurch, but love oar
to another.
114311MORT VERSE — I OorInthiaeas
Tennessee Beauticians Negro Study
Hold Annual Meeting Group Meets Al
Mrs. Etta Brown of Jackson,
Tenn., president of the Tennessee
Beauticians Association, presided
at the annual meeting at Clark
Memorial Methodist church in
Nashville, Tenn., recently.
She was assisted by the second
vice president, Mrs. Mattie Taylor
of Memphis. Tenn., and the third
vice-president. Mrs, Lockye Talley
of Dyersburg.
The convention opened with a
mass meeting with Mrs. Dorothy
Dell Olson. Clarksville USO direct-
or, as principal speaker.
One of the highlights of the
meeting was -the presentation of
three awerds for meritorious serv-
ice in the field of human -ights.
Receiving the awards were At-
torney Z. Alexander Looby of
Nashville, Rev. Martin Luther
King of Montgomery, Ala., and
Rev. Paul Turner of Clinton. Tenn.
Both Rev. King and Rev. Turner
received their awards hrough
proxies from Rev. Kelley Miller,
local NAACP president.
THE CLINICS
Annual clinics of the conven-
vention were held under the di-
BAKING POWDER BISCUIT
MIX
4 cups Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
Vi cup Shortening
2 Tbsp. Baking Powder
2 Tsp. Salt
Sift together flour, baking
powder, and salt. Cut in short-
ening using pastry blender or
finger tips until crumbs are
coarse and even. Store in clos-
ed container in refrigerator.
Biscuits — to 1 cup of mix add




7 cups Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
4 Tsp. Salt
Sift Jack Sprat enriched
rection of Mrs. Lillian Robinson of
Chattanooga, dean of instruchon.
Mina Perita Bates of St. Louis
and Rue's.' Phillips of Cincinnati
and New York.
On the social side, members
held a banquet on the campus of
Tennessee A & I State uni,eveity
and a style revue and a dance
at Club Baron. Miss Bates was
the guest model at the revue. The
winner of the Miss Tennessee con-
test, who was from Nashville, was
Icrowned at the fashion show.
I Other awards presented at the
meeting were two scholarships to
the annual Cosmetology Institute
at Tennessee State and a loving
cup.
Alabama State
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — ANT)
The Association for th• Study
of Negro Life and History will
hold its annual convention at Ala-
bama State college here Nov. 14-16,
it was announced.
A planning committee under the
chairmanship of Dr. L. D. Red.
dick, chairman of the d•partment
of history at Alabama State is
working out plans to entertain
delegates and visitors to the three-
"Our Store is as Close as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE
& SUPPLY, Inc.
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW vni°" 71, N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY s: S'
Badges, Cops, Gowns, B in, Hymnal Books, Gospol Song looks
Church Supplies
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY • WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
wheat flour and salt. Cut in cold
shortening using knife, pastry
blender or tip of fingers until
crumbs are coarse as small
peas, Cover, store in refigera-
tor.
For 1 crust—to 1,2 cups of
mix, add ice water to form
stiff dough. Double for two
crusts. Use your own favorite
pie filling. This makes a deli-
cious, tender crusts that melts
in your mouth





SEE THE MOVIES FREE
WONDRFUL NEWS — FOR CHILDREN UNDER 12!
Get a FREE "JR. MOVIE PAMPHLET' % and fill its two pages with
Quality Stamps. Then, present it to the Box Office of your favorite
Neighborhood Theater displaying the sign. "We Accept Jr. Movie
Pamphlets." It's GOOD FOR FULL admission price at ANY perform-
ance. (Even includes federal tax.)
NEARLY EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD THEATER IN MEMPHIS (and
truuly theatres in other Mid-South cities) will redeem "Jr. Movie Pamph-
lets" as full admission price at any performance for children under 12.
Get your FREE "Jr. Movie Pamphlet" at ANY Big Star or at ANY
theater displaying the sign: "We Accept Jr. Movie Pamphlets". You
need fill only TWO pages (50 stamps each page) with Quality Stamps!
ANOTHER EXCITING. EXCLUSIVE l'ROMOTION FEATURE OF
QUALITY STAMPS













Sparkling Performance on Big Star Food Stores Talent Show
MiNGS
1
PERFORMING LIKE VETERAN show people, there youthful
stars presented topnotch acts when the. %ere heard on a recent
Rig Star Food Stores' show over 50.000 Watt WDIA. It's always
good listening when the Rig Star talent time takes to the air
each Saturday morning at 11:30 a. m., and these young stars of
tomorrow brought pleasure to the huge Mid South audience that
tune, 'tient 11 yn.g A -,eiii„,,
an opportunity on a future talent time show you are cordial's
A
invited to contact WDIA. A. C. Williams is the genial Master at
ceremony. During the years Big Star has brought hundreds and
hundreds of youngsters to this opportunity to show the vast Mid
_ ..e 'en ..^ Picture(' above 'ell 1,  lght Sc'
1st row - Joe T. ',smoothie, Bernice Smith, Mary Cornet.
Gwendolyn Townies', Thelma Davis, Dorothy Bonner. 2nd row
charles Yates. Dorothy Jones. Eugene Wilkins, Barbara Wilkins,























































































































by HATT E HOUSE
EBENEZER BAPTIST
Presenting Mrs Georgia V. Har-
vey as the principal speaker, the
Ilmnezer congregation will cele-
Otte its Women's Day, Sunday.own for her gracious a n d
dinning personality and beloved
in religious circles throughout
the city, Mrs. Harvey will address
the membership at 3 p.m. An es.
cellent program will supplement
her speech, Participating on it
will be Miss Eleanor Banks. Mrs.
Irene Truehart and Miss Sylvia
Banks. Mrs. E. F. Hayes of St.
James AME church will be mis-
tress of ceremony.
A discussion entitled the "The
Role of Women" will the feature
of the morning services. Mrs. An-
nie Grice will discuss the "The
Role of the Past Women". Speak-
ing on "The Role of the Pres-
ent Woman" will be Miss Laura
Pulliam of Vollintine Baptist
church. "The Future Woman" will
be Mrs. Dorothy Cobb's topic
Mrs. A. F. Lofties of Avery
Chapel AME church will be the
fse
ator.
eading this much - anticipated
rvation is Mrs. Dorenza Sim-
mons. She is being assisted by
competent heads of various com-
mittees. They are Mrs. Clara
Harris, Mrs. Zoie Powell, Miss
Clara Banks and Mrs. Essie Neal
Rev. F.. L. Slay is the minister.
BT. JAMES AME
Sunday will be a sad day at
tha St. James AME church. Sad
because it will mark the end of
nine years of devoted service atthe St. James AME church. Rev.
H. McDonald Nelson, pastor of
St.- James AME church, is de-
livering his farewell sermon. The
congregation and, indeed, the city
will miss this dedicated servantto mankind.
John M. Hall will attend the
Annual AME Conference on Nov.13 in Jackson. Tenn., as delegate
from the St. James AME church.




e Early Grove B a pt ist
'church will worship with First
Baptist of Barlett, Tenn., Sun-
day. Rev. Eugene Waller of Ear.
ly Grove Baptist church will of-
ficiate. The occasion is the Pas-
tor's Anniversary. Rev. J. F. Col-
lins, the honoree, has been min-
ister of the sanctuary for more
than 25 years.
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
liarvest Day will be held at
the Bethlehem Baptist church,
Sunday. An out-of-town minister,
Rev. D. E. Herring, will be guest
speaker. He will be heard at 330
p.m. Mrs. Gladys Isom is the
chairman.
The morning message will be
delivered by Rey. Quincy Billops.
Rev. J. R. Bibbs is the pastor.
1ST BAPTIST BROAD AVENUE
The East Memphis Ushers' Un-
ion will meet at the First Baptist
Broad Avenue church, Sunday,
at 3 p.m. Rev. W. T. Grafton of
Springdale Baptist church will ad-
dress the ushers. F. H. Hampton
of Princeton Avenue B a pt i at
church is the president.
First Baptist's membership is
presently making plans for its
Pastor's Appreciation Day. It
will be observed Sunday, Nov.
IT. Rev. C. M. Lee of Pilgrim
Rest Baptist church will speak.
Several guest churches are ex-
pected. Mrs. Gladys Morgan is
the chairman.
Rev. H. C. ("berry is the min•
ister.
FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST
The Imperial Choir of Friend-
ship Baptist church is presenting
Annual Choir Day, Sunday, Nov.
17.
Services at the house of wor-
ship Sunday will be regular.
MARTIN TEMPLE MEMORIAL
Laymen's Day has been set for
Sunday, Nov. 17, at the Martin
Temple Memorial CME church.
A. W. Willis of Mt. Olive Cathe-
dral will be the main speaker.
Rev. L. A. Storey is the pastor.
, • • •
The Annual AME Conference
will convene in Jackson, Tenn.,
Nov. 13-17. It will be held at the
Greater Bethel ANTE c hu r c h,
there. Appointments will be made
on the last day of the Confer-
ence.
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
Sunday was a memorable occa•
sion at the Mt. Moriah Baptist
Church. The Rev. B. L. Hooks
was magnificent. Notable also was




LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (INS) —
Arkansas NAACP leaders waited
anxiously today for a ruling from
Federal Judge Roy Harper as to
#
e legality of a Little Rock ordi-
ce enacted to curb the activl-
of the Negro organization.
A hearing was held yesterday
but Judge Harper did not hand
down a decision. He did, however,
refuse to grant the petitioners, the
NAACP, an injunction which would
prohibit the city from enforcing
the act.
The ordinance, passed Oct. 15,
requires submission of financial
and membership records to the
local clerk of court by certain
type of organizations.
Municipal officials freely admit
the ordinance was passed to ham-
string the NAACP.
Judge Harper, who is from St.
Louis but is sitting in an Arkansas
federal district court vacancy
temporarily, gave no indication
wen he might rule on the consti-
tutionality of the ordinance.
t
Meanwhile, Little Rock voters re going to the poles today to
me seven directors for the city's
new managerial government
"'Lich will go into office Nov. 11,
replacing the mayor and city
council.
Little Rock has been plagued
wtth race trouble since schools
opened Sept. 3 under a federal
ctrtirt order to integrate Central
H' ii. Integration was accomplish.
cs4 with the aid of federal troops
who are still posted at the school
to maintain order.
Today's City election was the
first in memory In which the race
problem has been an issue. Four
of the 21 candidates for the seven
directorships are being supported
and heralded by Milk Guthridge,
attorney for the pro-segregation





The YM and W club met at the
home of the President. Mrs. Lau-
ra S. Lee. of 972 Latham at , re-
cently, with Mrs. B. Thornton pre-
siding.
The president thanked the mem.
berm of the club who gave her a
surprise birthday party recently
at the home of Mrs. Mary Gray,
etaoinshrdlum?udc ...." ii shrtic
of 1232 Latham at.
Plans are being made to give
Christmas cheer baskets to the
needy, as the club has done in
the past.
The next meeting will he at the Clears Randninh
home of A. Hunter, 393 Walk. Theodore R Randolph, Of hosnital where she is recovering The Helping Hand Industries,. 
-er ave., Nov. 3 at 4 p. m. Friends g50 Buntyn, was cleared of 
second)from a breakdown Baker reveal Inc., will present Rev. Cleavant ,
of the club are invited to attend. degre'; nuirder charges in crimt. ed he has received signed state- Derricks of Jackson. Tenn., in con-
ments from the woman admitting eect at Salem (mem ga p list
church, Crump and Florida Sta.,
Sunday. Nov. 10 at 3:30 p.m.
Featured in the concert will be
original gospel election written
he Re, Deerick The sextet of
Macedonia Rapti, church, where
the pastor, will also appear.
Many persons in Memphis will
remember Rev. Derricks, as the
minister who ran a revival at St.
J honBaptist church, Rev. A. M.
Ewen, pastor, two years ago.
A native Tennesseean, the min-
isle" IS aiithor of three goeiel sing
books and s book "Crumbs From
the Master!' Table" that was pub-
lished in 1954.
HAS RADIO PROGRAM
Rev. Derricks attended Terme'.
see Ala. State university, Knox. IIIIIIIIIIII1101101111110111111010111111111011111111011111111111
ville college and the American
Nashville, Tenn. He also studied 
Vetoes Faubus'Baptist Theological Seminary,
music while in the army during A
World War I.
PEE WEE FOOTBALL TEAM
— The Foote and Cleaborn
Homes Tenant tssociation
Pee Wee football team beat
Manassas Pee %Sees 7-0, with
touchdown. E. T. Hunt of the
recreation department is re-
sponsible for the teams. Mem.





The 26th Ward Civic club mem.
hers were advised to emphasize
the necessity of using the ballot
to vote at their last meeting at
the home of Mrs. Lena Exum,
of 1220 Dimnivant st., recently.
Club members also heard the
highlights of Mayor Orgill's mon-
thly report read. These highlights
included the expressways, city
and county schools and the Fray-
ser community being incorporat-
ed within the city limits.
bor. and a 10•month-old girl — isPlans were completed for or-
said to hsve bought thoosands ofganizing a junior civic club. Aft 
dollars worth of insurance policieser the president, E. L. Washburn.
announced the agenda. Mrs. Morel 
on just anybody. She is the suspect
'in at least five other murders.E. Adams, chaplain conducted
left to right: halfbacks Jerry
Robinson. P. Duran and Mar.
ren Liggins; fullback, John Cal.
isay; geard, Robert Taylor,
halfbacks Tyrone Byrd and
Harry Robinson: quarterback,
Harry Lee; r•itscots, Raymond
bond and Cleoniee Mead.
devotions.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess and Mrs. Zettie Mill-
er,thanked her for the club mem-
bers. Mrs. Pearl Clark is secre-




Leroy Musgrove of Tulsa. Okla.,
attended homecoming activities at
Lane college recently.
The husband of Mrs. M. G. Mus-
grove, speech and drama instruc-
tor at Lane, he enrolled as a
specal student at Lane the last
school year lie plans to continue
his work during the winter quar-
ter.
Mr. Musgrove is former assist-
ant director of boys at Oklahoma's
state institution for the d e a f,
dumb and orphans at Taft, Okla.
Holds Meeting
The Good Samaritan deb met
at Tony's Place. of 1404 Lyceum
rd., recently.
After a brief business session,
the hostess, Alpha Ferguson, en-
tertained the members.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Marguerite Foote,
of 2208 Shannon nve. alai Hassell
is president and M. L. Chandler
is reporter
right: coach, Alexander De•
leach, Jr.: ends. Marvin Mar.
tin and George Wright; tackles
Lee Mosen; mascot. H. Thom-
as: tackle, B. T. Echols; and
assistant coach. Otto sanders.





The Faithful Few Missionary
circle of Mt. Pisgah CME church,
of Park at Marchalneil, paid tri-
bute to their leader, Mrs. Ethel
Mcaturthray, with a surprise par-
ty for her 10 years of service as a
teacher of the Bible.
During the party. the group
sang, with Mrs. Etta Richard
playing the piano, and refresh-
ments were served
Participating in the Circle par.
ty were Mrs. Fanie Irvin, Mrs.
Jerrie Eddins, Mrs. Francis Hurt,
Mrs. Helen Spight, Mrs, Alice Mar- cup chopped parsley, ia cup au-
shall, Mrs. Mary Allen, Mrs. Eliz• gar, and 2 cups soft bread cubes.
abeth Taylor, Mrs. Hattie B. Mime, MORE TIPS
rs. Lou sic Wadr.M el. rsn nAi First cook the salt pork in fry
Mrs. Louise Ward, Mrs. Annie
Braden, Mrs. Lille Wright. Mrs.
Rosie Mavedon, Mrs. Maggie




pan until crisp, and remove from
fat. Then cook the onion and par-
sley in the fat a few minutes.
Place the diced apples in the pan
and sprinkle with sugar. Cover
and cook untiil itender, then con-
tinue cooking a few minutes until
the apples are candied. Add salt
pork, and one-half of the recipe
throtigh.
For spareribs, pile the stuffing
between the two rib section. skew.
or the sections together, an d
bake. The stuffing can also be
used in a boned shoulder of fresh
pork. and one.half o fthe recipe
will stuff four large pork chops,
with enough left over to cook as
the top of the chops.
Rev. H. R. Jackson
Cited At 3 Programs
The stewards of St. Andrew A. on the program.
Members of the church shower.
clubs and auxiliaries presented
their gifts at the banquet.
third- Mid final liervice
be Sunday, Nov'. 10, at 310 p. m.
presented. Music was furnished by Guests for the service will be the
all choirs of the church, Reore- pastor, officers and members at
sentatives of every club, auxiliary Mt. Olivet Cathedrel CME church.
and board brought greetings and Rev. Henry Buntyn will preach
words of appreciation. and Mt. Olive choirs will furnish
St. E. church held three services
honoring their pastor, Rev. Ralph
St. Andrew AME Jgckson, and his family last eweek.The (lest wail, last Sunday aftr-
The business session of the 4th boon when a special program was
quarterly conference for 1956-57
was held at St. Andrews AME
church recently, with Presiding
Elder P. W DeLyle in charge.
Clubs and hoards of the church
made their reports at the confer-
ence.
Sunday school was conducted by
the junior church lih M Stan.
berry as acting superintendent.
The 1 o'clock service was con-
ducted by the church's pastor
Rev. H. Ralph Jackson and the
presiding elder delivered the ser- Abe Scharff YMCAmon. Music was furnished by the
organization." junior choir and choir number Camp Will openRobert Morris, subcommit. one.
tee chief counsel, said during the Members of the congregation ex- 1 The Abe Schaff YMCA Boys
two-day hearing that he had In- pressed a desire for the bishop to camp will be completed by next
formation that Mr. Lorenz w as return their pastor and presiding !summer, according to members
chairman of the Memphis C o m. elder. Mrs. Mary Gray, reporter, of the Memphis YMCA Board.
munist Party in 1953 and 1954.
The second was a banquet Tus- the music.
day. Nov. 5 at g p. in A free
,dinner was served. An aril ke
day. Nov. 5 at I p. m A free
!turkey dinner was served. An at
ray of city talent was presented
Middle row from left to right:
assistant coach, Perry alien:
center, George Thorpe; guard.
John H. Brown; fullback, Gene
Antuty; halfback, Melvin Dan.
iel; guard, Howard Finely; and
Elmo Spikes and George W.
Anderson, Top row from left to
Link 8 Deaths
To Bloody Mary'
SEI-MA. Ala. — Authorities here are seeking to link
at least eight mysterious deaths to a widowed Selma
seamstress and have launched a county-wide investigation
into a fantastic insurance scandal.
_ Mrs. Mary "Bloody Mary" Perkins. 36. — arrested
in the rat poisionings of her bus- ,
herd. and elderly next-door neigh- the 1955 murder of her husband
and said the rat-poison found in
his body must of got there "acci-
dently. "
The, woman had more than 100
persons insured and was paying
over $57 in weekly premiums
A grand jury hearing on the un-
usual case is slated to begin Nov.
12
Selma police Captain J. W. Bak
er said the woman told him a
white insurance agent "would let
her take out policies without the
other persons knowing about it,
and that the agent did not go by
and see the insured.




FAYETTE. Iowa — A former
LeMoyne college instructor, w h o
was questioned by the Senate In-
ternal Security Subcommittee re-
cently, was given a vote of confi-
dence by Upper Iowa university
gated by the Alabama Insurance faculty and student body, Is
Commission, has not yet been week.
st
brought under charges. Baker said Phillip J. Lorenz, jr., who taught
the woman had 84 policies through at LeMoyne from 1952 to 1954,
one company and he indicated a said he had been a leader in the
"major insurance scandal" is Progressive Party in the South
brewing but had never belonged to the
Baker said he has been investi- aartnniunist party.
gating the Perkins woman for In a statement made, the phys.
sonic time, and had also uncover- ics instructor said, "I am not a
ed another crse of a Selma wom• member of the Communist Party
an insuring at least 25 persons
through the same agent. He said
however the second woman has
not been arrested because it is
being determined whether she
drew the claims "strictly on spec-
ulation,"
According to Baker, Mn. Perk-
ins collected on nine insurance
policies_ in the past three or four
years. Of the nine deaths. she has
been cleared in only one, that of
her youngest son, who died of
pneumonia.
Baker said some of the insur-
ance policies returned only par-
tial payment because the deaths
occurred so soon after application.
The seamstress is in a Selma
and will state unequivocally here
that I am not now or have I ever
been a member of any subversive
Mrs. Gray is reporter.
TALLAHASSEE — One hundred
and one students are enrolled in
the newly established vocational
and technical institute at Florida
A and M university.
nal court last week, for the 12
slaying of Curtis Stewart. of 935
Seattle, last December. After an
argument over a $2 loan. Ran-
dolph testified he stuck Stewart
with an ax when the victim came
at him with a knife,
feeding lethal doses of rat poison
to her 70-year-old neighbor Della
Davis, and a 10-month•old Mary
Jeanne Montgomery, the daughter
of another neighbor.
Mrs. Perkins, however. denied
,WOMEN'S DAY—Mrs. Geor-
OS Harvey, teacher it Maim'
asses High school, was worn•
en's day speaker at Mt Gil-
liam Baptist church. inn Ray.
remind. recently. member of
Prendon AME church, her top-
ic was -Above the Clouds '•
She was introduced by Mrs.
Minnie Robinson 01 Parkway
Garden Presbyterian church.
The welcome was given by
Mrs. Browning King and the
respond was by representative
from St. Stephen's Baptist
church. Mrs. R. Robinson
Presented flowers to the wont
en's day chairman, Mrs. Es.
tells Moody. For the after.
neon program, the church
was decorated with yellow
flower.' and leaves. The wom.
en wore black dresses and yel-
low corsages. Mrs. trine Rich-
mond is secretary, Rev. E.
Porter, reporter. At the 11
a.m., service Rev. Bates






Every Sunday morning the min.
AUSTIN, Tex. — (INS) — Thelater has a radio program that
originates in Jackson lie is mar-
ried and the father of three chit.
dren.
Rev. S H. Booker Is president
of the Helping Hand Industries
and Rev. C. Thomas Paige is
chairman of the board.
—
Akron—Use of carbon black in
auto tires started when one manu-
facturer used it to distinguish his
tires from competitiors, and later
learned that it served to toughen




COLUMBIA, Mo., — (INS) —
Heavy ticket sales point to a
tear 40,000, standing•room•only
crowd at Memorial stadium when
the Missouri Tigers play host to
top•ranked Oklahoma Saturday.
The Bengale• sports publicity
director, Bill Callahan, reported
that there are less than 500 eats
—2/1 in the end zone — available
for the pivotal Big Eight con-
ference football game.
Callahan said there Is a pool-
skill!), that some S.R.O. ducats
will be put on sale later this
week.
The game, which probably will
determine the Big Mehl cham-
pion and the Fonferen,e's en.
trent In the Orange Bowl, k ex-
pected to attract the first sell-
out crowd at Columbia In eight
seasons.
Oklahoma helped set the cur•
rent stadium attendance mark
—.37,152 fans — in 1949, the last
sellout at Mirzou's stadium.
ritansas Stand
Texas Senate voted 12-14 in re-
fusing the stand of Arkansas Gov,
Orval Faubus in the Little Rock
School integration crisis.
The unfavorable vote came on
a concurrent resolution asking the
Arkansas chief executive to ad-
dress a current special session of
the Texas legislature.
Sen. Bin Wood of Tyler asked
immediate congideration of the res-
olution and mustered only 12
ayes against 14 noes. It was sent




Musing: New Psychology of rear
m 
.
g children. Continued from Last
We
Correcting Causes of alisbehavi-
Sometimes correcting the causes
of misbehavior is relatively simple.
For example, a child handicapped
by poor eyesight may have so
much difficulty at school that he
feels inferior and defeated. Once
the vision is corrected, he may
go full speed ahead. Sometimes
the causes are complex, hidden
from the ordinary eye. They may
deep in tensions between members
of the family or misconceptions
and confusions in the child's view
of himself and his world, When
our best efforts to help him fail,
then consult a child•guidance
ic.
Dear Carlotta about to
have my first date. I ant all ex-
cited. It is a very special occasion.
I sin so anxious to make a good
impression. "click," and "stack
up." Please tell me some do's and
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 5
Sot., Nos. 9, 1937
dont'. Ann.
Deal \nu: I Shall tell you a
few things to do iever mind the
dont's I may not be able to com-
plete them in this tirst letter but
1 shall ti's to give you enough to
be thinking of.
In stead of trying to 'ominate
the conversation, just "contri-
bute to it." Ile may take )ou to
a restaurant, you may not he
familiar with ordering so ask
him to suggest something. If he
ins itcs you to a movie, allow
hint the privilege of asking your
opinion of the one you prefer.
When he calls for you at home,
"Be ready to leave when the
hell rings." When he calls intro-
duce him to your family. If eau
run into a good•lookIng girl
friend on your date INTRO-
DUCE them. If you happen I.
meet a girl that you both know,
"go out of the nay to say some-
thing nice about her." Don't he
possessive, keep your distance
until you know him better.
Tasty Apple Stuffing
Recipe You Will Like
Southern homemakers h a ve
many ways for teaming up ap-
ples and pork for hearty fall
meals A •favorite and easy way
i sto make an apple-stuffing which
goes well with pork shoulder
roasts, spareribs, or large pork
chops.
An apple - stuffing recipe by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture
call, for five medium size tart
apples, diced. Other ingredients
needed are: 1-4 cup diced salt
pork; ,a cup chopped onion; 1.4
Located at the mouth of Yellow
Creek at the Tennessee river, it
will accomodate 100 boys. Six
cabins have been given as me-




Before a shrieking. shiverin&
homecoming crowd, last week, the
Jackson State college tigers roar-
ed to their fourth victory of Um
season by defeating Kesler uni-
versity Gold Rush 33-0.
Sparked by Co-captain Ardis.
Andrews, who ran for 51, 25 and
54 yard touchdowns, the Tigers
were never in real trouble. As
drews' first score came on the
first play from scrimmage follow-
ing the kickoff. Spencer added thaw
extra point.
WEDDING RECEPTION —
Mr. end Ws. J. Earl Swear.
engen were honored at a wed-
ding reception at the home
of the bride's mother. Mrs.
!throttle S. BrIttenum, of 2441
saratoga, last week. The cou-
ple was married the latter
part of September. M r s.
Swearentren is a teacher is
the Memphis fits School sys-
tem and her hrsband is the
director of Douelas ommn-
nity center. Both are gradu-
ates of Kentucky State col-
lege. Frankfort, Ky. (See Ste-
ry in Society Section)
desire to give written expression
to their thoughts would have ven-
tured into a field that was clut-
tered a ith obstacles and pitfalls.
Young began volunteering free
lance services to the paper in
1913 At the same time, he was
employed as a dining car waiter
on the Northwestern railway. In
1915 he was given a regular job
with the paper at a salary of SV
a week.
Fay had decided to become a
newspaperman.
/I INITIALS
" It was the combination of his
three initials. Frank A. Young.
.. 1.0* Ai ALL Or MA PAN Y-1 Pu Cul
of wont wout.:0 St StISER
11 'el' PUS A IJUMDRED PettN ire 'WERE wirrn Sel0veL.6!
teats Tay with award front
U. S. N11%1' recruiting service
for encouraging Youngsters to
enter the service, In Inset
Frank poses with good friend
Branch Rickey who acanowl-
that made his nickname 'Fay"
legendary among the nation's
newspapermen and sports figures
during the more than 40 years
that it appeared over his stories
and in columns in The Defender.
He reported thousands of sport
events including world heavy-
weight champion boxing bolus,
world series national track meets
and football games in various sec-
tions of the country.
FRANZ LIVED a well round-
ed life, winning plaudits in
maay fields though journalism
was his career. At left ex-
tract star Ralph Metcalfe,
new a Chicago alderman, peen
1,v RUM I. COVIANS
There is an abundance of evi-
dence that Frank A. -Fay ''
Young was a man of restless en-
ergy, Indomitable courage. and a
fellow who would not give up
even in the face of tremendous
adversities.
These elements are woven into
those pioneering days when he
Joined the Defender staff shortly
Dear Mme. Chantel am desir-
ous of meeting a young lady be-
tween the ages of 18 and 25 years
of age. 1 am 28, 6 feet tall and
weigh 170 lbs. Will answer all let-
ters to those who are sincere. Lo-
wery Carr, 6411 Ingleside ave.,
Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
l/ear Mme. Chante: I am a
young divorced lady of 26 with
two sons. I am 5 feet, 51,2 inches
tall, weigh 120 his., with light
brown skin, black hair and brown
eyes. All my friends say I ant
very Attractive and cute. I only
need the right man. Those who
are not sincere, please do not
write. If possible, 1 would like to
hear from men between 27 and
35, 5 feet 10 and up, weighing
170 to 195 lbs., and willing to be
a good husband. Miss B. F. Sol.
ton, 82 Bell at , Akron, Ohio.
Dear M me. Chante: I hope you
FAir Defender's Frank Young Had LongI Well-Rounded A nd Colorful Career
. tp.,2.
it 10 '17 r...!
1.,i:J)-1 Pt
edged the Defender sports edi-
tor as one of the first to cam-
paign for the admittance of
Negroes into major league
ball. At dedication of poultry
plant named in honor of him
at Tennessee State AS! univer-
sity, Frank views plaque
held by students as school's
president Dr. Walter S. Dav-
is, left, looks on. Standing
prondl• no steps of Every-
body's church which he help-
ed found, Frank, left, poses
with Faster worshippers. At
right is Dr. James Scott, long
time personal friend and an-
other of the church's founders.
et Caution, New York, . and a kind that make one curious, big
brother, Russell C. Caution, At- hearted, convivial, sentimental,
Ignite City, N. J. sympathetic and unselfish to the
He was a member of the Ome- point of self neglect. That w a s
ga Psi Phi fraternity and the Ma. Franksons..
Ile was a rugged character.
.SWARDED DEGREE: When stricken in May, 1049, smith
Fay's contribution as a journa. the ailment that caused his death
list and sportsman are well known. last Sunday. he was rushed from
Because of his contributions to the office to Provident hospital
journalism over the vears he was where he underwent the first of
awarded a degree in 1951 by Milt-- five serious operations. Most ofafter it was founded by the late Over the years Ile selected many In recent years he had spent rig ftrown. and cited by Tuske- his friends believed he would noRobert S. Abbott in 1905. Only outstanding football players for his Thanksgiving Day as the guest of gee Institute in 1956. survive. but Frank came boundingthose with courage and a strong yearly All-American teams. Ben Dr. Walter S. Davis. president of His keen interest in sports won bark with renewed energy.Stevenson, John "Big T r a i IC Tennessee State university i n for him many plaques. trophies STILL WEAK , NIF,MPIIIS—Final plans for the Memphis. Tenn., at Mount OliveMoody, Jumping Joe Wiggins. Nashville. and highly treasured letters Of At the 1.950 Tuskegee relays he Crusade for Citizenship, the new, C. M. E. church; Rey. Henry C
John Williams. now president of and went out to Kansas City to greatest athletes but that old courage would not
illness. southwide educational and ac- Bunton, pastor.
lion campaign for enforcement of A pre-conference state—niiiirify
Ray Sheppard. Frank Stanley, Frank left the Defender in 1334 thanks from some of the world's was still weak from the
Nfaryland State college and many serve as maraging editor of the But few knew of FaY as a phi- let him stay in bed and rest, as Negro voting rights, were made Dr. Martin Luther King said: "Theothers. Kansas City Call. Ile returned to lanthropist a horticulturist. a Cleve Abbott suggested, at a conference here, Tuesday', recently-enacted Civil Rights LawPa • was one of the founders of the Defender in 1937. stock breeder and poultry fancier. "I could stay in bed and think Nov. 5. will be meaningless unless it isthe animal prairie view is 0 w I He had been managing editor of a lover of poetry, and a church- about the races." said Frank. Sponsored by the Southern translated into action by Negroesgame at Houston. Texas, and the Defender from 1924 to 19-24. man. There are a large number lie was taken to lig. hospital Christian Leaders Conference, it exercising their right to vote.
Watch and mallet In hand at
ringside in ('hicagn Stadium
was familiar for Frank who
served as official Illinois Ath-
letic commission timekeeper at
those compose!. .`"
"It wasn't easy traveling about
the country then," he once told
this writer. "Train accommoda-
liens were terrible. You can now
go further in two hours than I
could go in a day in those days."
Ile will he missed at the Ala-
bama- Tusliegee Thanksgiving Das.
game. lie helped in establishing
the game, along with Cleve -Ab-
bott.
of contracts by Archie Moore and
Floyd Patterson.
''The doctor said it was all right
for me to get out of the hrvise,"
he replied when asked about leav-
ing his home.
Last Friday Frank submitted
Ms last column to the paper,
bringing it in himself. Since his
retirement in 1949, he had not
spent much time in the office.
worked with the tale Cleve Abbott when he returned to the Defend- of graduates of colleges through- last August, hut three daYs later was attended by over 100 lead- The main purpose of the Cru-m establishing the Tuskcgee re- Pr ne took over hi, old post as omit the colintrY who could noint urns hack home. Two days after ers from some 45 southern COM- sade for Citizenship is to get Ne-sports t•dit• r. to Fay as a man who made a his release,mhe was at the Moe. 'mantles. groes throughout the south to ex-%le %•as the first Negro sports Frank was at the orgiAlitation financial contribution toward their rison hotel to witness the signing The conference was held Ile_rcise_their right to vote."writer to report football games on of the now defunct Negro Nation- education.
the campuses of N..gro colleges. at Leagite in Kansas t'ity. Mo HELPED FOUND ITIle played an important part in in 1920, and served an a statis• When Tennessee State A sndtitian until disorganization of the university opened its poultry farm-- league in 1933. in 1830. Dr. Davis named it the
Ile also served as secretary of Frank A Young Poultry Farm in
Negro American league from 1939 honor of the man who had helped
to 1943, and later was director of him establish it.
publicity. One should not net the imnres-
Ile was also an official of the lion from this brief story of Fay's
Illinois Athletic commission. serv- career that he was a stern.
ing as a time keeper at fights, straight-laced puritanical person
He is tlIrVIVed by his widow. Tie was far from that, Ile had all
Mrs. Cora Young. atn E. 52nd st.: the vices and virtues of a gooda daughter, Mrs. Louise Hunt. newspapernian.
Chicago: a son. Frank A. Young. But most of the fibres f r owl
Jr , New York; a sister, Misr Eth- which he was fabricated were the
the building of sport activities on
4.9.-cs A ProFDoodle-
WE NW& SECIUTIFUL
WOMEN,. FIND 'NV./ CAN
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FAA' RAD Ills lighter mo-
ments. too. Here he is in
Arkansas 10 years ago %inning
bet that he could plow a
bouts. Here he Is flanked by
Mike Murphy, knockdowei
timekeeper and former com-
will be able to help me as you
have so many others through
your column, I am 29, 5 feet,
inches tall: weigh 154 lbs., Mac
hair, brown eyes, medium brow*
skin and have no bad habits 1
love all kinds of sports, have a
nice job and a nice place. Plesse
send picture with first letter. gob-
ert Yancey, 2961 S. Michigan,
Chicago,
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I read: in
the papers where you have help-
ed so many people find goo d
friends. I am in my late forties
and am very lonely. I would like
to meet a good man in his late
forties or fifties, tall and neat and
like church. Will give more allot,
!nation about myself in replying
to correspondence. Florence Brit-
ton, C-0 Brain, Apt. 9, New York
N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: You hav•
helped so many people, I'm sure
you can help me. 1 AM 38. 5
feet, 4 inches tall, weigh 160 lbs
medium brown skin, black cau
hair, brown eyes and not be
looking. I would like to meet a
nice Christian lady between 38 and
42. Weight and complexion does
not matter. Please send photo in
first letter. If you are not inter-
ested in marriage, please Ifttn't
write. Will answer ail letters. 1
have no bad habits. Bill Turner,
Station D, General Delivery, St.
Joseph, Mo.
do.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 19
years old, 5 feet, a inches tall:
160 lbs., brown eyes and black
hair. I am a man who WOuld
like to hear from ladies of any
age, I speak French and Span-
ish. I will welcome letters from
people of any race or faith. I am
a Church of God minister a ad
businessman. Please send you r
photo in first letter. I am siñgl.
and free to get married. I dO not
smoke, drink, or gamble. Life•ct.
be happy when two people en
and can enjoy life together. JISP1
Dawson, 1674 Park ave., N j W
York 35, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. ('hsnte I believe
you. can help me, I am a lonely
WOMItri of 40. 5 feet. 6 inches tall,
weigh 160 lbs., with brown akin.
Will answer all mail and send
photo. Mini Mary Ruffin, 77' 'Tay-
lor ave., Columbus, Ohio. •
• • •
Dear Mme, Chantet I am a
young Chrisitian lady, 19, who
Is interested In meeting he w
people in or out of the United
States, male or female, between
the ages of 20 and 25• color, race
mission secretary Eugene or nationality does not matter. 1
Meaney. am 5 feet, 5LS inches tall, and
weigh 133 lbs., and considered me
looking. My hobbies are stngt
d i   i ing aanc ng, stunting. sw mm TiBut he remained for approximete-
ly an hour, chatting about the baseball and I am a jazz fan. I
Globetrotters. Before leaving promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Kora Marion,asked me to get him a ticket for 7225 Langley ave., chicago 
IS:
Ill.
the Lane-7,0100a fight. • • • •
atStihmedaoyf f tmeeortnienege tlae arrivedsn at noteon
Dear Mme. Ghent,: I am Very
lonesome and looking for eern-the door: "You don't need to gel
pantonship of a girl. I ant 29the tickets for the fight. I'll be
years old, light complexion Aridout of town." Ile WI Sunday aft- work as an air frame enginfer,ernoon.
  My height is 5 feet. 9 inches a
I weigh 160 lbs. Will answer al
letters and exchange photos. Alle
Green, 150e S. Winmore, Tuicsos
Ariz.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I've ette
seen how you've helped others
find lasting friendship, but I'v•
hesitated in writing you. I'm in-
terested in meeting a young lady
between 18 and 24 of Orel re-
fined, progressive class. She must
be able to give sound opinion and
encouragement whenever needed.
Will exchange photos and snow
all letters. March Standard,.. 3

















































straight furrow the hard way.
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Our Opinions
A Dangerous Precedent
The House Judiciary Subcommittee re-
ceived a lengthy request, addressed to Con-
gress, from the National Association of
(State) Attorneys General. The plea is
Ofor enactment of legislation that wouldnullify a numbers of important decisions
handed down by the Supreme Court of the
United States last Spring.
Among the rulings that have aroused
the wrath of these Attorneys are the right
to the FBI files by defendants in criminal
cases, restrictions on the investigative pow-
ers of headline-seeking Congressional corn-
mittees, limitations of state's jurisdiction in
the prosecution of seditionists and subver-
sives, etc., etc.
What is extremely revealing is the odd
fact that the request bears in preponder-
ance the endorsements of the members of
the Association whose cases have been lost
on appeal to the Supreme Court.
The agitation for a reversal of those in-
cisive opinions of the Court has been brew-
ing for quite a while, and is not in the least
surprising. Singe the first integration man-
date was issued some three years ago, the
- Justices ik have been falling increasingly in sfavor with the reactionaries and Ku
lux Klan adherenta who are opposed to
social justice and the Constitution.
With each fresh Court opinion that up.
Hollywood
set ante-bellum traditions and indefensible
mores, more strident grew the cries of
protest. But for the most part the critic-
ism has come from irresponsible quarters
and from politicians who place selfish in-
terest above truth, justice and logic.
From Dixie came the outcry that the
Court was trying to destroy the South's
highly cherished social order. And from
some few states above the Mason and Dixon
line have come embittered groans about the
Courts refusal to affirm their unconstitu-
tional actions. But the bold fact remains
that the Court has acted wholly within its
judicial province and most assuredly within
the bounds of the Constitution.
• If the Court which is recognized as the
supreme interpreter of the Constitution
can have its rulings reversed by the mem-
bers in Congress who disagree with it,
then we might as well abolish the Supreme
Court as an independent judicial body
charged with the solemn responsibility to
exercise its rightful authority in our rep-
resentative form of government. Among
other things the court is trying to preserve
the bill of rights and the other assets that
rightly belong to our form of representative
government. The Attorneys General action
is a dangerous precedent that must not be
allowed to go unchallenged.
Vs. Negro Talents
' Negro actors in recent years have grad-
ually been elbowed out of Hollywood, by a
silent conspiracy which has reduced their
employment to a vanishing point. Denied
the opportunity to play important roles on
v the screen, Negro performers with talent
and dramatic know-how for years have had
to take what they could get out of the mo-
tion picture industry. That meant playing
menial characters such as maids, butlers,
janitors or being cast in minor comedy
&rolea. But even these minor roles are now
Waken away from them in a huge plot to
freeze them out completely.
Yet with all their perennial search for
new stars, there is right here in the back
yard, so to speak of the Hollywood produc-
ers an untapped reservoir of talented Ne-
groes who would make Hollywood sizzle
with glorious success were the imaginative
and far-sighted producers to ultilize their
ability and cast aside their hampering
The People Speak
Philosophy In Verso
Dear Editor: The following
poem I. for publication:
CAMARADERIE
Too cannot bate tbe man you
know
You'll find this adage true,
A certain sympathy is bore
*
When men draw close to you.
You only hate the thing that's
strange.
Tbe man who dwells apart,
it none can understand, and
hate,
Another human heart;
prejudices. The box-office returns alone
would more than justify this venture.
Look what the French have done with
our own Josephine Baker. Here is an Amer-
ican, girl who was practically unknown and
unnoticed in America, yet she became the
outstanding star on the European state in
less than two years of her arrival in
Europe. She could dance, she could sing
and she could act in a style and manner
that defied comparison. Yet she was a no-
body in America. Hollywood which in a
constant quest for talent overlooked her
completely.
Today, no doubt, there are Josephlnes
crying for an opportunity to show theirability to act, dance and sing with a degreeof originality that would revitalize the
American stage and screen. And a daring
producer full of imagination and perspective
could strike a new told vien by hiring and
developing some of these talented Negroeswho are the victims of senseless ostracism.
For, when you know his deep'
travail
His anguishing, his fears,
He's just another comrade






Dear Editor: The eyes of the
world have been focused on the
events at Little Rock. To us in
England it seems almost impos-
ti11111111110111IIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiillulimillnieliiiitiiiiiiiiii11101111111111111/11111117111111111M111111111n111111111011111110111
SO WHAT • • •
A
LANGSTON HUGHES
• Week By Week
SIMPLE'S SAME OLD are talking race, race, race—al-
ways the same old seven-and-six."
SEVEN-AND-SIX "Seven and six makes thirteen,
don't it?" asked Simple. "A n d"I agree," said Simple, "with
Well time you see me, Ithat colored writer that wrote 
,
the same old en-that he is all for letting the white 
am still
the color line, t h •man have as much gradualism 'I"
It Jim Crow bird, the 'all deliber.as he wants — 4411GCV"I` ate speed' Muff about hurryingNOW, and let the ' whfte Eh „
GRADUALLY get used to it. gradually.
"That is one reason Americans
"He has had enough time, ever don't have no sputnik moon whirl-
Mace slavery, to get used to start. ing around the earth like the Rue-
Mg to Integrate gradually. There sians do. They been so buoy with
Is no reason to put the final act the same old seven-and-six of
off any longer down south or any• keeping me down, they done let
where else. It is time right now the Reds get ahead of them,
to integrate, then white folks can ..lf white folks paid half as
have all the rest of eternity to much attention to making moons
gradually get used Wit. as they do to making roadblocks
"Me. I don't need so much time. to keep me from getting ahead,
have been used to white folks we could of have all kinds of sput-
since the day I was born. It Mks flying every-vrhich-s-whers—
looks like to me they could get and we wouldn't of been, like
accustomed to me, too, by now. we are now, gazing up into the
"If not today, certainly by to- sky trying to spot .the Russian
morrow. Then they could pull one, like a square.
the Army out from Little Rock, -When you split race from
and be prepared to send it into space. like Americans do, you
Birmingham, or wherever el a e ain't nowhere. Do you intend to
it might be needed." buy me a beer this evening? My
"I agree with you," I said, budget does not permit me to
"gradualism should have worn its buy you none."
welcome out in American race "I regret to say that my bud-
relations by now. But we all know get is also limited this evening,"
Southerners have some kind of I replied.
mental block against treating Ne- "But not by marriage," $aid
gross decently. Simple. "You know I got a home
"Sometimes I think it is more to keep up now — leastwise a
a matter of psychiatry than socio- kitchenette."
logy. But why discuss it any "With a home to go to," I
more? Everytime I see you, you said, "you are out a bit late,
aren't you? It's midnight."
"Being's I am a grown man,"
said Simple, "I do not need no
curfew. But, to tell the truth, the
time just kinder slipped up on
me. When I start to thinking abut'
Arkansas. Alabama, Georgia, and
Florida, not to speak of Carolin,
I forgets my responsibilities."
"I am inclined to think that
when you start drinking beer, you
said.
"One beer do call for another,"
said Simple, "and 1 have give
you the opportunity to order. We
cannot stand here dry and come
to no conclusion about Little Rock,
which is a dry rock to my soul.
not like this glass is dry to my
gullet, and this bar is a desert
so far as you and me is con-
corned, and your friendship is
like a tree without leaves since
you have turned your back on
my thirst."
"Such eloquence forces me to
break my last dollar," I said.
"Bartender, fill them up! but I
will not stand here and be born. '
banded with the race problem all
night long. I came in this bar
for • little recreation, not worri-
ation, air."
"Very well, daddy-o, we will
recreate," said Simple. "In Harlem
there is no point nohow in try-
ing to integrate — we are color-
ed here. I thank you for the beer.
We will not drink to race.
Here Is to you!
And here', to Little Rock
When integration gets through!
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
dent Eisenhower. He reminded
the audience that he had cam-
paigned for Eisenhower in the last
election and declared that the ac-
moot in my book. It conserves
his energy and today people are
sophisticated enough to get a
point without any acrobatics.ful over the magnificent events, yoneli, our founder and principal, into a trust fund for the school. val hospital last aumm e r,I lions of the President in recent By playing it cool the Con.
King, in Montgomery. 
Commencement speaker WAS Dr. He has changed his style of ore- weeks justified the decision he greesman will probably live long-
er and learn to orate even more
• under the Rev. Martin Luther has made it possible for us Ne-
gro boys and girls to get a prae. Preston Bradley, pastor of Chica- tory, but, I can assure you, he has
mIandeaninsw1e9r5eto the question he effectively than before. Unfortu-
But have I — a foreigner — deal education, some of us are go'e Peoples Church and famed not changed his views.
any right to make any comment trYitig to raise $2,009 each in or. "Minister of the Air." Dr, Brad- I heard him speak, for the first Posed. "Where Do We (30 From nately, he still can't help rush.
at all on events in America? yes, der that this building may be corn. ley told Jones end the huge audi- time since his illness, last week Little Rock?," the Harlem Con- ing at breakneck speed despite
pleted by next year, May I count enee:I think so: for apart from the fact pon- 
gressman said the situation "calls the fact that he has bean able
on you for help?" 
in Detroit on a program a
a Christian priest and 
"Piney Woods County Life sehOol sored by the Progressive Civic for an all out political effort by to slow down on the public plat-
my religion teaches that God has 
The sincere appeal of this child's is the only one in the United League at the King SolOmon Bap- Negroes in the North." Negro Po- TOM.
made of one blood all nations of
men, the events of Little Rock
are only a tiny reflection of the
world situation. The world is
threatened by the horrors of nu.
OrItIntal Fault




clear warfare — and all of us
Dear Editor: After readingwant peace. But how can the na-
tions live together in peace if even le, 1957) about a white citizen
do so? Segregation will mean ward Negroes, I would like to sug- 
The two fraternities involved arethe people of Little Rock cannot tempi of her hate attitude to.
very little if we are all to be de- teat to this person. and all others 
Phi Gamma Delta, now a local
atroyed any way by bomb, blast, that have the same at itude, that 
fraternity having been renamed
or radiation. And if America, Brit- 
Phi Gamma Chi, and Theta Xi, re-
sin, and Russia do not come to 
named Alpha Theta Xi.
they should not hate the Negro 
for being in America, they should
their senses 806n it may well be reverse their convictions, and hatethat we shall be killed anyway, by their forewent' for bringing thethe radiation caused by the mere Negro to America,testing of horror weapons. Sure- 
Emil L. Johnson,ly the very existence of humani-
ty at all is of more importance 
1011 Poinsettia
than the colour of our skins? 
San Antonio, Texas.
We desperately need unity, not
furteer division. Segregation
whether for colour, class or creed,
is utterly wrong. Desegregation is
negative. Integration is what we
must have, so that all men may
live as brothers and work in uni-
ty for peace and justice for the
II "Why didn't I brio, my wile to tho portyP . Would you T. Paget King. Is Aberdeen rd.,whole world. — Rev. Geoffrey P.




NO HOLDAY FOR Hate
Halloween Night last week was
balmy. A lot o kids garbed then-
sieves in masks and outlandish
attire and hie-ed themselves forth
in their neighborhoods on "Trick
or Treat" tours.
In the time-honored practice of
youngsters on Halloween Ni.oit,
bubbing spirits and love for fun
knew on bounds except douthful
reason and innocence . . not even
the hounds of race, creed, or ,./11.
or. This was a traditional night
for eerie imagining and make-
believe. . .for childishly delicious
goose pimples raised by vaporous
witches, miraculous broomsticks,
red, green and yellow - eyed
black cats, body-less heads, and
fiendish visages. . .But .111 a part
of the time • honored figments of
a pagan past, whe man w a
transplating the devils of sue-
erstition with the saints of faith.
It was Halloween!
But in one neighborhood in So.
Memphis last week, the kids did
not stop to realize that they lived
in a kind of "twilight" commu-
nity. . .where there is that tran.
sition in housing going on. . a
transition which places white and
Negro residents in the same
blocke. . sr: hich makes some
blocks in the neehborhood all
white and others all Negro. .
which conceal behind residential
fronts all kinds of strange felling'
and points of view. . .in which
all holidays take on private mean-
ings and coloration.
This bunch of little colored kids
had a chance to grow up rather
suddenly on that score in South
Memphis last 911loween -••••
they went to various doors in their
They were dressed in their masks
and outlandish clothing. They
were bubbling over with fun as
they wet to variouns doers i their
neigbborhood. .about four blocks
in ei',her direction. , .and called
out "trick or treat" to he per-
sons who opened the doors on
which they knocked.
This particular bunch of smell
kids knocked on one unusual door
during their foray which had it.
ready netted them so many good-
ies and kindly smiles and cheery
words. This unusual door looked
like any other on the streets
they had traversed. The windows
of the house were bright with
light. And it promised to be like
the others they had visited. .
whose occupants had anticipated
"trick or treat" visitors. . .and
had already sacked up small pac-
kages of candy and nuts, and
tied them in gay - colored rib.
bons. . .to give to small enblins
and visiting "witches." So a
kind of gay eypectancy permeat-
ed the kid visitors as they wait-
ed for the door of the unusual
house to open. To them, the
house really didn't seem unusual
. . .when they first knocked. It
wasn't unusual when the door open
and *smiling white man appeared
cheerily said, "Here you are". . .
and started extending the seeks to
ward them.
But it became unusual when
with eeveral small. be.ribboned
sacks n his hands. It wasn't unusu-
al when the man cheerily said,
"Here you are" . . and started
extending the sacks toward them.
they reached out their hands to
receive the "trick or treat" tacks.
Roth the man and the children
saw something nnueual and shock-
ing at the same time. The man
saw that the extended hands,
reaching up from the recesses of
masks, and outlandish sleeves
and costumes were black, brown,
and beige hands. The kids saw
the smile on the mans face freeze
and then melt into a snarling
mask of hate as Ms voice trem-
bled in shocked anger and said,
"Get off this porch, you little
so-and-so's. . .get on 'way from
here, you hear?"
In a heavy silence the kids
backed off the porch. The door
slammed. Without being told the
kids knew that nate had tricked
them and treated them to a scu,I.
searing experience of life beneath
a dark skin in a place where
hate refuses to take a holiday
and neither Christian faith nor pa-





PINEY WOODS SCHOOL IN MISSISSIPPI
NEEDS A NEW BUILDING ON ITS CAMPUS
Piney Woods Country Life school
in Mississippi, founded in 1900 by
Lawrence Clifton Jones with a
capital of $1.65, needs anew
building on its camput.
In a colorful setting, framed by
tall pines, lush verdure, shady
groves and semi-tropical foliage,
Piney Woods carries on the tra-
dition of vocational training first
enunciated 75 years ago by Book.
er T. Washington at Tuskegee In-
stitute.
Piney Woods students still
need a helping hand in their strug-
gle to acquire those fundamentals
of education which are milestones
on the road to first class citizen-
ship.
Some of the students are chil-
dren of backwoods families a n d
sharecroppers, who still raise their
razor-back hogs and till the soil
in the piney woods just 25 miles
from Jackson, Miss., capital of the
State.
Sttessing the need for erection
of a new campus building, one
of the students — Carrie Ware—
sends out this appeal:
"As a senior In high school, /
am trying my best to help raise
$50,000 needed to complete our new
academic building. Because Dr.
letter reflects the loyalty and de-
votion of the student body and ac.
°punts in great measure for the
success of Founder Jones at Pin.
ey Woods, which in 46 years has
enriched the lives of thousands of
Negroes and taught them to stand
erect in the fight for human rights
and economic freedom.
The school, of course, has come
a long way since 1909, when the
fleet class consisted of Teacher
Jones, three illiterate children sit-
ting on a pine stump and a razor-
back hog foraging in the grass
just a few feet away.
Today the school's physical plant
Is valued at e750,000, Including 36
buildings, and four dormitories —
three for girls, one for boys. In-
struction is given in agriculture,
the trades, cooking, sewi ng,
home economics, clerical and sec-
retarial courses. Present enroll-
ment is 500, and there are 40 fir.
ulty members. Administrative
aides to Dr. Jones are C. E. Dish'
man, secretary, and Mrs. Eula
Kelly Moman.
Life magazine and other pho-
toga recorded the event, one of
whom reealled that in 1954, when
Dr. Jones appeared on a Na-
tional TV program, "This is Your
Life," his dramatic portrayal of
ionl TV program, "This is Your
ed in cash contributions of more
than 1750,000, all of which was put
States or in Europe that gives its
students an opportunity of practi-
cal demonstration of what they
have learned in academic class.
rooms."
sible that such things should still
go on, but of course we have a
very different history, and the
roots of the colour "problem" in
America are historical, and, of
course, economic. As a Christian,
I can only regard any form of
segregation as completely unjust.
It is good to know that the Pres-
ident stood firm even to sending
the Federal troops to restore or-
der. At the same time, one won-
ders whether it is really possible
to end segregation by force; out-
wardly, perhaps, but does not
force inwardly increase the cleav-




AMHERST, Mass. — (INS) —
Amherst college campus busted
with the announcement that two
fraternities were completing init-
iation of two Negro students for
which the groups have been ex-




NEW YORK — (ANP) Adlai
E. Stevenson, twice-defeated De-
mocratic presidential candidate
and former governor of Illinois,
Is probable candidate for ap-
pointment to the new civil rights
commission to be named by the
Eisenhower administration short-
ly.
This infi'mation was disci-sad
by the New York Herald Tribune,
which said it learned of the pos.
sibility of Stevenson being raked
through impeccable sotgeia.
Is there a new Adam Powell?
The handsome New York Con-
gressman has made some chang-
es since his stay in Bethesda Na.
tilt church. The subject of his
address was "Where Do We Go
From Little Rock?," a provoca-
tive question Indeed.
In his speech, of course, he cov-
ered the entire waterfront. He as-
sailed Senator Kennedy of Massa-
chusetts and the so-celled liberal
Democrats who were caught deal.
ing under the table with Dixie-
crate during the civil rights fight
in the Senate.
Although he did not mention his
name, he hit back at Congress-
man Diggs for making a speech
against the Powell amendment to
the federal school construction
bill this year. Incidentally, this
was a ticklish point because the
Detroiter% are wild about their
young Congressman.
After castigating Southern poli-
ticians from Arkansas to Alaba-
ma, he jumped on the hypocri-
tical 'Yankees. He attacked Walt.
er Reuther's auto union for main-
taining locals which discriminate
against Negroes and blasted the
auto companies, specifically Gen-
eral Motors. for not hiring Ne-
groes in certain shops in Michi-
gan.
He said: "It takes a damn fool
like me to tell the truth."
Perhaps the kindliest note he
struck was his praise for Press-
litical in alliance with white
liberal, in the North was, ac-
cording to him, an absolute neces-
sity.
What did he intend to do? The
Congressman pledged that he was
going to prepare an anti • Jim
crow amendment to every appro-
priation bill in the coming Con-
gress. He declared. "If you don't
belong to the Union, you are not
entitled to union funds." The
crowd gave him a big hand for
his promise to try to stop fed-
eral funds flowing into Dixie.
From the foregoing you can see
that the views of Congressman
Powell have not changed. The
big change war in the manner
in which he addressed the audi-
ence. He has adopted a more re-
strained and subdued style.
The theatrical gestures and gy-
rations were missing but the clip-
ped, nasal, New York accents in
his voice were the same. He open-
ed' up softly, barely audible, and
gradually his voice grew more
powerful which is, of course, in
the grand tradition of all spell-
binders. At the high points where
he sought to clinch his argu-
ments, his voice was loud and
sharp, but there was no shout.
The Congressman's new oratori-
cal style represents an improve'
As soon as he finished speaking,
he grabbed his hat and coat and
rushed to the exit. He was running
late and a car was supposed to
be ready to rush him to the aft,
port.
When he hit the sidewalk, there
was no limousine, only two cops
on motorcycles prepared to *a-
cort the car that was not there.
As T approached him to ask what
was the matter, I did not dream
that I was letting myself in for
the wildest ride I ever experienc-
ed.
Anyway, a few seconds later, I
was driving Adam out to De-
troit's airport at 90 miles an hour
down the Expressway to Willow
Run with the sirens of our mo-
torcycle escort splitting up t h e
heavy Sunday traffic. Laughing
uproariously and telling stories,
Adam was delighted with the
second schedule. Although HZ is
supposed to have a bad heart, it
was MY heart that almost gave
way before we finally pulled into
the airpost, just in time,
finally concluded that there Is
no new Adam Powell. He ha a
changed his platform style le
some extent, but that is all. He
still loves to give his enemies
hell and move at a fast clip,
publicly and privately.
8 DEFENDER
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Response Nationwide In
Search For New Music
• NEW YORK — (ANP) — Broad-
cast Music, Incorporated, which
two weeks ago announced the
opening of its Sixth Annual Stu-
dent Composers Radio Awards
(SCRA), has already received
more than 165 requests for appli-
cation blanks from students in 26
states, 3 Canadian provinces and
3 APO's. Although the largest
number of requests are from New
York City, the majority of in-
quiries are from rural areas nth-
Cr than big cities. Post marks re-
veal student composers in such
communities as Conway, Arkan-
sas; Wausaw, Wisconsin; Lachine,
Quebec; and Ray, Arazona.
The purpose of the wards is to
encourage the certain of concert
music, and popular songs are not
eligible.
Only concert music is judged
for awards, and there are no
tations as to instrumentation or
length.
Work submitted for the 1958
awards were widely diversified.
They Included piano pieces.
This year's applicants are advis-
ed to consider well the various
ensemble combinations which are
most customarily utilized in cod-
cer's and radio broadcasts.
Because of the hhigh cost of
broadcasting and recording large
instrumental compositions, such as
those written for full symphonic
orchestras or bands, composers
are advised to limit the number •
of instruments to be employed.
The awards ttoal $13,500 and are
divided into sums ranging irom
iNam'eJ0104SOW
Reading Grayace Sadler's col-
umn Gracefully Yours in the
Chronicle last week, opened my
eyes on what a great real amount
of entertainment was really in
-front of the public's eye in 'our'
town, As I once said, they used
to call this town, "Little New
'York" because it was more or less
a stopping-off point for performers
getting fro mthe coast to the east
or vice versa.
Well, I think our Gal Grayee
'must have turned over in her
bed Friday about 3 a.m., be.
cause had she seen the fele-
brides who gathered into John
White's Ebony Room for a
late snack, she would have
thought she was having a
nightmare.
When I hit the door Billy
Daniels' accompanist and side-
kick Benny Payne beckoned to
me to come to their table, but
before I could get there I had
shaken the hands of such outitand-
ing people as Errol Garner, Kelly
Martin, John Brown, Jonah Jones,
Harold Austin, Freddie Guinyard,
Kirby Lewis. Richard Gray (Oh
I'm sorry they were a part of the
happy happenings.
The Fouchee dancers. Jackie
Greenwood, Willie Lewis, The Four
Tops. ,Paul Breckenridge, Eddie
Morton, and then after ordering
a bit of tea and toast, in came
Duke Ellington., Johnny Hodges,
Ray Nance, Clark Terry (puffing
on his pipe) Butter Brown, Bobbie
Bolden and Morry Baker.
And, just before the curfew
came, the devine Sarah Vau•
Khan and her local manager
Jimmy Jones. During all this
time the booking agencies were
busy. Arthur BragKs convers-
ing with TW3S and Casablan-
vs. Dotty Mann saw to it that
all was well at her table as
Edye Gorme returned for a
snack with Woody Herman and
Stutz Anderson. By this time
I'm sure our gal Grayee was
awake, amid a celebrity
holiday in the room that re-
ambles Lindy is New York.
• Larry Steele brought his Smart
Affairs hack to the Flame and al-
though the show has some of the
same stars that appeared here a
year ago, the tempo and brilliance
of the show is much enchanced
with the addition of five shapely
and beautiful show girls. Seems
the tall man of the theatre has
used a. favorite line of producer
George White, .by saying I don't
have all red Needs. all blondes or
brunettes. I milem up cause men
are rather choosy.
Nice note for the 'landlady' of
the Sir John hotel. Thora Keels. and Professional Women's Club,
The tag line Was put on the lovely Marie J. Costley President, and
manager of the fabulous spot that again on Tuesday, Nov. 5, at 8151
was once named the Lord Calvert p.m. at the Solomon Goldman au-
hotel, because of the manner iditorium, 4040 N. Sheridan rd
which she seemed to show in her Miss Maynor's,second recital ap-personal attention to the Detroit, pearance in Chicago is under the
erg that made it down to the spa ' auspices of the Ache Emet For-th Miemi last. February. , Urn.
Miss Keels' big suggestion is Mies Maynor's program will in.(hat locals who are planning the elude selections from Schubert,Miami holiday make their reser- Tchaikovsky. Peccini and N'erdi
rations now. and she will see to and a group of Czechoslovakian,
it that they will be confirmed only Greek, Irish. Jamaican and Amer
because she loves us from out ican folk songs.
this was. Thanks; landlady', will willed as possessing the "voice l
he there with my doctor Bennett of the decades:. Miss Maynor has
and 'our' town male Elea Max- been a frequent ecloist with ma:
well, Sunnie Wilson. Oh yes, this er symphony orehestras here and
time there is going to be 'a and at leading summer
Thank you Junior Pace, my most
wort* *Weal- Audiences have been captivatedl
$500 $2,000. Among the leading
music educators and composers
who will judge the comopsition are
William Schuman. composer and
President of the Juilliard School of
Music, Earl V. Moore, Dean,
School of Music, University of
Michigan; Henry Cowell, compos-
er; and Claude Champagne, As-
sistant Director, Quebec Provin-
cial Conservatory,
From Nov. 3, to midnight, Feb
ruary 15, 1958, the awards will M I
open to citizens or permanent res-
idents of the United States, its ter-
ritories and possessions or Canada,'
who will be under thirty years of
age on December 31, 1057. En-
trants must be enrolled in accred-
ited public, private or parochial
secondary schools, in accredited
colleges or conservatories of mu-
sic, or engaged in the private
study of music with recognized
and established teachers.
Further information about
SCRA as well as copies of the
rules and entry blanks, may be
obtained by writing to Russell
Sanjek, Director of SCRA Proj
ect. Broadcast Music, Inc., 589
Fifth are , New York 17, N. Y.
sse,
PRESENT E. COAST SEN-
SALONS -- he elyermones,
singing and instrumental
group from Washington, D. C.,
will be featured at the "Y"
Boosters' Annual Benefit Dra-
ma and show to be held Fri.
day, Nov. 8, at the Grand
Sammy Davis. Jr., one of the
exciting 'giants' of show business,
returns to Chicago on Tuesday
evening, Dec. 3. to perform a
three hour benefit show for (Its
Chicago Urban League at the Civ-
ic Opera House, 20 N. Wacker dr.
The League, faced with a rec-
ord high budget of 5150.000 for 1957
and 58, is hopefu of realizing
$15,000 from the proceeds of the
show.
An extremely versatile and vi-
brant personality on and off the
stage, Sammy will exhibit all of
his many talents during the show
which has been appropriately en-
titled "itn Evening With Sammy
Davis. Jr.".
An accomplishe dsinger, danc-
er, musician, comedian and mim-
ic, the clever Californian will be
accompanied in his "one m a n
show" by a 40 piece interracial
orchestra under the joint direc-
tion of Morty Stevens and Walter
Dyett,
, Stevens is Sammy's personal
music director and arranger. Dy-
ett, prominent for many hears in
Chicago as a musician and hand
leader, is head of DuSable High
school's music department, and is
a member of the Executive Board
of Musician's Union, Lc-cal No,
208.
Sammy pledged his talents to the
League last Aug 15 after learn-
ing of the lagging membership
campaign which posed a serious
threat to the agency's programs to
better race relations and achieve
full equably of opportunity for all.
The personable entertainer said
cision by the sporadic racial clash-
The personalahle entertainer sai
he was also influenced in his de-
cision by the sporadic racial etas
es which took place at Calumet
Park during his engagement at a
local night club.
"I feel that we cannot achieve
these gains for humanity as indi-
viduals. We must have an organ-
zation that is as efficient, as
IA
Williams, soprano and winner. ofthe boom was lowered and it was 'lively Eddie Gores Combo; J o 0 3:30 p.m. everyday while attend- , HOLLYWOOD — (INS) — The the Ditson Award of 1957 o shut out for the night ..._ and the I. Sheridan. baritone: Joe Perry, ants and skiers lunch and enjoy a , National Broadcasting Company
the series of Musical Interlddremainder of the run . . . Play- baled singer; Sammy Dyers refreshing siesta
ing a twin-screened drive-in, pre- Vashonnettes, the Etarlites. a I Hcpe's second television show of • .
announced that comedian Bob
Associntion 'and Lincoln Center,
sponsored by the Chicago Viate
The 240-room Shepheard s Fle- the season has been postponed
240-Room Hotel, Cairo
The Chicago Symphony Orgies.,la King Kong and such . . Look- MI has reopened on a new site until a new sponsor is found. . 
Ma. Fritz Reiner. musical diger.ing, very hit like the Genii from in Cairo. Egypt, reports KLM Ro- • The show, which was to have
Aladdin's Lamp days — this new , yal Dutch Airlines. The centrally been viewed Thursday night, was .
identical concerts. on Thurstsys




for tremendous j heated hotel boasts air condition. pulled out of the time spot be-
By way of announcing Adele Ad..
and Fridays, in Orchestra Heil.' 1 theColossal Man film , ing and running ice water for! cause Timex watches dropped out
dison. gifted soprano and member
tzkes as welt as Paramount warm weather.
Theatre head expect . . . Already 
I as a sponspr.
i Timex withdrew after Hope ap- of the New York City Opera Coe,
Jazz fans will rejoive in read- parnedmiLeoresd AingCelheisc,agtobe Mbilimwauhkietse 
• peered as guest star on Frank
formance of Handel's Messiah toing Leonerd FEATHER'S new , at the time of the Russian sput- 
Rhambo Trio Hit Sinatra's ABC-TV show, which is
sponsored by a rival watch conk- be sung at the Dec. 2C-Z7 pair of
will be the soprano with the per.
-- non Press which praises t h e: 
Ini„),FLryi,s,Oc00 C_1Tuhbe Bo imam, pany. 
 concerts.
"Book of .lazz' published hy Ho- ' nik and sue+ space-talk . . .
The Lyric Opera is cresting t! greatest of the jazz stars, name. DOROTHY DONEGAN'S beenDorothy Maynor To Sing:
IL d Mei tPh'
SercARaentdSTeRiO„N,G, wiDiilinZgZIYy 
held over at the, Embers RoOm 
ho Trio opened to a capacity house ,.
at Don Barksdale'ir Club Mecum- "
Indian Love Cail," "Star Dust,"
• 
good deaf. of interest in the Fee
a three.week engagement. .
come Queen LF,NA BORNE and Hailed as the "fipd" of' the ' d . • • • given by a master east. The gessWorking as r sideman earning min sew for set weeks opened with
$12 per night only six months ago, Verdi Otello witht he marvelous,the handsome debonair virtuoso is Tehaldi. Del Menace, and GobblInow earning $100 per week, in the leads,
• many of their secrets of success
Feather, a known a en-
thusiast her "Jamaica ' hit . . . the Parkand scholar for many :Sheraton Hotel. where Murderyears, has come up with a sort
inc. boss Anatasia was shot down,of "bible of the jazz field" . . .
is the same hotel where LOUIEMELVIN' STEWART. who star- JORDAN usually stays . . . and•ANGSTON HUGHES'
sal
Ballroom, 64th and Cottage
Grove, at 10 p. tn. The Mycro-
Tones are: Rear row, Ar-
thur Kemp and David Waters:
Front row, Kesler Kemp and
Bill Norris. The group will fly
in from the East to fill the
Friday engagement.'
SaminyDavisHere
Prize Winning Hallowe'en Impersonators
THE IMPERSONATORS Took
over at the 19th Annual Hal-
loween Ball given by the rui":
nie's Club, at 6115 S. Cottage




NEW YORK CITY . . ERS-
K1NE HAWKINS, who just clos-
ed a week at the Apollo, latest flu
victim . . . Nevertheless, t h e
maestro went to Philly on busi-
ness and ended rip recuperating
there . . . The tremenaous in-
terest lovely Diahann Carroll
drew by her appearances on TV's
"Tonight" prior to her departure
el 
for Europe were so great, Jack
Parr and his sponsors are anglingFor Benefit Dec. 3who didn't flip over to Mikefor her as a fixture . . Those
Todd's party, which still suffers
teasing from' his guests — enjoy-
ed "Green Pastures" which had
much to offer with many of the I
best star material from New York
and "Rochester," an import from
Hollywood
Amos and Andy of television
fame, both veteran actors of vau-
deville, having much fun com-
paring. notes about their young
wives . . . You won't be surpris-
ed — but both talk and. act ex-
actly as they do on video . . .
Willie Best is one of the few ac-
tors to be on New York TV 1
hour straight in two different tation of Theta Omega chapter of
dramatic serials: he appears on Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority's see-
the Stu Irwin Show and directly ond annual "Akarama" from the
afterward, he's in "My Little stage of the Regal Theater last
Margie" . „ . Friday night. •
ROY HAMILTON. who starred' They were treated to a lively
at the Apollo after a long absence , musical revue featuring Chicago's
from the stage, is getting back ' top talent and stars from local
in voice but not in physique . . . night clubs.
Formerly, a tall, broad-should-
ered lad, Roy is thankful he can 
Proceeds from the show went
to
sing again . . . Thousands of 
Ne-the Chicago chapters of the
Urbanart r Leagueip  ts  e d 
the 
e 
NAACP.stargro kids were happy to see Billpstudded
n an 
Robinson. the great dancer, on a show were Ahmed Jamal, and
TV repeat of "Rebecca of Sun-
nybrook Farm" . . . Many had 
his Trio Slappy White, the ace
. . . 
comedian currently appearing atnever"Uncle. „
Which reminds ps, whatever be- Roberts Show Club and the ador-
came of Bill's widow. Elaine, able Danee-sations, with Julian
who had resumed her career in Swain, and Charles Aikens, in the
show-business as a dancer? background.
"Island In The Sun" made 4 Others appearing were lovely
performances in Atlanta before Dorothy Tillman, singer with the
knowledgeable end as enthusiastic
about its work as the Urban
• League; an agency that will help
to bring all of us together, re-
gardless of race, creed or color,
:as productive members of an
:American community.
i "That is why, as an entertain-
er, I have pledged my talents
to help Asse funds for the 'Chi-
cago Urban League.
I feel obligated, as a private
citizen, to do my part in seeing
to it that the League is properly





Dorothy Maynor, internationally by her vocal beauty, interpreta-
famous soprano will be heard in live power, and warmth.
two concerts here one on Sunday, The European praises for Miss
brought out the family jewels
and finery, and shortly after
the ball some of the imperson-
ators paraded at the popular
•
1
SINGER VALF.RIA Carr made
sure that she turned her clock
back one hour when day light
saving time went off. The
Roberts Show flub, where four
winners were named. The first
group or those to the left rep.
resent some of the 'Belles' at
—.NNW 111
year-old singer has a unique
style that has made critics
write of her promising career.
-4111111L--..aia.r0e
Finnie's club, and those to the
right represent the ..elertion of
sinners at Roberts. Herman
Roberts, owner and host poses





'Hundreds of Chicagoans•braved dramatic ant musidal group of
chill winds and falling snow to young talents and the McKinley
attend the special midnight presen- Brothers, a singer with a terrific
;BACK AFTER illness Roy Ham-
'Mon starred at New York's Apol•
In and his fans say that while he's
getting his voice back in t h e
'frame his physique is still on the
. small side against what he used
• to be Yet Roy is thankful as an',
Ione can be that he can sing again.
TV's Bob Hope
'Show Pulled
with the group and Eddie
Hittite, the master of tele-





PRINCESS ANN, Md. — rre.
John Taylor Williams, president
of Maryland. State college Ins
flounces the presentation of the
musical comedy "Caribbean Celw
era' Friday. Nov. 8, for be0
of the student loan fund.
The entire production is Itatiot
the supervision of Marion Cuyjet,
director of the Xmas Philadelphia
Convention Hall cotillion, a widely
known choreographer, and Mai-
tressc de ballet.
The cast made up of prole—
sionals, students of the Judliiia
dance School of Phila., ar.d Ma
land State personnel combine tor
mato this presentation a buitsittle
laughter provoking production.
The famed Omega Quintetteap‘,.,,
pearing by special permissiofr
this show will offer a series of
parodies on pop songs.
"Lost A Hat In Haiti," starring H.
Mystha Chariot, native of Port Au





Music is at a new high in
cago this season with such d
tinguished artists as Dorothy ati
nor, opening the concert pets
with two recitals, one at Orshellkes
Ira Hall, on the Allied Arts. *IS
ries. Sunday. Nov. 3, followeg
a second recital at the ev
known Anshe Erne1 Synagogle
the North Shore. Tuesday. tfo
5, 3 rewarding musical experir
is to he hoped for. et.
• On the same day of Miss May
nor's first recital Leroy Gentry.
pianist and TV stir, and Edna
ceeded by top billing in the local
newspapers, the trouble started
when picket lines formed out
front . . About 1,000 cars final-
ly had to leave . . S LIONEL
HAMPTON. returned from Eu-
rope. has the same power but
somehow his smile, to us, is ag-
ing . . .
Nov. 3. at 3:30 p m. at Orchestra Maynor follo•ved the familiar pat- red in L. , the $150 a day suite fit only forhall. on the Allied Arts Series tern of her extraordinary Amen. -"Ply .HeavenlY"
and sponsored by the Business can reviews phone for the Celebral Palsy
answered 1 oyallty at the Waldorf Astoria Stan Kenton Brill echedule are those by Malewits noted to have been slept in
where she is always a hit — and
the town is readying itself to wet
guitarist.
The music for the show was
performed by Chick Gorden and
his band.
In the role of emcee. dapper
Theodore Charles Sa one, baritone
and music critic for the Chicago
Defender, carried on for the three
hour show, in the absence of Dad-
dy O'Daylie, popular disc jockey,
and fabulous Etta Motes, who just
returned from seeing the Queep
of England.
SKIERS SIESTA
Siesta time in South America,
an ancient, dialy custom, is ob-
served ot only by sports enthu-
siasts in the smallest villages and
the largest cities. In Chile, for ex.
ample, Panaga (Pap American -
Grace Airways) advises that all
four ski lifts at the Farellones re-
sort stop running from 1 p.m.. to
ha, San Francisco ruesday tbr
year. Rhambo, who plays sax and
doubles on trumpet has establish
eel himself in the record field with
his Cash recordings of "Diane".
Blue Mist," etc. of music for the stage at thwtOp•This outstandinr musician is era House and already manv.out.;backed by Milton Ramey on or. standing performances have Sea
In Rome, the critics said: "She
makes such surprising use of her,
voice that she becomes almost
ethereal:" in Paris. they said:
"The audience, at first asteilish•
ed, then captivated, next con- '
quered. finally bowed before such
perfection:" in Holland. they said:.
—You (erect what she is singing,
so transfixed are you by the beau-
tiful tones, the temperament and
-dramatic clashes of expression
and intrepretation;." in Sweden,
"A voice thet is beautifully nat-
ural and teic from
and in Denmack. "She is In touch
with the divine!"
Tickets are available for her
second appearance at the Syna•
gogue office at Pine Grove Ave-
nue and Grace st., BUckingham 1-
1423.
Drive — and did a good job of by a list of world•famous namesit . . . Friends of Della Reese including HAILIE SELASSIE.cannot forget that it wasn't so
With the calypso dying out,long ago when she was the awk•
ward child who "couldn't eir  Radio City Music Hall is doing
great with their stage shoe.note" and now — she's sailing
high with a hit record and poise headed by GEOFFREY HOLDER
and his very sultry wife, CAR-and glamour to stop all . .
JOHN'NY MATES keeping up in MEN DE LAVALLADE . Lab-
eled "Confetti," these two go in,
-
the top ten with "Chances Are."
to a very hot number whicht, For those who saw "I :re
-.."s seemed toned down for the eyesDown Below" and remember a of children and grandparentslarge fellow, JIMMY JEAN. who
. . . Usually. when these two getlooked like a product of arif cae together with 3 bongo players
type° island—well in real life he sl
there's no stopping them . . AtG I. N N LANGAN and he's any rate, the Music Hall, wouldnow billed AF "The Ainnring Co rock In the rafters if this combi-
lossal Man" in the new Arneri.:mation were willowed complete
can International filin where he fretsdom . . There is no COrn.
grabs helpless females, stops parion. we conelude, to a movie
armies, defies firing plants and house performance and one in a
I tramples down skyscrapers — a nightclub
Famous Band To Claflin
ORANGEBURG, S. C — The
bigeest entertainment attraction
in the history of the school will
take place when Stan Kenton and
hisorchestra appear at Claaflin
college, Wednesday, Nov. 6.
For five consecuti•-e !rears Ken
ton was the winner 'of Down Beat
Magazine e popularity poll as lead-
er of the nation's number one
orchestra.
Hailed as "Modern America's
Man of NitlfiC." he will present
1 16 of the world's greatest 'Wein
ment a lists
A dynamic personality. Kenton,
has continually net the pace in
modern music and his curren* or-
ganization is reputed to be the
1 finest he has ever had
! MUSIC IN HIGH SCHOOLS
A lifelong ambition of Stan Ken-
Other recitals for the seaso
Home', tenor, at Ganz Menseriel
Concert Hall, Friday, Nov. '3
Theodore Charles Stone, barn
Dunbar High School, Sunday, Nov
24, sponsored by the Maude
Smith Nursery School. and
Dec. 1, (he Chicago Music A
iation will eft. the annual ,ton is becoming a reality. Prep- formanee of liandel's Metrid
1Kenton organization to introduce McCullough, soprano: Re
arations are being made by the with the following wows,
1 anderenh edisuceantidonarlelpiergoegsramheitnh heigrhe
tenor; Albert Norwood Log
Bowers. contralto: Joseph
and abroqd. to foster interest in basso. and Calvin B. Willisthe development of modern mu- will be the conductor. ', sic. The
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The R. Frederick Morrows Regaled
White House Aide's Bride Given Smart 'Au Revoir' Party
MRS. E. FREDERICK MORROW
• STATUESQUE and regal in heavy grey satin brocade ball gown
sheath she wore to White House reception when President and Mrs.
Eisenhower entertained by Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip of Eng-
land.
4111‘ 4 Z.
• A TOAST TO BLISS is proffered the happy couple
by Mm. Homer Smith, the former Annie Osborne of
Detroit, Mich., _ Mrs. Etta Moten Barnett, renowned
•
• A RADIANTLY happy bride, the former Catherine Gordon Bos-
well of Chicago, laughs as she exchanges gay banter with her groom,
Friends Say 'Adieu'
At Gala Cocktail Sip
• IT HAPPENS OFTIMES but one in
a lifetime, but the gay and closely knit
group which Eula Wilson invited to sip
cocktails with Catherine Gordon Morrow
and her groom, E. Frederick had known
her intimately for many, many years.
The occasion was a happy and a sad
one, too. For Catherine was leaving loved
ones behind to take up residence in the
East as wife of an aide to President Eisen-
hower.
The hostess, gracious and charming
wife of Atty. Charles Wilson, took this de-
lightful way to say "adieu" to Catherine
and at the same time share the occasion
with many friends with whom she had
grown up and had enjoyed in the city's
elite and fashionable circles.
Conversation Piece
THE HONOREE, a medical supervisor
here, had for eight years served as head
of the American Cancer Society South
Central Area campaign. She was a radiant
and lovely portrait in her wedding gown
of beige satin, a Dio creation. Her jewels
were a conversation piece, a shower of
pearls by Nettie Rosenstein.
Mrs. Wilson, as always a hostess par
excellence, was at her most charming best
in seeing to it that her guests had the
most enjoyable of times. She chose black
silk sheath with scrolled applique neckline
to receive her guests.
The Oriental influence so popular to-
day was noted in the side slits in the skirt
of her gown. Accenting this were rhine-
stone jewel accessories.
She was assisted by an equally fash-
ionable foursome, Mesdames Laurence Dix-
on, Leonard Jewell, Anna Mae Murdock
and Billie Kyle Mitchell. Mrs. Dixon's
charms were enhanced by a midnight blue
silk crepe sheath with back-draped inter-
est.
An Eisenberg ice pin dramatized the in-
teresting draped shoulder bodice.
Mrs. Jewel chose emerald green satin
with a unique beaded design of emerald
green sequins at the waistline. Mrs. Mur-
dock's hostess. frock choice was black taf-
feta in the popular sheath with velvet
trim. Her jewels were pearls, also.
Mrs. Mitchell donned a black crepe
singing actresses and radio star 'end
Spaulding, sister of Mrs. Morrow.
Mrs. George
E. Frederick Morrow, White House aide to President Eisenhower as
their hosts, Mrs. Charles Wilson and Attorney Wilson give their benigh
blessings.
• ATTY. SYDNEY BROWN and the hoe e Mrs. Eula Wilson share
gay repartee- to the amusement of Mrs. John Fle 'ng. Mrs. Wildoot and „
her husband, Atty. Charles Wilson honored the E. rederick Morrows
at a cocktail party on the eve of their departure for ashingtton D. C.,
where they will reside.
sheath, the side drape of which was ac-
cented by a dramatic red rose. She added
interest with Spanish red shoes and Moro-
coan designed jewelry.
The honoree's sister, Mrs. George
Spaulding in whose home the couple were
married in a quiet ceremony a few weeks
back, also chose the chic black in a silk
crepe sheat4 with lovely center soft drap-
ing.
She chose the Eisenbert ice jewelry to
dramatize her gown with a cluster pin and
matching earrings.
Charm Abounds
Guests nibbled' hot and cold hors
d'ouevres as they sipped and chatted in
the hostess' tastefully appointed home.
Cocktails were served from a marble-topped
server with a faint coloring of rose en-
hancing its charm and beauty.
The evening was fraught with charm
and camaraderie. Enhancing the enjoyment
was the profusion of Fall flowers artisti-
cally arranged threught the Wilson apart-
ment with baby mums in tones of yellow,
bronze and maroon in predominance.
• SOME OF THE members of the honoree's club,
the Ugly Ducklings (misnomer. indeed) surround her
as they say "au revoir" in delightful manner at recent
cocktail sip given by Mrs. Charles Wilson (standing
extreme left). Group also includes (seated from left)
Among those there to wish the newly-
weds untold happiness and to agree tha'
Eula and Charlie, as the hosts are known
to their intimates, had given another de-
lightful and happy fete for which they are
so noted were:
Messrs and Mesdames Charles Johnson
William Clark, Leonard Murdock, Leonard
Jewell. Lemuel McDougal, George Spauld-
ing, Walter Lowe, Nelson Glover, Alberi
Beckham, William Clark, Chauncey Jones.
Marco Killings, James Parsons, Laurence
Young, William Y. Browne, Sydney Brown.
Aaron Payne, Bindley Cyrus, Oscar Brown,
Earl B. Dickerson;
Drs. and Mesdames John Fleming, Ro-
bert Church, T. R. M. Howard, Howard
Sheperd, Louis Gans, King Jones; Mesdam-
es Hennie Mae Cisco, Thelma Rattley.
Jeanette T. Jones and house guest, Mrs.
Homer Smith of Detroit, the former Bon-
nie Osborne Smith; Hazel Renfroe An-
thony, Anna Mae Murdock;
Mesdames Etta Moten Barnett, Mr. '
and Mrs. Leon Minton and Mr. and Mrs.
John Morning.
IA •
Mesdames Harry Gibson, E. Frederick Morrow, Wal-
ter Lowe, James Parsons, George Spaulding and
(standing) Mesdames Billie Kyle Mitchell and Lau-
rence Dixon. (Defender Photos by Cleo Lyles).
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Miss Fannie Mit chell Becomes Bride Of Frank De lk In Pretty Rit es
' Quicked social pace points up
Om fact that "it's later than you
think" . . . that time, it is unre-
lenting progress, draws nearer the
annual celebration of Thanksgiv-
ing . . . and already evidence of
the Yuletide season are much in
evidence in our stores, and there-
fore in our minds ... just as the
merchants so intended!
' A whirl on last week's carousel
found so many interesting events
going on. One was the appearance
of Harpist Vivian Weaver and
tenor Charles Tomlin at C. Ar-
thur Bruce Hall Sunday week, un-
der sponsorship of the Fine Arts
Club. At this stage it suffices us
to comment that indeed we should
be proud of the fact that we have
an organization in our midst of the
caliber of the Fine Arts club,
bringing outstanding cultural fare
to our community. Would that
snore of our citizens would lend
their support to their fine endeav-
ors, besides treating themselves to
'a finer facet of life.
SILHOUETTES PLAN
DEBUTANTE BALL
The Silhouettes of Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity have already be-
gun planning for next season's
'annual Debutant all. Their init.
hl meeting occur?ed in Septem-
ber., when they were guests of
Mrs. R. J. Roddy. Lucy Tenn.
I Immediately following this meet-
ing the various committees began
their work.
The October meeting was
held the third Sunday at the love-
ly home of Mrs. William Roach,
bf 987 Randle. The time for list-
ing prospective debs is already
at hand. These names will be
'submitted at the next regular
Igneeting of the Silhouettes. Nov.
17, after which formal application
twill be made. The deadline for
Submitting formal application is
Set for Dec. 6. Chairman of the
Committee on Debutantes is Mrs.
trnest Abron. Mrs. F. M. Camp-
!bell is the president of the il-
,bouettes.
BI. I. CLUB EXTENDS
APPRECIATION
The M. I. Club extends their
thanks and appreciation to all
Who made their recent Tea the
Success it was. They were es.
t.ecially glad to have had so
Many guests from the college —
Including Mrs. A. L. Frazier, and
the Misses Lessie Davis, N. G.
Moore and M. E. Shannon, and
/many, many students. Mrs. Shan-
On delivered the talk to the alum-
ni, the highlight of which was,
"If Bishop Elias Cotrell could
iacrifice to build a school with
the material he had to work with
to enable you to get an edu-
cation which got you where you
are, and hold the hold you are
bolding, sorely you wouldn't mind
sacrificing to maintain the school
to help the next generation. Metal Firm In
FOR MILADY'S PLEASURE
Fashion and chic.wise 
and matrons of Memphis are buzz. 1 st Production
fog over the announcement of the
opening of Fashionair Beauty Sa-
lon at 340 Linden at Fourth. The
facilities afford ultra modern furn-
ishings, facilities and professional
service. It is beautifully decorat-
ed in cool tones of soft aqua
and green, mingled with light
wood, dazzling with beautiful mir-
rored walls — all enhanced with
traction suspended lighting effect
and indirect light overhead. It is
lavish and comparable to the fa-
Mous chain of beauty salons start-
ed in New York, "House of Beau-
ty."
LINKS WEEK ACTIVITIES
The Memphis chapter of Links,
Inc., have lined up a week of stel-
lar activities in celebration of Na-
gone! Links week. Nov. 2.e.
Last Sunday found the group
worshipping at Mississippi Avenue
Christian Church in a chain of
prayer . . . in recognitio onrfa-p
prayer . . . in recognition of par-
ents and students attending Cen•
tral high school in Little Rock . .
in recognition of Editor L. Alex
Wilson of the Tri-State Defender
. . . In recognition of the Citizens
Committee and Frank Kilpatrick
and Dr. I. A. Watson, jr., in the
crusade for better newspaper cov-
erage and inter-group relations.
The same day, an hour was set
Ode when each member prayr,1
for better understanding m hu-
man relations all over the worlgl.
:Monday Included the Linfs
Luncheon: Tuesday their Friend.
Ihip bride; Wednesday their
Rest Day, Intriguingly called
ftime for Morpheus.' and Thurs-
day the highlight of their week's
activities:
Swank invitations were extend-
ed to an exhibition and educition
event at Brooks Art Gallery In
Overton Park, at 7.36 in the ev-
ening. There they will enire the
beautiful structure and silting
v. hich houses our Art mtotuem
which is outstanding enough t
have benefitted in a national dis
tributlon of the rare masterpiece
of the Kresge Art Collection. The
exhibition sponsored by the Links
will feature Oils, Watercolors and
Wash Drawings by William B
Haseltine, N.A.; 1835-1900—Prints
by Werner Drews; American Pot-
tery, 18th and 19th Centuries; Con-
temporary Fabrics; American
Glass: Opening of the New Glass
Room; and an Asian Exhibition...
all sponsored by Brooks Art Gal-
cry League to celebrate the Links'
effort.
This is a new venture, and one
o be wholeheartedly supported,
occurring in an area which there
is great need. Mrs. Philip Booth
is the chairman of Links' Week
activities — and she and her com-
mittee are bound to receive scor-
es of plaudits for this outstanding
effort.
Culminating their activities will
be their enmasse attondance at the
Phillipa Schuyler recital sponsor-
ed by Le Moyne college, Friday




Sigma Gamma Rho soror47,
Omicron Sigma Chapter, have ex-
tended invitations to the dedica-
tion of their Sorority House at 805
Saxon avenue, Sunday, Nov. 17,
at 4 p.m. The Dedication Com-
mittee comprises Mrs. Minnie Ech-
ols, Mrs. Rosa Ford, Miss Char/yse
Heard, Mrs. Maggie Ratcliffe, and
Ritta H. Porter is the basilius of
the chapter.
WEDDING BELLS
Last Sunday also saw the love-
ly marriage reception of the for-
mer Miss Thelma Ophelia Watson
and Charles Edward Flowers. The
New Mrs. Flowers is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs J. E. W3tson,
who reside at 2026 Dunn rd., where
the reception was held at 5 p. m.
• • •
The wedding of Miss Jo Ber-
nice Chrysler and John Wesley
Hirsch will take place Saturday,
the 13th of November at Keel AV-
enue Baptist church, with a re-
ception immediately following the
ceremony at the Lelia Walker
Club House. Miss Chrysler is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Chrysler.
LA MAR CHERI ROUNDUP
The Flamingo Room will be the
scene of the Autumn Round-up of
La Mar Cheri club, Friday Nov.
8, at 9 p.m.
Prizes will be given to the best
dress." The event will be a gay
dressed in "Harvest costume of
barn dance, ably planned by Ear 
lineIlampton and other members
of this well-known group.
NEW YORK — Titanium Met-
als Corporation of America has
announced initial production from
its new Toronto, Ohio, plant —the
world's first facility devoted ex-
clusively to rolling and forging ti-
tanium.
illets and large rounds, ear-
marked for civilian and military
jet engine applications, are being
shipped while engineering work
continues on installation of sheet
mills.
The sheet mills are scheduled
to be in operation early next year.
The Toronto plant will provide
TMCA fully integrated facilities,
from sponge through forgings, bil-
lets. and alloy sheet production.
TMCA is jointly owned by Nation-
al Lead Company and Allegheny
Ludlum Steel Corporation.
Miss Fannie Mitchell, a teacher
at Carver school, became Mrs.
Frank E. Delk, at St. Augustine
Catholic church recently.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. R. T. Mitchell, of 1126 Tul-
ley, and the bridegroom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank E.
Delk, sr., of 786 Hastings.
The bride wore an egg shell
embossed cotton dress and white
satin shoes. She carried a white
orchid attached to a prayer book.
Her veil of illusion flowed from a
white pearl tiers.
MAD OF HONOR
Miss Hattie K. Wynn was maid
of honor. She wore a yellow
dress and carried a bouquet of yel-
low chrysanthemums. The best
man was Mr. Frederick Thom!).
son.
The new Mrs. Delk Is a gradu-
ate of Manassas High school and
Tennessee State university. At Ten-
nessee State she was a member
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority,
Les Amis de la France club, Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities and the Newman club.
At present, Mrs. Delk is president
of the Elite Acquaintance Society.
Mr. Delk is a graduate of Ma-
nassas High school and Hender-
son Business college. He is now
attending Owen Jr. college. The
bridegroom was stationed in Ger-
many while in the armed forces.
He is employed as a shipping
clerk at Klmco Augo Parts.
The newlyweds live at 1851 Kell-
ner in Castalia Heights.
Tennessee State Progressive
Beauticians association, Inc., of
Memphis is monitoring its first
annual hair style and fashion show
at the flamingo room Nov. 25
at 8 p. m.
The latest In hair styles and
fashions will be shown. Following
the show, Phineas Newborn will
play for dancing. The public is in.
vited to attend.
Mn. Margaret Pembroke is
president and Mrs. Myrtle white
is chairman.
BRIDAL PARTY — After the
wedding ceremony for Mr. and
Mrs. Frank E, Delk, jr., was
performed at St. Augustine
Catholic church recently, the
' couple posed for a camera.
man. Mrs. Deik Is the former
Fannie Mitchell, daughter of
Mt'. and Mrs. T. It. Mitchell,
and Mr. Deik is the son of
' Mr. and Mrs, Frank Delk, Cr.
With the couple are, from left
to right: Miss Hattie K. Wynn,




The Vance Avenue Branch Y.
M. C. A., held an institute for
training volunteers recently.
The volunteers and staff mem-
bers. who are responsible for de-
veloping programs, received in-
structions on the YWCA's methods
of work.
Decorations used at the Institute
were an electric train, a bus and
a plane. Each volunteer was in-
vited by the chairman, Mrs. Ma-
rie L. Adams, to board one of the
vehicles and take "a guided jour-
ney into the YWCA." keep them informed on the trends
The meeting opened with t h e of the organization.
group singing and the YWCA The philosophy of the YWCA
songs were taught by Mrs. Martha were 'Tr& Gertrude Armstrong,
Dulaney. who was accompanied on Mrs. Marie L. Adams, Mrs. L. E.
he piano by Mrs. Bernice Brown, Mrs. Rebecca Biram, Mrs.
Thomas, Lutitia Brown, Mrs. Estelle Camp-
CONDUCT PANEL bell, Mrs. Houston. Collier, Met.
The philosophy of th e YWCA Martha Dulaney, Mrs. Bessie Ed-
was told to the group by Miss wards, Mrs. A. Fullilove, Mrs.
Harry Mae Simon. Miss Mary Irene Gleedgn.
Frances Lacey, executive director Also Damon Gleeden, Mrs.
f the Memphis YWCA, told the Annie Marie Allen Greene. Mrs.
group about the various commit- Lula Greer, Mrs. Lila Gordon,
tees. Mrs. Lula Halley, Mrs. Bertha
"Broadening the Horizon" wait Harris, Mrs. Hilda Helm, Mrs. E
discussed by Miss Rosa Robinson, Hamilton, Mrs. A. W. Jefferson,
who recently attended the YWCA Mn,, Gertrude Johnson, Mrs. Nan-
Southwestern Regional conference cissus Jones, Mrs. Alberta Mason,
in Blue Ridge, N. C. Mrs. Mary Murphy, Mrs. Zettie
A panel conducted the question jitter, Mrs. Nettle Osborpe.
and answer period,which was en- Also Mrs. Addle Owen, Mrs. Ma-
titled "A Sightseeing Tour." The mie Phamphlett, Mrs. Willie Pe-
Panelists included Mrs. Rebecca gues, Miss Gentle Patterson, Mrs.
Biram, Mrs. Houston Collier, Mrs. David Phillips, Mrs. Georgia Quin
A. W. Jefferson, Mrs. J. H. Seward
and Mrs. Leslie Taylor
Following dinner at 6:30, the vol-
unteers did round dancing, led by
Mrs. Annie Marie Allen Greene.
ON THE ALERT
Mrs. Addle G. Owen, branch
executive director, stated that the
YMCA is anxious to encourage
women to take part in their fel-
owship and to share in the re-
sponsibility for the relations of this
purpose, The YWCA is on the alert
for new volunteers and strive to
A great new buy in quality refreshment!
So good In tests — In such good taste!
Bigger value, too'. Now, why settle for less
than Coca-Cola.. . the best-loved
sparkling drink in all the world!
wow eve.ity of tt• Cece-coie C000pooy by Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Ruth Reeves, Miss Rosa
Robinson, Mrs. I. Rouhlac, Mrs.
Russell Sugarman, Sr., Mrs. H. H.
Seward, Mrs Omega Shelio, Miss
Ilarry Mae Simon.
And Mrs. Ethel Starks, Mrs. Dai-
sy Stevens, Miss Rowena Stephens,
Mrs. Emma Smith, Mrs. Gerald-
ine Smith, Mrs. Bernice Thomas,
Mrs. Leslie Taylor, Mrs. Pauline
Taylor, Mrs. Connie Thomas, Mrs.
Laura Tyus, Miss Dora Todd,




NEW YORK CITY — (AN?) —
As a memorial in honor of her
late husband, Mre. Rober W.
Straus, on Monday announced a
gift of 1100,000 to the Roger Wil.
Hams Straus Memorial Founda-
Den, Inc., promote the objec-
tives of the National Conference
of Christians and Jews, Inc, and
the World Brotherhood organiza-
tion.
The announcement was made at
a press conference held at the
Foundation's offices in the Build-
ing for Brotherhood, 43 W. 57th
at., headquarters of the National
Conference.
Secretary of State John roster
Dulles will serve as honorary
chairman of the trustees of the.
Foundation, and former Governor
Thomas E. Dewey as .Mairman.
Finds Heeling Substance That Does Both-.
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New Ter!, N. Y. (epeeist) —
Per the first time minim has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
taut-without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by deetors' observation".
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took plus.
And most amazing of an-this
iniprovement wee maintained in
seam where doctors' observations
were continued over e period of
nosy months!
In fut, tomtit, were a. ther-
en0 that sufferers were able to
make such astonishing statements
av csa be
problem!" And among Came eel.
fetus were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, saes of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the us of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The merit is
a new healing substance (Bit.
Dyne' ) —the diseovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bio-Dyne is In wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new beeline substanee is
offered in suppentory or otintoured
form called Preparation H.' Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H eintrunf with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation H Is
sold at all drug stores. S atisfactien






YOU CAN TM? CARNATION. it's the
safest, most nourishing and digestible
form of milk for your baby's formula.
More mothers feed Carnation to their
babies than any other brand. And more
Carnation is seed in hospital formula
rooms throwghowt the world than aN
other brands combined! Prepared formu-
las that claim to be complete are rumen.
sive compared to Carnation. Be sure to
ask your doctor about Carnation.
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Sat., Nov. 9, 1911.
Honor Mr. & Mrs. Swearengen With Beautiful Wedding Reception
Activities at Merry High school
are getting in full swing with the
new 3C1001 building which is near-
ill completion. We are happy to
aay the students were able to be-
gin gym classes this week.
The Library club has been or-
ganized for the year and the
members have begun to work.
Miss Marion Baker has been nam-
ed president; Earline Thomas,
f
ice president; Fontella Mallory,
ecretary; Mary Helen Phelps,
asestant secretary; Shirley Ran-
dolph, treasurer, and Annie Spring-
field, chaplain. Bertha Lee Pop-
lar was appointed as news re-
porter. Other members are Lou
Anna Hall, Hazel Neal, Millecent
Brown, Carolyn Vaulx, Elmo
Green, Gill Anderson, Noel Berry,
Charles Buchannan, Edna Worn-
Cheater Kirkendoll, Leon Mill-
k., Millie Mae Perkins, Marion
pwa; and Eula Perry. The pro.
ktarcommittee, with Millescent
Bt0Wn as chairman, is planning
lathe observance of "Book Week"
willsitcomes this year, Nov. 17
through 23. The theme is "Ex-
pforel-With Books." To develop
better reading habits among the
-stadents at Merry High, the club
Riede application for member-
Ong • in The Library Clubs of
merica. Advisor for the club is
A. L. Cooke.
CalhULT4NTS IN
tr...yerY interesting unit on per-
son!! 'adjustment, marriage, and
tins4:living was studied by the
economics classes at Merry
High school under the direction
of Mrs. Bernice Lucas, instructor
Mrs. W. G. Terry, Mrs. Almeta
• Knight Jones and Dr. J. 0. Per-
pener served as consultants on
this isiportant subject. It is felt




The Beta Delta chapter of Al-
pha Chi Pi Omega sorority cele-
brated Founder's Day with a tea
at the Palm Garden on Lane ave-
nue lAst Sunday afternoon from
.30 to 6 p. m.Mrs. Mattie S. Byrd presented
the mistress of ceremonies w h o
was Miss .Harris Houston. one of
the city teachers. She preeided•
graciously and effectively., P a r•
ticipants on the program were:
Mrs. F/orine Cunningham, Mrs. E
ter Thomas, Miss Jeanette Jones.
and Mrs. Maggie Massey, presid
of the local •chapter, The history
of the organization was given by
Mrs. Massey and the program
closed with the members singing
sorority song.
Mrs. Lillie Bell' Cole was crown.
ed "Miss Beta Delta." In second
place was Mrs. Maggie Massey
and Mrs. Mettle S. Byrd ,came
third. The afternoon peeved to be
an enjoyable one with • many
-guests attending. Members pre
sent were Mesdames Georgia Ad
kins, Etta Brown, Mattie S Byrd
Bertha Bridgman, Lillie Bell Cole.
Thelma Compton, Florine ()tinning-
hero, Mettle Eddings, Mary L
aunt, Maggie Massey, Ann Max-ell and Velma Young.
The table .setting for the oc-
casion was a beautiful white lace
eldth with a center arrangement
Orley, ender mums. The day was
dedicated to the founders, Mrs.
Mary McLeod Bethune and Mrs.
Marjorie Joyner, whose picture
picture was displayed on the ta-
bte. -Mesdames Adkins, Bridg-
man and Young served the guests
from trays of salted nuts, tinted
minits, delicious cake frosted
with the sorority colors and
name along with tea.
At the regular meeting the fol-
lowing Monday night. Mac. Ruthie
Alley was named honorary mem-
ber of Beta Delta chapter.
Also on Sunday afternoon. Wom-
ans Day was observed at New
Hope Baptist church. The interst-
ing speaker for the day was Mrs.
Cora Deberry, instructor at West
High school in Madison County.
ate. Deberry spoke from the sub.t, "The Joy of Christian Liv-r
ing." The day was a success and
the program well attended.
CAITERIANS MEET
At the last meeting of the Cri-
terian Bridge club, the members
were graciousaS, entertained by
Miss PhonoY Granberry on Pine
,Belleve it or not, your scribe
scored for second prize. Winning
first place was Mrs. Bernice Lu-
ella Other members present were
Mesdames Royal E. Cunningham.
..istpnie M. Bond. Lula Bell Martin.
G,trude Ford, Julia Sheegog.
rgia Adkins. Marietta Hughes,
-inicf-Yera Brooks. The hostess
served a delicious menu of bar-
becued chicken and all the trim-
mings and piping hot tea.
Miss Mary F. Taylor has arriv-
coLiiiime after spending her fall
91eallan In Chicago, Ill. Miss Tar.
lor, a teacher in the county sys-
tem at West tlinti school, took ad-
vantage of the harvest vacation.
The house guest of Miss John.
nie Mae Chatman on Institute at.,
last week was Mrs. Dorothy G.
Smith of Marks. Miss., andFrank-
lin l). Roosevelt, Jackson Mrs.
Smith is the landlady ot M iss
Chatman. who teaches at La m•
bulb, Miss. Mis Jackon i a en net
bulb Elementary school, Lain-
both. Miss. Miss Jackson is a sen-
ior at the Lambuth High school.
DON'T FORGET TO VIS-
IT YOUR SCHOOLS DURING
AMERICAN EDUCATON WEEK,'
NOV. 10 thru 16. Announcement
of public programs sponsored by
the Jackson City teachers will be




NEW YORK —(AN I': Legis
lation aimed at wiping out ra-
cial bias in public housing here
last week was given a strong
chance of receiving city council
approval after Cardinal Francis
Spellman, Roman Catholic arch
bishop of New York, gave his
support to the measure.
The hill, sponsored by council-
men Sharkey, Brown and Isaacs,
would make it a misdemeanor to
refuse to rent or sell living space
in apartment houses, residential
hotels and tenements (or reason
of race, color, religion, national
origin or ancestry.
The cardinal's support was con-
tained in a message to the Catho-
lic Interracial Council of N e w
York. In it he said' it was not his
practice to make statements con-
cerning particular pieces of leg-
islation—that this right belonged
with the legislators rather than
with churchmen, but pointed out
that both he and the church he
represented were opposed to any
discrimination, particularly when
it affected basic human needs
such as shelter.
He said he therefore fully sup-
ported the principle of the hous-
ing anti-bias bill and Alligtfti the
City Council would pass a "good.
just and workable law."
DELECTABLE DESSERT —
most homemakers are already
planning. filet- "e
comeing holdiays. A new des-
sert to try out is Frui Is-"
Nesselrocle Ice Cream. which is
a flavor-rich, oacked fruit eat f.
from your grocer's ready to
eat cake department. You
make the nesselrode ice
Mr. and Mrs. J. Earl Soearen.
gen were honored at a wedding
reception recently at the home of
the bride's mother, Mrs. Phronie
S. Brittenum, of 2441 Saratoga. The
Swearengens were married in late
September.
For the reception, the bride
was attired in a white lace sheath
dress, accentuated by a white sat-
in cummerbund. She wore pearl
accessories.
Soft music was played during
the reception by Mrs. Dorothy T.
Graham of Owens Junior college.
Assisting the honorees in receiv-
ing the guests were the bride's
mother, Mrs. Brittenum; the
bridegroom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. 4. Swearengen, of 1635. Sun-
set at., and Mrs. Alberta Sample
relative of the bride.
DOUGLAS CENTER DIRECTOR
The table with the wedding cake
on it was overlaid with an elabor-
ate white lace embroidered table
cloth. Crystal candelabras a n d
bouquets of gladioli were used as
ceneerpieces.
Mrs. Swearengen, who is the for-
mer Miss Hattie L. Brittenum, is
a graduate of Melrose High school
where she received recognition
as a soloist. She attended K e n-
tucky State college, receiving her
degree in music. She is a member
of Alpha' Kappa Alpha sorority.
The bride is employed as .r teach.
er in the Memphis City school sys-
tem.
Her husband, a graduate of
Douglass High school, also attend-
ed Kentucky State college where
he received his degree in music
education. He is a member of Al-
pha Phi Alpha fraternity and is
employed by the Memphis fleeces.
lion department as director of the
Douglass Community center.
GUEST LIST
Among the guests present were
Mrs. Alberta Sample, Reginald B.
Sample, Mr. John Harris, Mrs.
klphreda BrAglirria, Nathan and
Natalie Jones, Miss Hazel Pylee,
Mrs. Maggie Jordan, Mr. and Mrs.
James Christmas, Miss Doretha
Edwards, Mrs. Lillie Bolton.
Mr. Floyd Smith. Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Moore, Mrs. Dorothy Gra-
ham, Mrs. Leon Richmond, Mrs.
Marguerite Ellis, Mr. and Mrs.
F. Brown, Miss Audrey Mitchell.
Mrs. Emmett Simon, jr., Miss
Helen Jones, Miss Danzie Patter-
son, Mrs. Georgia P. Quinn.
Mrs. Willie Patton, Mrs. Anna
ilumphrey. Mrs. Erie Hill Rose,
Mr. William Nelson, jr., Mr. W.
L. New, Miss Lady J. Clemmer,
Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor, Miss Jean
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Sullies.
Mr. and Mrs. John Spencer, Mrs.
Melissa Montgomery. .
cream with plain ice cream
and bits of red and green cher-
ries and English toffee. Line
the container with fruit rake
slices and fill with the ice
cream wixture, add slices of
cake on top and place in the
freezer until ready to serve.




554 SCOTT PH GL. 2-9463
. . . has opening for 6 representatives to call on qualified
leads for the WHITE CROSS PLAN. 2 men for Jackson, Tenn..
2 men for Brownsville. Tenn. 2 men for Memphis. Tenn. Appli-
cants most be of neat appearance, high school education and
own automobile. For further information come to or write:
R. E. DANIELS
1399 AIRWAYS BLVD. - Room 210, Professional Bldg.
Memphis. Tenn.
OFFICER INSTALLATION:
The officers of Cherry Charms,
a group of young women who
have organized to back a
civic project which will fill
a void in our community re-
sources. were installed by Mrs.
Marjorie Ulen, at their meet-
Ina held Friday. Nov. I. at
the home of Mrs. Hattie
House, 737 Lester, who was
elected the group's president.
Left to right are: Mrs. Ruby
Chambers, publicity disk'-
man; Miss Barbara Gillum,
parliainentarlan; Mrs. Verna-
slime Simon, treasurer; Mrs.
secretary; Miss Janet 1.ewis,
secretary; Miss Pearlie
Wright, vice president; MMrs.
Hattie House, president; and
Mrs. Ulen.
Newly Formed Club Will
Back Charitable Project
The Cherry I harms. 0 re,ontly
organized social club of young
women ,dedicated to the promo-
tion of a charitable project to
meet and fill an area of needed
civic resources, was formally ac-
tiveted last week, at the home of
Mr'. Hattie House, of 737 Lester
ave
One phase of service under con-
- 'hat of unwed moth-
cis in Memphis.
The occasion served In form ills'
install the officers of the group and
to announce their emergence in
the realm of wide-scoped service
to the Memphis community.
OFFICERS
Mrs. Marjorie I. Ulen. social
editor of th Tri-State Defender,
installed the following officers:
president, Mrs. Hattie House; vice
president, Miss Pearlie Wright;
secretary, Miss Janet Lewis; as.'
Thirty-seven members of t h e
Young Women Christian Associa-
tion spent the week end in New
Orleans recently, as part of
Summer and fall cultural travel
tour.
On their itinerary was a shop.
ping trip to the French quarter,;
visits to St. LOUIS Cathedral, DO-I
ilard university. Audubon park,:
State Fair park. Del Gardo mu-
seum, Flint Goodrich hospital, St.
Charles street and the new sub-
division constructed on land built
on Lake Pontchartrain.
One of the high points of the
week end was a trip across Lake
Pontchartain on the longest
brigge in the world which is 24
miles across. Many of the tourists
visited the dock to wach the steam.
ers, and they attended church on
'Sunday.
THOSE WHO WENT
G. Owen. Mrs. Lois Greenwood,
Making the trip were Mrs. Addiei
'Mrs. Katie McGuire. Mrs. Willie!
Pegues, Mrs. Marie L. Adams,
Mrs. Bernice Thomas, Mrs. Geor-
gia Quin, Mrs. Birdie Reed, Mrs.
Alberta Mason, Mrs. Gertrude
Johnson. Mrs, Elizabeth Branch,
Also Janie Irvin, Afrs. Effie
Flagg, Mrs. Gertrude Armstrong,
Mrs. Jennie Pennington, Mrs. Em-
ma Patterson,•Mrs. Alma Hobson,
Miss Alma Howard, Miss Ethel
Jones, Mrs. Belle Pettigrew, Mrs.
Hattie Muse, Mrs. Rudell Garth.
Miss Lelia t nith, Mrs. Elizabeth
Lacey.
And Mrs. Ethel Watkins, Mrs A
sistant secretary, Mrs. Oss Wei.
sistant secretary, Mrs. Ossie W.
Carter: treasurer, Mrs. VernastIne
Simon: sgt - al arms Mrs. Bar-
bara o,v1i•iio-o •
Miss Barbara Gillum publicity
chairman. Mrs. Ruby Chambers.
Other members of the group are
Mrs. Hildreri Lomax and Miss Eve-
syn Knox.
Mrs. 111en congratulated the
, new club for their courage in fac-
ing and accepting the challenges
of the times by binding themselves
socially for the purpose of render-
ing service as justification !or
their existence; thereby filling
their lives with not only social
pleasure, but Christian substance.
:thus insuring their place in, not
only their own society, but the
, hearts and minds of all American
citizens as well.
Mrs. Othello Shannon, assistant
A. Johnson. Mrs. Ruth Reeves,
Miss Gertie Patterson, Mrs. Omie
Harding, Mrs. Juanita Grandber-
ry, Mrs. Helen Myers, Mrs. Ger-
aldine Smith, Mrs. Hilda Helm,
:sirs. Susie Hightower, Miss Lot-
(ye Irving. Miss A)erna Sleeking
and Mrs. Geneva Hogan.
It's fun le pier
Punic! it's more fun for
Conon:la who reads br thi
high notes knowing their KINGS
will givit a vibrant, colorful
tons that's true.









A Vitamin I Enriched Stimulant
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY
REFUNDED
Introductory Offer
30 Day Supply — $7.35
Send Check or Money Order Tot
Nature Laboratories
Box 352 — Memphis 1, Tenn.
principal of Porte rSchool w a s
I also a guest speaker. She conipli
imsented -the Cherry Charms many
of whom she had watched grow
up, for electing the task oh gain-
ing pleasure while helping others;
•ind for daring to go beyond oc-
casional token elforts to the
:munity, bye dnorvaoitietnnateii-tiB
triunity . by endeavoring to initiate
a new area of service to meet
the void which exists for many
problems of our race.
DECORATIONS
The lovely home of the hostess,
Mrs. House, was highlighted by a
beautiful table setting in ate din-
ing area of the living room. The
table was overlaid with an ecru
lace cloth, centered with an ar-
rangement of Japanese holly and
clusters of red berries, flanked by
silver candlelabrum holding r e d
tapers.
Following the installation cere-
monies, champagne toasts were
proposed to the fledgling group's
success.
Other guests present for the oc-
casion were Miss Jean Block, Miss
Laccnia Baskerville, Mrs. Andrew
Mae Thomas and Joseph Shannon,'
Sr., Mrs. Shannon's husband.
Following a community survey,
now being held. the Cherry Charm-






NEW YORK CITY — (ANN —
Secretary of Labor James r
Mitchell and Jamb S. PotofskY.
International president of t h e
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of
America, will be honored by the
National Urban League at a testi-
tionial dinner on Nov. 19, at vie
Commodore Hotel here in New
York City.
This announcement was made
by Theodore W. Kheel, League
president, who said that Nelson A.
Rockefeller headed a special cons.
mittee of 100 business, labor and
eiVic leaders sponsoring the $50 . a'
plate dinner and that more than
1,000 are expected to attend.
Anima those on the dinner coin.
mittee are: Roy E. Larsen, Ralph
Bellamy, Lloyd K. Garrison, Mi-
chael J. Quill, Jackie Robinson,
Joseph Curran, David Dubinsky,
A. Philip Randolph, Herman Coop-
er. James Finnegan, Morris lushe-
witz, Lows Hollander, Harry Van
Arsdale, jr., Charles S Zimmer-
man, Louis Simon and John I.
Snyder. it.
Mr. Kheel said that the cabi-
net officer and labor leader were
being cited for "distinguished con-
tribution to the cause of equal






A. T. "Zannie" Jones
$5000 to 
$50000
Quickly — Conveniently — Confidentially
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Come In Or Call
HARLEM FINANCE CO.
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Riceland Meats the nal:teal 1:719PROCERRIED
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Mrs. Gwendolyn Gordon has
tape recorded some (argon ar-
rangements and those Xmas car-
ols will give you the Yuletide spir-
it right now. Also taped Women's
Day services at Bethel Baptist
church where approximately 65
ladies blended voices with the
Chickering, played by Mrs. Gor-
don, and Delete McPherson at the
Wurlitzer.
Bachelor, Joseph Blister Is ru-
Snored to have set an early date
for matrimony; after nosing 'round
a while, we'll discover and tell
you who the lucky lady is!!
Jimmy Rubinson and rest o' the
Leathernecks (Marine Corps Re-
cruit Depot Football team) were
scheduled for flight to Honolulu
last week where they'd meet the
Ohio
CLEVELAND
Mr. & Mrs. Charles C. Robinson
were married Sunday morning,
October 13 following church serv-
ice at the Bethel Methodist Church
in Morristown, Tennessee.
The bride is the former Mrs.
Mary G. Boyd. She has beein con-
nected with Morristown College for
a number of years having served
as Administrative Assistant for the
past four years. She is widely
known in church circles.
The groom is a prominent busi-
nessman of Cleveland, Ohio, and a
tro-a friend and supporter of Mor-
ristown College.
Dr. L. L. Haynes, Jr. officiated.
He was assisted by the Reverend
Rudolph Flood.
Hawaiian Marines. Robinson Mrs. George Debnam of Raleigh,
El was co-captain last Saturday North Carotene was her mother
night in game with Aztecs (San I matron of honor. Little Gwendolyn
Diego State college); Marine s! Debnam, granddaughter of the
maintained their perfect gridiron bride, served as flower girl.
record with 20-7 victory. Braxton
Pinking is one of State's learn-val-
ues.
From 3 to 6 p.m., Mary Jo Sul-
livan was joined by seven play-
mates for her ninth birthday par-
ty. Games, singing and dancing
were enjoyed by this octette: such
adorable gifts! Pictures were tak-
en by Mrs. Jennie Vee Mitchell,
who also assisted Mrs. Janice Mic-
Mr. Charles Robinson, Jr. was
his father's best man. The bride
was given lin marriage by her son,
Mr. Miller Boyd, Jr.
Following the ceremony, Mrs.
Paul Edwards sang "The Wed-
ding Prayer" by Glasglow.
" A beautifully appointed wedding
dinner was served in the Kenwoo
Refectory at the College.
key in serving (both are sisters Out of town guests included, Mr.
of honoree). & Mrs. T. S. Kelon, Mr. Charles
Robinson, Jr., Mr. John Robinson,
Mr. Alonzo Staton and Miss Jac-
quelyn Arnold of Cleveland, Ohio,
Dr. & Mrs. Clifford Whitten of
High Point, North Caroling, Dr. &
Mrs. George Debnam and little
daughter Gwendolyn of Raleigh,
North Carolina, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar
Brown, Sr., Mr. & Mrs. Oscar
Brown, Jr., and little son Ken-
neth, Mr. Golden Brown and Mr.
Golden Boyd of Abington, Vir-
ginia.
Guest list: Anita Ross, Carol
Ann Ross, Sybil Braxton, Kevin
James Mann, Sheryl Barnett, Re-
gina Quarles and Cheri Quarles.
Mr. and Mrs. Clem (Encie) Wal-
ton are parents again; congratu-
Mona!
Exciting Las Vegas was No. 1
atop for sisters, Mmes. Florence
Drisdon and Frances Satterfield,
who vacationed recently.
One of best Marvin Hines' pre-
sentations of the season was "Rev.
Cleophus Robinson and Sister" at
Victory's auditorium last Sunday. WILLARD
Bro. Marvin Hines is local disc By C. P. Givens
jockey and proprietor of the Hap- We are happy to hear that Mrs.
PY Day Music Studio-News Stand: Milton Givens has been released
(where DEFENDERS are being from the hospital and is getting
sold), along fine.
The Smart Set's fashion show e at Fair View M B 
church Sunday
Mrs. Van Durham is confined to
-brought out a huge crowd regard- Oct. 27. Rev. Sofa 
delivered a
less of last week's rain; held in 
the hospital with virus. wonderful sermon.
fabulous Hotel Lafyette. As Mrs. 
We are also sorry that Mother
Josephine Wilson described attire, 
Givens is confined, but is recov. Mr. 
and Mrs. Hermane Body
models walked to the rhsthmic 
ering nicely at home, and 
children of Germ im are in the
sounds produced by "Greats" like 
airs. Martin is also confined. We city, the 
guest of his parents, Mr.
Walter Williams. Adam Cato. John- 
pray for her recovery. and Mrs. 
\Vatter Body.
 Ark 
ny Goodman, KimBradford and 
• • •
Martin Mundy. Following teenag-





Theresa Jackson. Lois We 
preciation program Sunday. Oct.
s t- 
Southdale MB church held ap-
'Moreland, Wilma Westmoreland. 
20 for the oldest deacon and moth-
and male model, Elm Cooper, Cr.Brother Henry James who has
handsomely appeared in sports,
served his church tn thi caper-
wear; striking color combination of 
s
charcoal, red and black; this may
encourage gentlemen to be a lit-
tle more fashion-show-conscienti-
ous. Nellie Lee Moorey and her His man friends. wino al days with relatives and friends.
GOLD went over quite favorably: 
dale, Union Chapel and Christian
speedy recovery. The Goodman MP Church \Ds-
Mrs. Louise Jackson. was perfect 
• Light churches. The sermon was .sionary Society met at the home
of Rev. and Mrs. M. C. Billing
idea. Sunday afternoon. Oct. 20.
The meeting was very interesting
— refreshments were served.
The JMA met at the home of
Mrs. Genola Redd Sunday after-
noon.
"MISS ALBANY STATE" is
pretty Barbara Holt, a junior
from Fitzgerald, Ga., who will
reign over the festivities when
the Albany State college Rama
meet the Florida Normal Lioss
of St. Augustine in Albany's
Nov. 9 'Homecoming Celebra-
tion'. The lovely coed plans Is
be a "schoolmarm." She holds
membership in the French
Club, is an honor student, a
junior mentor, and is identified
with Alpha Kappa Alpha Sor-
ority.
Mississippi
picture of sophistication in three-
piece worsted wool suit, shoes right
to POINT of fashion (new look in
foot apparel). Jean Craig sheath-
ed in the latest shade of preen
with very current rave, cowl neck-
line. Grace Cook also came in
like a champ with exotic sapphire
blue design with flip jacket which
can be left home come sundown.
revealing dress' low neckline.
Remember Lorenzo Smith. hand-
some young designer who was
drafted Well, we heard he was
discharged, living in Washington
and sewing mighty pretty.
In Smart Set's Fashion show.
DAWSON
By Beatrice Fair
Dave Matthews has returned
home from his vacatscre in Cali-
fornia. All his friends welcome him
home.
Mr. M. T. Wade is very ill in
Memorial Hospital in Corsicora.
. . .
turned from the hospital after a
successful eye operation.
Rev. Gerald of Hopewell Bap-
tist will begin his third year in
November as pastor of that church.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Fahora are
proud parents of a baby girl.
* • •
Texas
Waste King Ad Manager
Appointment of Kenneth B. Mil-
ler as assistant advertising man-
ager of Waste King Corporation,
Los Angeles, was announced on
Thursday by Bertram F. Given,
president.
Prior to joining Waste King,
Miller was sales manager f or!
sister. Anna Fay Johnson wore a .
remarkable Lorenzo Smith rrea-
Westinghouse Appliance-Sales in
Hon. How about Louella Johnson's 
Portland, Ore.
*Thde (lined with rose) cashmere.
rolled collar which may be used
as hood. Other models: Mmes.
Marie Moorey. Thelma Cooper
Delores Jackson, Mary Ponders
and Lelia Taylor. Mrs. To ii i s e
Jackson chaired thle affair, as-
sisted by Mrs. Sallie Bartiste Hon-
ored to have to Angeles dancer.
Bette DeQuIney In audience!!
For news, call or write, BE. 9.
3006. 2951 L at
Indiana
PERU
By M. L. CROSSLAND
The State Missionary of Missions
held its quarterly meeting at Mt.
Herman Baptist church.
Mrs. Fuller was In Indianapolis
with her daughter. Patricia Ann.
who was treated for a coronary
condition at the Riley hospital.
Mrs. Garnett is ill in Dukes hos-
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Hutchinson were
recent Kokomo visitors.
The public schools of Per-u. are
dismissed currently for the annu-
al state oonvention of the teach-
of Indians. The meeting is
being held in Indianapolis.
MS. Dewitt Wilson Who has
hems visiting in Muncie. Ind., as
the - guest of her father. Louis
Devane and other relatives and
trieads, has returned home
George Jackson, son of Rev.
and Mrs. R. W. Jackson. who is
in the U. S. Marines, is now sta-
tMned In Florida.
The Sunday school of Wayman
Chapel AME church enjoyed •
Halloween party.
FOI:R TSU QUEENS pause to
pose for the photographer as
they emilingh look forward to
the tenth annual Homecoming
celebration Nov. 16. when the
Texas southern university 11.
PICKENS
By MRS. GRACE B. STIGLER
Regular services were attended
ity for 44 years and Sister Lula
Thomas who has served 47 years.
A splendid program was rendered
by the Young members of South-
delivered by the pastor, Rev. C.
10. Smith: closing prayer by Rev.
Hunter of Vicksburg, Miss. Mon-
ey raised for this program — 55
— sponsored by the ushers, presi-
dent. Sister Mary Conklin a n d
board members.
CANTON
By B. H. V.aRNADO
Mr. and Mrs. James Howard
and their four lovely children of
I Gary. Ind. were recent houee
guests of Mrs. Edna Thompson.
Mrs. A. F. Tolliver was a Co-
lumbus visitor last week.
Mrs Estelle Taylor was hostess
Thursday afternoon to the Lucy
Jefferson Federated club.
The members of the Emma B.
tef'
Miller Federated club were enter-
tained by Mrs. Emily C. Moore
Thursday evening. It was recrea-
tion meeting and Mrs. R. V. l'rit-
chard had charge. Many interest-
ing games were played and en.
joyed by all. The hostess served
delicious refreshments.
Many (lien& were shocked by
the sudden passing of Mrs. Cense




NEW YORK — A world•wide es- movement which rededicates man•
say contest on the subject "What
World Brotherhood Metes To Me"
is being held this month, under
the sponsorship of the World
Brotherhood organization, it was
announced last week by Dr. Ev-
erett R. Clinchy, president of the
organization.
Conceived as a special feature
for World Brotherhood Week to
be observed next Feb. 16-23 among
the free nations, the contest is
open to citizens of 18 years and
over residing in all countries of
Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin
America, Dr. Clinchy said.
Four winners, one from each of
these geographical areas, will be
flown to the U. S. by Pan Ameri-
can World Airways for an all.
expense paid, two-week visit dur-
ing which they will share in the
25th anniversary of the Ameri-
can observance of Brotherhood
Week.
TO BE BROADCAST
One hundred additional contest-
kind all through the world to a
respect for individuals and human
rights," he said.
"Moreover, It will underscore
the words of President Eisenhow-
er, who in his message for Broth-
erhood Week 1958 said:
"Brotherhood is one of the most
demanding — and most reward-
ing — principles in our lives. Its
applicatiod. is not limited to our
homes or to our homeland. The
responsibilities of brotherhood
stretch around the world; a n d
wherever men dwell, their needs
and their successes are for all
to share.' "
The contest rules require that
the essays must be written in
English and are not to exceed
200 words. The compositions will
not he judged by perfection in
English but solely by originality
of thought and the significance
of ideas.
Essays must be postmarked not
later than Nov. 30, 1957, and
ants will receive copies of the should be air-mailed to World
photographic collection entitled Brotherhood, New York, U. S. A.,
"The Family of Man". Announce- together with the entrant's name,
ments of this competition will he address, sex, birth date, occupy-
carried by the Voice of America tin.
daily on its world-wide broadcasts. 
World Brotherhood was founded
in 1950 as a private, non-govern-
mental, international organiza-
tion. Its purpose is to foster ed-
ucational programs designed to
overcome prejudice based on
race, nationality, religion, or cul-
ture.
Co-chairmen of the organization
are Nobel Prize physicist Dr. Ar-
thur II. Compton. former Chan-
Last rites were said Sunday,
of the Brotherhood Week observ-
Oct. 20, for Mrs Ellen Banks at 
ance from an American event into. 
one. of world-wide significance.Pisgah Baptist church. Rev. N. B.
Jackson officiated. People's Fu-
First observed in the U. S. in
neral Home in charge.
1934 under the auspices of the Na•
• • tional Conference of Christians and• 
GOODMAN
By PEARLENE BILLINGSLEA
Mrs. Kate Gray has left for Chi•
cago, where she will spend, sever
MISS. MISSION BEGS
FOR CHILDREN'S APPAREL
GREENWOOD, Miss. — The St.
Francis of Assisi. a Catholic Mis-
sion for children at Greenwood,
Miss., is desperately in need of
children's shoes and clothing.,
Items may he sent to: Sister
Mary Pulcheria, Superior. St.
Francis of Assisi Mission. Box 28A,
Route 1, Greenwood, Miss.
gem will meet the GrarnblIng
Tigers of Louisiana. They are
(top row seated 1.1-1 Mersa
Adams, Houston, Sophomore
Queen: Floreatine A. Robin.
son, Senior, Houston, Kappa
Alpha Psi Sweetheart: (stand-
ing) Jubilester Washington.
Freshman Queen, Houston:
and Reseie Faye Wright. Moos.
ton. Senior Queen. (Photo by
Evans.)
By MRS M N RINGGOLD
cellor of Washington university &
now on its faculty as distinguish- lengthy illness. Rev. J. E. Milton A most interesting, helpful meet- T. A. Walker and the sister in-law
ed sereice professor of natural officiated. Miss Powell leaves to 
philosophy; Ambassador Carlos P. mourn her passing. a father. vie 
ing of the "'Educators of Yester 
,of Miss Mettle E. Walker, former
Iinstructor at Baton Rouge College,
Romulo of the Philippines: Paul- Ed Powell and one siste' Mrs. Year" 
was held in the 
house0 f 
is well known and loved in our
Ruthie L. Miller and several Mrs. Eliza 11. Lawless Monday city.
 We are still hearing com•__Henri Speak. foreign minister of
Belgium; Konrad Adenauer, chan- brothers. Hammons Funeral Home afternoon, followed by a delicious merits from members and friends
cellor of the Federal Republic of had share* of burial. We extend dinner that was enjoyed by all: of Wesley Chapel Church as they
Lakshrni Pandit, the Indian high the bereaved family. 
discuss the helpful lecture givenGermany. and Madame vijaya our deepest heart felt sympathy to
We the members of Bethel AME 
Discussions during that part of
their group Sunday afternoon by
chairmen will act as final judges church have come to the close oi
lthe meeting, hinged around what
Mr. Wm. Lockhart, principal of
another conference year under the 
we as retirants can do to help,
Chanevville High School.
commissioner to London. The co-
BR'OTHERHOOD WEEK leadership of our pastor, Rev. C. 
not only those yet in service in
Letters from our sister, Mrs.
T. Trice and his wife. We have, 
classrooms, but all who have been
w--- Emma Nance Dean tells of illness
of the essays.
plsined. will stress the expansion labored very hard in our efforts! enjoying
trained for class room work with
in her home and of all inmatesThe contest, Dr. Clinchy ex-
this year with our 
pupils young or old. Then while
having tackled Influenza. Luckily
we have accomplished some great 
 the delicious dinner
it was not 'Asian Flu." We are
things and are expecting to ac. ,
pastor, 
and served 'by our hostess, further
wondering who looked after the
complish greater things next year. 
discussions were related largely '
idolized baby while the other in-to 'What we can do to encourage
retired."
. . ge 
has rendered to us. 
those yet in the class rooms and
of "The Flu".
We thank him for the service he 
those now 
trip to Monticello, Ark., to visit 
Those who participated in The 1
nell tell of the pleasure she is
Mrs. Juanita Davis made a brief Letters from Miss Billye J. Pur-Jews. the celebration took on in
ternational importance in 1948 
Week Of Services held in the
when the Canadian Cou'ncil of her grandmother, Mrs. Moore, 
newly erected Bethel A.M.E. I having while in Chicago. Being
Christians and Jews sposored 
Church will not soon forget thewho is ill but has improved. I just out of a four year living in
Brotherhood Week north of the 
different ministers. the 
beautiful 
,Rev. and Mrs. George Hunter Fisk University, we can tinder.
was weekend guest of Rev, and choirs, nor the modern, ,stand her enjoyment of freedomborder.
European countries joined in the Mrs Davies in Pinebluff. Ark. Sirs, 
building. Nor did any think that-a from dormitory life, but we are
'observance after 1950 and during Hunter Was guest speaker on the 
the unusual amount of money gig- wondering if she is putting her
Women's Day program at the St. en by different churches and In psychiatry
have narticipated.
 into action. or if she
Paul Baptist church in Pinebleff. dividuals would be given. For in has given up the idea of getting
the last three years Asian coon 
Al. IDEAL I Rev. 
S. E. Davis, pastor, every service that we attended we her doctorate in her favorite sub-
1 
Mr' 
and Mrs. Curly Russell mo-heard such announcements as .e iect."Thrreigholit the family of man. I"Collection amounts to 535.00, or -
Of all Brotherhood Week is now 'focus- i 
bred to Pinebluff on Sunday and
ing attention on the brotherhood 
atteneed services at the Morning 650.00, or given large amounts af- 
subjects, we understand
that Miss Constance Purnell is
ideal as a moral and spiritual enjoyed
• Star Baptist church and highly.ter the sermons by the many min-
majoring in Mortuary Science-inters who participated, and there
foundation for universal peace i . .
the services.
. Chic rear instead of going into
and iustice," Dr. Clinchy declared ' fling
i The Walters Institute is plan- , were so many ministers during ' •
class room work as we had honedto eelablish a college that t e week long servicesat we -I h th
,. would.—One can never tell.will be a credit to the citizens or know the result must have been 1
We enjoyed a very pleasant visitWarren and Bradley county under i a large, large amount.
.from Mrs. Zoe Shay Pickett thisthe leadership of a great leader, Our visit to the State Industrial morning. Mrs. Pickett spent her
Missouri 
Rev. S. P. Spottswood. School for Youths meant surprise
Sally Campbell. of AM and N cold after surprise. First the many,
decided to return home where her
'
vacation in California but finally
lege in Pinebluff spent the week many new brick buildings. The French is better understood.end in our city visiting her pre many, many hoys and girls en- We are glad to learn that orents, Mr. and Mrs. Marshall rolled and participating in the youne friend. Mr. William WallaCampbell. She has now returned to different fields of instruction, of Snethere University decided notcollege. !Then the number, type and kind ,r, 1,„, a „cold get him" as WasMrs. brassie Jackson and fa-'of instructors. Surely our state is first thoueht last week. Probablymily motored to Camden. Ark. "going over the top" in providing he feared getting out of circula-They were accompanied by Air- for our youth through not only Hon,
man and Mrs. Robert Jackson and remedial measures hut also mod- We were pleasantly enter-driedMrs. Ernestine. Strickland.
by nor fermer friend, Mrs. R. F.
ern buildings, well eqiiipned dor-
The Mark conference held at mitories, the latest in dining room .,,,nc widow of the late prof. B.Bethel AME sponsored by the 1 equinment and facilities, without F Lone last week. And did we
cess. Amount raised—S256.65. modern rooms, auditoriums etc.
Brotherhood Club was a great se- mentioning the weit.arrengea. 
(l
dein., class rosin work.
discuse former ave when we were
• • •
instruction and hapniness.
care and nleneiee for their health,1
that Mrs. Helen A. Nelson is
Surely eoliths will benefit by the We. with her many, man
friends reeret so much to 'learn
The many, many friends of Mrs. in New Orleans. Although we kilns!Fannie E. Walker are regretting that her relatives there ineludto learn that she is confined to ,medical Doctors, vet, we wish wher room because of illness. Mrs. were closer to her and could renWalker. the widow of the late Dr. der some service for her.
"The essay contest on "W h at
World Brotherhood Means To afe"
will give added impetue to this
Arkansas
NORTH CAROLINA College senior music major. Attend.
President Alfonso Elder is ance left to right are the Miss-
shown here presenting t h e es Rhoda Plummer. Durham;
royal sceptre to the college's Margaret Anderson, Smith.
reigning queen, Miss !tilde field, and partly hidden, Betty
Genlvieve Harris, Warrenton Cooper, Raleigh.
I WATER VALLEY
By C. A HAWKINS, JR.
Rev. P. L. Morgan of Minnna
and pastor of Pleasant Green M.
B. church preached recently at
the Oakgrove CME church where
Rev. W. H. Foster is pastor, Rev.
Morgan preached a wonderful ser-
mon He chose as his text the
1th chapter of Exodus and the
14th verso. Visitors were from
Pleesant Green Kind Providence,
Miles Memorial and North Hope- MELLWOOD
well Mrs. Other Evins pissed away
Leland Freeman Was operated Oct. 11. Funeral services wert
on at Water Valley hospital last conducted at the Zion Traveler
Sahirdaw His condition wan se-1 Baptist church. Rev. F. N. Simp-
minus, son, pastor. She leaves a husband,
rollis Freeman of Memphis was Mr. Slack Evins and a host of
here last Sunday to see hie broth- otlu,ur •elatives ane friends.
er T,oland. , Mr. Bud Johnson's cster and
Mrs Annie K. Montgomery at-1 son visited him last week,
tended the Mississiprii ronference! Mrs. Alean Johnson was injured
at Celiimlnis last week, as a residt of an auto accident.
WARREN
By MRS. MATTIE M. BARNETT I
was held Monday. Oct. 21 at the
Last rite for Miss Ruble Powell Baton Rouge $
Mt. Zion Baptist church She pass•
ed away in St. I nuis, Mo . after a'
• •
EAST PRAIRIE
By RORr.RT GEAN RICE
On Oct. 13, Rev, W. L. White
and Rev-Louis F. Adams had Fill,
cessful pastor's anniversary serv-
ices at the New Hope MR church
and aft. Zion atft church
Willie G. Rice, who has been
on the !tick list, was dismiseed,
from St. Mary's Hospital. Satur-
day, Oct. 18, in Cairo.
The Eastern Star had a cele-
bration at the Grove Baptist
Church recently. Rev. T. R. Red-
mond sponsor Mrs. Esther Walk-
er, matron and Mr. Roland Walk-
er. patron.
Mrs. Alberta Boston and Mrs.
Mary E. Henderson were sponsors
of a lovely program last Sunday
night at the Zion Traveler Bap-
tist church.
  HOLD BOOK REVIEW IN
ST. LOUIS LIBRARY
ST. LOUIS — Mrs. John P.
Garesche, 6311 Washington ave.,
will be guest speaker at the noon-
day book review at Central Public
Library, 1301 Olive at., Nov 12,
at 12:15 p. m. Mrs. Garesche will
review "Much Ado About Me,"
by Fred Allen.
, Noonday book reviews are held
'every Tuesday from 2:15 to 12:45
p. m., in the third floor aesemb- 1
ly room of the Central Public!
Library and are free to the pub-
ding his ill mother, I lic.
Alabama
EMPIRE
By EFFIE MAE PENDLETON
Rev. Fenny celebrated his sec-
ond anniversary.
Rev. Jenkins preached a won-
derful sermon Thursday nigh t.
While Rev. Ed Harris preached
Friday night.
Nolen Jean Motley has return-
ed from Cleveland. Ohio after via-
mates were tackling their Ca
Arkansas
BATESVILLE
By Rev, Mettle Watkins '
Mr. Jenipher Watkins, who has
be Ii ill in Gary Hospital, has re-
turned home and is much improv-
ed.
Mrs. Edna Pope is ill at her
home on Vine Street,
Miss Minerva Earls, a student of
Shorter College itn North Little
Rock, spent last weekend here
with her family.
The Bible Band met Thursday
evening.
The Missionary Society met Fri-
day even‘ig at Bethel AME
Church wits president, Mrs. Collie
Harper presiding. • • • • • • •-•
Mrs. Bertha Williams has red
turned from Kansas City after vis-
iting with relatives,
Rev. and Mrs. I. W. Daniel left,
Sunday evening for Chicago to-
visit with relatives.
Rev. R. C. Scribner and me
bers of the Baptist church of New
Ark, worshipped at Bethlehem
Baptist Church here Friday night
where Rev. R. C. Scribner wa
,guest speaker.
Mrs. Mamie Elemming is ill
her home on Chase Street.
Wednesday night began the 1
anniversary of Rev. F. S. Thom
pastor of the Bethlehem Ha
Church,
Rev. P. H. Myers left for M
plus Sunday to visit with relat
He is the pastor of Lafftery
odist church.
Mr. Enire Dorty visited in
Cross, Ark. Sunday with relat
and friends.
Mrs. Bieck of Newport was gue
speaker on the Women's Day pre
tram Sunday.
Mrs. Maria B. attended a me
















































































































































































































Methodists Seek End To Central Jurisdiction sailvi:79:sota
THE ABOVE STUDENTS are Isaac Barfield, Miami, Fla.;
all recipients of scholarships in Mrs. Irene C. Hansbrough,
the school of library service at Kneeville, Tenn.: Mrs. Marie
Atlanta university. They are: E. Pittman, Durham, N. C.:





ceetat elids a Tallahassee. he
14"-- Godbold. Congregational a o n g,
ve,ehee, art•aineery Societe of the .
"TI°11 by
- Mrs. Maggie Kelley: 3 p.m. de-
eater rimer+, the Ariel'. ' 
Mrs. Nancey Holt andthe subject "Christ. The Sure 
, rtea
I Langston High school closed for "sttle/
Foundation". ,a few days due to the flu epi- 
4,,,,.. 
n.,5
cio gr,,,, Ad,,icory PMporsi.e.AadaeleBpmraedfoarddd, Mressr,s.MWrillise.
Pulpit Bible Presented to K. C.: denlic* - ,,s ii.,. rerl ) Pauline Brown: poem by Mrs.Various teachers of the city '"‘^te enencity•
schools attended the annual Ten- 
) Martha B. Hill; guest speaker
Presentation of a new Pulpit Bible
honoring Jeremiah Boston Work, She was a devnted and ronscien• . Mrs. Ida B. Campbell; address
one time Dean of Theology 
at nessee Teachers meeting in Chat- done wife mother and grand. Mrs. Ada L. Maynor; solo by,Knoxville College, was made dur-,tanooga, Tenn . recently, mother aed as a community work- i Mrs. L. V. Goodwin: recogni.ing the chapel service by Dr. ita: Mrs. Hobart Carson is indispos. er was always resev and willing) lion of visitors by Mrs. LorraineK. Stewart, general secretary of ed• to tena a hand where she wilt( Brown. Mrs. Mamie B. Lacey,Mrs. Loraine Cole has been in- neededthe Board of American Missions I mistress of ceremonies: programof the United Presbyterian Church,disPosed. 
She leaves to mourn her lnas a committee, Mrs. Alberta Parker,and vice president of the Knox-I Rev- W. P. Wagner occupied the devoted husband, or. IT. manning Mrs. Beatrice Sitherman. Mrs.ville Board of Trustees. The nek e)s pulpit at Central Baptist church sfferann; ene deughter. Mrs. Vie.) Mamie B. Lacey, finance commit.Bible is a gift of Dr. Eunice in Kingsport, Tenn., on Oct. 20 toris r: Warner: one son-in -lase, tee, Mrs. Ruth Cuttg, Mrs. CurleyWork, retired Latin professor at and 27. Mr. H. W. Warner: three granti.! Willis, Mrs. Sarah Holes.Cornell University, the daughter Rev. .1. F. Birchette has re- children Claire, Joyce and aft- Annual conference of the AMEof the honoree, turned from Memphis, Tenn., chat+ five sisters: and a host of Zion church begins Nov. 5, TheSpecial greetings were brought where he attended the State Bap-
other relative!' and friends annual conference of the A. M E.to the assembly by Dr. Alexander!tit Convention.
were iSharp, representative of the Pres. The women of Thankful Baptist 
The honorary pallbearers churches. Tuscaloosa and Greens.
i nd Trustees. Bethel boro districts, eel! begin its sea-fi.
si
toterian Church U. S. A. invited church entertained the men of the Amp Church: 
Stewart.: 
 .. Grand Chancellor, Ala.
,Nov. , at 
'k the Board of Trustees because same church, by a fellowship so-
of the approaching merger of the: R. A. Driesback. Officers and i, cial in the lower unit of the i S T Davis es dinner, church, on the night of Oct. 10. 
members of the Grand Ledge and 1 
Rev, . .  % - -   two churches. I
Charles Sumner Lodge No. 24: Ad- 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. DanielTopping Thirty other competing The Bethesda Presbyterian Barris, Oct. 27.Alumni Clubs in raising money for church sponsored a Pink Tea in 
miniatretive Council. Florida A
Slit'! se University. and (-hi Omega 
, Telephone service is now in allthe United Negro College Fund the residence of Mr. and Mrs. M.
institutions for the second conse-; 
th Th active nallbearers were 
L. Smith on the afternoon of Oct. Chanter. Omega Psi Phi Fretern1- 1 community.
1 the homes in the Big Springs
. 'e Icutive time, Knoxville College wall gg.
ronnly. Mr. E. F. Nor. sa, Ala., was guest of relatives
Mrs. Rosie Morrow of Tuscaloo-be presented the Thomas E. DICK 141. ,' Samuel Carter. is on the Me- (1- IV
 
-
ens Award Friday evening as col- sick list, as a patient in Memorial 'wood, Mr. William Robinson. Mr. 1 Oct. gg.
' 
'Same!' .ege alumni gather for a banquet. hospital. Johnson. Mr Jellan Adder- • • •
Mrs. C. Delmar Williams, chair- , Rev. W. R. Williams ha e been ly and Mr. R. F. Holmes. 
The flower ladies were the;
!BESSEMER
man of the New York City cant- , elected parliamentarian of the By G. W. IVEYipaign group will present the a- Johnson City Progressivve League. Friends of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority. Member!' of the Liddell! Mr. Johnnie Humphrey. hroth-ward which is granted to the New Mrs. W. G. McNeil hag been
Art and Sociel Chile Kershaw ' er of Mrs. Annie Mae Hill of 2312AYork City Altenni chapter raising elected associate secretary of the
the largest amount of money for Johnson City League. Board. Bethel AM? Church. and Fairfax ave., died in Little Rock
the UNCF over a period of three ' The Langston High school foot-
years. ball team defeated the Douglas result of homecoming event.
Gordon H. Harrison, 1927 grad- High school team of Kingsport, Rev. Johnson Hendricks has
tate of Knoxville College will Tenn., in a homecoming g r i d returned to Beckley, W. Va. after
serve as Toastmaster of the An. game, played here In Memorial spending a few days with his
nual Banquet giving epeeist recog- , stadium, on the oight of Oct. 17, family. Rev. Hendricks is pastor
ition to graduates of the years of I by a score of 21-19. Miss Luellen of Shaw Mission Methodist Gamma Eta Sigrna Chapter, Del-ves (1907-1937). Mr. Harrison is i Owens was crowned Queen, as the church in the same city. te Sigma Theta Sorority. .„._ ,
The jurisdictional eystein of Ilie must be destroyed lest it destroyMethodist church was alternately by its own weight."
praised and condemned by the 26 Six women who made state.persons testifying before a fact• ments to the panel were in favorfinding panel here recently. The; of keeping and strengthening thepanel is a subcommittee of a 70.1 system of jurisdictions, but t h emember commission authorized to: elimination of the racial jurisdic-make a study of the church's Mr. team Mrs. T. Otto Nall of Evan-isdictional structure. ston, Ill., vice president of theThe .Central (Negro) Jurisdie• Woman's ,Division of Christiantion received the most criticism,! Service, said:
with almost all of the speakers' "We believe that our total pro--advocating its elimination. Four gram can best be administeredfaculty members of Garrett Bibli• in a regional organization. Wecal Institute, Evanson, ill., pro. need to strengthen the North Cen,posed scrapping the entire juris. tral Jurisdiction. We could notdictional system, while six lead- function effectively without t It eers of the Woman's Society of jurisdicions."
Christian Service urged that the Tee other five women were allstem be kept and strengthened actively associated with the Worn- aon a geogrphical basis, . an's Society of Christian Service,A group of four Garrett students) and agreed that the jurisdictionsconcurred in their belief that the were important in the promotionCentral Jurisdiction is a hindrence of their work.
to missionaries. J. Emery Elem. Several other unusual proposalsing, jr., who worked as a mis- were made at teh hearing. Bishopsionary in Japan, said: Charles IV. Brasheres. head of"If we go and preach the love' the Illinois area, said, "Methodismof God in foreign belds and then is a world church and should bethen 'do not put into practice what organized as a world church."Christianity says, people turn their He also proposed that Americanheads. . .Segregation in any part i Central Conference just as theof the church affects all parts of i Methodism be recognized as athe church - Central Conference of Southern, Asia, for example; that the nextASK DATE FOR END l 12 years be considered as a periodDr. Don Hotter. Garrett proles. of getting our present jurisclic-
"We have no right to weaken: another; and that after that periode
mrFsinal rites were held here for
(27, at 12 noon. Eulogy by Rev.
tor. stated: I lions better acquainted svith one . .
the missionaries' witness because jurisdicion organizations continueof our racial discrimination." but with fewer and changed re 
el 
Clara Moon Efferson at • TRUSSVBIyLLEI.. R. m Ey
ERS IV. Wilhite, pastor. She leaves to)13 het AME Church last week.
Florida A and M Uni- Sunday sesvicea at the Mt Carl. Imourn her passing a husband, Mr.He suggested setting a definite sponsibilities. 
The former .
aan Baptist church were hiehly I Effort Hicks, three daughters, onetarget date for ending the Cert. President Leder suggesteA that and wife of .
yersity ohme economics teacher
lenjoyed througnou: the day. In son, six grandchildren and a hosttral Jurisdiction, saying, "We need more bishops be elected in order 
Dr. 11 Manning Ef- i
university,I the absence of T. C. williams, aveu of other relatives and friends.to have something specific lo, to lighten the 'unfair load wel
ferson, dean of the 
Hospital attended th,..• funeral of a member Smith and Gaston Funeral di-bork toward." have placed on our bishops " Ile in 
Washington.
passed at the Freedman's
of his church in Springville, Rev. rectors. interment at WoodwardDr. Murray 11. Leafier. another continued. -Somehow. somewhere 
D. C., October 19.
t Harris IL F. Gunn conducted the services. Cemetery, Rev. L. Dennis, pre-member of the Garrett faculty, ex we must rise up to protect those 
The Rev. H. McNea
e . Visitors were Mr). Rhodie Gibson, siding elder.paator of Bethel AMP: Church gas,pressed additional reasons for Jig- men who have been chosen asithe eulogy and class leader Jo. 
state missiorery worker of the SS!. The Bessemer Voters League
lage Spring Manly Baptist ASSu• sponsored a program at the Shady
solving the Central Jurisdiction. the choicest within the church." iseph Franklin gave meditativeHe said that it 'hinders minixterial, Mrs. Nall outlined a plan to keep' remarks. 
elation int ((semi B. Starts ef Grove Baptist church, Grand.'illerecruitment of Negroes and is a' jurisdictions hut to change their Musical selections were by the 
' Birmingham. ave., Sunday, Oct. 20, at 3 p. m.
Mesdames Osia E. Williams, i Invocation by the late Rev. J. L.
factor in keeping young Negro boundaries at least every 20 years, Bethel ANIE Choir, a quartet frompeople out of the Methodist in order to prevent -undue reeFloricle A and M. and Mrs. Al- 
Annie Harris, Lillie Mae Beans, Miller (tape recorded), founderchurch. Sarah Posey and Rosa Lee Allen and former pastor of the St. JohnI gionalism and to promote better!thea Greenlee. Miss M. LuciaFour of the five Garrett tactile' understanding " James made the acknowledge- noon where they appeared on the troduction of speaker, Mr. Jes-
motored to Ragland Sunday after- Independent Methodist church. Jet-ty members who testified advocat- Dr. James P. Brawley. presi- menta and recited a poem dedi-
'
ed the complete elimination of the dent of Clark College, Atlanta, rated to the dressed 
Women's Day program held at the sic Ganes, guest speaker. Rev.
Morning Star Baptist church. Rev. Edward H. Coleman of Stamford,
entire jurisdictional system. Dr was chairman of the 12-menther The deceased Was born in New. e E. west,Dwight E. Loder, Garrett presi- panel. Similar hearings are be- smith Carolina, one of ninedent. d cla ed:Th  Allen Singers of Birming: Hood, jre Mr. Asbury Howard,
pastor. Conn , remarks by Atty. Pevid H.
ing conducted in 23 other cities as:children of Clayton and Victoria '
iberry.
hem entertamed here Sunday at' master of ceremonies. Rev. G. W.
"The jurisdictional system must part of the churchwide study. ,efoon. On Saturday. October 19, be eliminated. I think any instru- Viewpoints and suggestions oh. 1957. at 7152 a. rn. she gently ----- laid jt:et chureSt Rev. M I,. Itoleesen 
ternoon at the New Bethel Bap- Slone. pastor.ment in the church which can he tamed by the panel at these hear- her head on the bosom of Christused divisively, which can he used; 
and fell asleep. 
ings will guide the commission in 
!pastor. M •a Paralee was spensor hera of the St John Independent
The pastor, officers and mein-
against total - ' 
;for the promotion of regionall drafting its report to the 1960 Gen.! Mrs Efferson received her early Se church.
of the e•1 . sin in the interest of
.---------- - - 
 'academic trainine in the elemen- Mrs. ,,.i'glum Rutted!. who was
.church interests era! Conference. 
tare and secondary schools of taken '.o tee hospital in a see
Newberry and her enlleee training ; Mu, coniiti et several lines min. sary of their pastor, Rev. C. F.Teiiiiesseeat Claflin rolleee and Teachers is reported to be much improved. Thomas. A wonderful message was
,Colleee, Columbia University. . Services of the MI. Joy LI: 1st delivered by Rev. R. G. Williams.ehurch .s.' much 'nejoyed Suit-es Music rendered by the No. 2
KNOXVILLE ,a government employee in Wash- 
Fellowine her graduation from ,
'day. Rey II B. Pears('" t''' choir, Mrs. Bernice Gray, director,
ington, D. C. 
rlatlin. she acrereed work at
nn has returned from
To crown Miss Jacqueline D. 
Flerida A and M College wherse IninialLeoue: ,u Rev. C. F. Thomas, pastor,
ing queen of Knoxville College; a • - BOLIVAR 
rsivisien of tinrti• renTIOnlieS. two
she served for seyan years in th
Cleveland, Ohio where he spent
several months with his sister, 
Woman's Day will he observedRoberts of Detroit, Michigan, reign- • • •
Bookerd day'
at the First Baptist church Sun.
special coronation was held Thurs I Alt' Robert Wilson is home on served efficiently and w" until 
if wh;eh so director. Here - she
e ,, ,.1 Mrs. Betty Jean an Nov. 3. 3 p. m. IntroductionOctober . c ona ion leave from Slather AFB in Cali. to2e wher she wss 
e , familye of guest speaker by Mrs. Bernice
day, 
the new queen. Miss Knoxville is visiting his mother, Mrs. Eletors 
eesdireer to tier. Ti. Manning ?.I' 
R/PERCY BLACK 
Hatcher Bedell. Guest speaker,was followed by a reception for fornia and ' • 'nined in nn'TI WEST BLOCTON
College was attended by Elaine Wilson and family, 
feesrm. alsn An inatruetor at the 
NI 
Mrs. Myrtle Wright Bliaset of Bir-
mingham, Ala , a member of
e Japan. e
renege, we this union, one claugh• I First Annual Women's Day cele- the Sixth Avenue Baptist church;
Wood of Knoxville and Ann E.
Funeral service for Mrs. Ida f,”. was hern. ; bration of the Hope Hill Baptist I Rev. John Goodgam, pastor.
Hicks of Columbus, Georgia.
Turner was held at the Greater 
 ,
Springfield Baptist Church on Oc- 
nering the academic year. IMO- ;church, East Blocton, Ala., in sea- The Big Three night worshipClass queens, who rode in thehomecoming parade are freshman t b • so see. eery ereciniialy served! sion Nov. 3. Theme: Real Chris.Muriel Porter de iv- rineicle A and M College as it e 
was held at the First Baptiste Elaine Hayes of Henderson, ered the eutogy..She was the ma ere 
ban Women in Our Present Age;
lute L. Caldwell of Danville, Kens Memphis. Those from out•of '
er oi at a, eerie age. ah• nrofeseee i _ _ _
A Maggie Davis in charge. Classes cepted the divine call to the minis-
church, So. Bessemer. Rev. W i !-
lard Jones recently heard and so-
North 
thee of Mrs. Eleanor Colli ,I 
.eed Lade " 9:30 a.m., Sunday school, Mrs.Caroling: sophomore Min;
-town,e,to, I (Thriet and 'Oct coming ' II dattending the funeral were Mr.', se,„" t.3 j Mrs Sarah Holmes, Review by , sage to the audience. Music rend-
Greenville, North Carolina and
senior Mary Ann Dykes of. Ness'. 
and Mrs. Leonard (Bubb:0 Lanierl -,, e, ee,'",t, 
ahe 1w-env. 'een- , :
F rhereh0 cl son, Mr, Booker T. Ponke ..-"" — letheT -"T 
I Mrs. Maggie Price. Remarks, !red by
. Mr. George Morrow of Kankakee,c er,
Y' es, eee war 5 loyal neerneer, -e Rev. Godbold, pastor, Devotion iBaptist 
thaehaNrcop..2 cmhicipiirst'aiftstheptiFitrhsetPort, Tennessee,
OK. (f. Trustee Chapel Speaker:1 III. and Miss Lucille Morrow. r,,.. ,,,,,,. tule 'lee', Years. 1 by Mrs. Sallie Cleveland, Mrs. !platform were Reverends Walker,r. Harvey M. Luce, Knoxville 
• 'Mary Simpkins and Mrs. Willie f•College trustee and Minister to the
Southfield United Presbyterian JOHNSON CITY
Church in Detroit, Michigan spoke By CORTLAND It. RHEAin a Chapel service this week on.
Friday. Oct. 2. Funeral to be an-
nounced later.
0Funeral service of Sister Benda
Mae Hicks was held at the Ward
Chapel AMP church Sunday. Oct.
Conley, Huntsville.
Ala.; Miss Alice Holly, Tusca•
boss, Ala., and Andrew J. Mc-
Methodist church worshipped with
the officers and members of the
Greater St. Luke Baptist church
in the celebration of the anniver-
AT OMEGA MEET — Among
the prominent leaders in the
Omega Psi Phi fraternity at.
tending the fraternity's ailth
District Council meeting held
in Gastonia, N. C., were, from
left to right: II. Carl Moultrie,
I.emore, Memphis, Tenn, Miss
Betty Jones, now shown, was
also awarded a scholarship.
Wilhite Wilhelm:, )as•is, Ander-
son and Matks. Rev. L. C. Walk•
Cr, pastor.
The. Dunbar Blue Devils were
FLAGGSTAEF
All over America, American
Education vveeit will be celebrat-
ed by your Parent.Teacher or-
ganization ani other civic ergania.
ations.
First observe I in 1921 by joint
action of the National Education
Association and the American Le-
gion. the weeic has become a sig-
nificant factor in the schools' year
round program of public relations.
Special attention is given to see-
ing the schools in aceon, thereby
increasing public understanding of
school accomplishments a n d
needs. Each school will notify
parents as to time and dates of
open house.
Ilere in Flagstaft area American
Education Week will be highlight.
ed by radio broadcasts, and
newspaper releases featuring the
National theme, "An Educated
People Moves Freedom Forward,"
beginning Nov. 10 through 16.
Daily topics are as follows and
discussed through round tables:
Sunday, Nov. 10. Education for
Moral Values.
Monday, Nov. It, Education for
responsibile Citizenship.
Tuesday, Nov. 12, What Our
Schools Should echieve.
Wednesday, Nov. 13, Ways to
provide Better Education.
Thursday, Nov. le Our Com-
munity's Teachers.
Friday, Nov. I, Our School
Community Relationships.
defeated for the .irst time this sea- Saturday, Nov. le, Our Own Re.
son, Oct. 21, at the Bessemer Sta-
dium, by Ullman High, score
12-0. Mr. Bonds Ilinderson, coach,
J. S. Abrams, principal.
SPRINGVILLE
By MRS. FLORA MAE WOODIE
Funeral services were held on
Sunday morning, Oct. 20 at II
o'clock for Mrs. Luvenia Herring
at the Mt. Zion Baptist church.
Rev. T. C. Williams delivered the
eulogy. She leaves to mourn. Mr.
Goldstein Herring, two daughters
of Akron. Ohio, one daughter,
Brown Springs, Ga,, and a sis•
ter of Birmingham. Interment at
the Mount Zion Cemetery. Smith
and Gaston in charge.
funeral of !Mrs. Delia
Teague of (leaden was held last
Wednesday afternoon at the Sixth
Street Baptist church. She was re
city. Interment at the Mt. Zion
Baptist church, Springville. Jet
tens and Adams, funeral directors
in charge of arrangements.
A program was rendered last
Sunday afternoon by the "(Old-
en Eagles" of Gaiden which was
sponsored by the PTA. Mrs. Nel-
lie Mae Boyd is president. The
PTA meets on Thursday evening
at 6 p.m. Everyone is urged to
attend.
The Xmas Savings Club No. I
met at the home of F, M. Woodie
on Monday night and honored Ed-
ward Earl with a Halloween birth-
day party.
Mrs. Ruby Holt is on the sick
list.
Alexander Herring is in t h e
Blount Memorial hospital recup-




By MARY E. RICE
Cpl. James V. Rice was called
home to be at the bedside of his
father, Mr. Willie Rice. who was
hospitalized Oct. 21. The corpor-
al and his wife, Virginia, will soon
return to their home.
Washington. D. C., national
executive secretary: Dr. Dew-
ey M. Duckett, Rock Hill, S.
C., chairman of the !Bethke
Talent Hunt Committee; G.
W. Miller, Gastonia, keeper of
records and finance; Rev. J.
sponsibility for Better Schools.
Mayor Peter J. Lindenniann, jr.,
will begin the week by issuing
a special proclamation.
Three thousand flyers will be
given out by the merchants in-
viting the public) to :int our
schools. The Junior High chorus
'and band will also render musical
numbers over the radio stations.
Many other activities are planned
by Beaver, Emerson, Marshall,
!Mt. Elden PTAs. Let's build in-
terest. EVERY ORGANIZATION
INTERESTED IN CHILDREN
!AND YOUTH, TAKE PART THIS
YEAR. help make American Edu-
cation Week the best we have ever
had anywhere. Remember, every
1
citizen should be reached.
Illinois
MISR PH Y SBORO
By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
0. C. HibAr, Elgin,111., attend-
ed the funeral of his grandmother.
Mrs. Julia Sanders.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Douglas,
Elgin, Ill., attended the funeral of
Mrs. Lizzie Hall.
Bobbie and Russell Brown of
Chicago are visiting their mother,
Mrs. Pauline Brown.
Charles Moore motored from




Leo Williams of Galesburg,
III., was called home because of
the illness of hir wife Vint fam-
ily.
Messrs. Pete Scott, Isadore
Washington and William Berry of
Columbia, Mo., were guests of
their cousin, Mrs. Grace Huston
and family.
Those on the sick list are Mil-
aionary Martha Daniels, M r s.
Chas. Clark. Mrs. Ivan Brooks,
Willie Huston and baby Carl
Thorpe.
Clint Huston had a relapse of
the flu.
Herbert Nelson, Sumter. S. re
district representative: JAR
W. Moore. Charlotte, N C.,
chairman, budget committee;
Dr. W. H. Young, Anderson,
S. C., chairman of housing
committee and Louis Roach,
MINNEAPOLIS ifs ST. PAUL
The Rev, Denzil A. Carty, pres-
ident of the State Conference of
NAACP branches has announced
that the annual meeting will be
held in Duluth Nov. 9, at the End-
ion Methodist church. 1360 First
ave., So. William Cratic stated that
the main topic will he "Housing
the Last Barrier to Full Citizen-
ship,"
A workshop on housing, employ-
ment and civil rights legislation
will be held: headers will be Er-
nest Cooper of the Urban League,
Attys. Howard Bennett and Ar-
thur Sternberg. A banquet will
end the day's activities.
Gospel Temple, 247 N. Grotto at.
founded in 1949, by the Rev. and
Mrs. William L. Battle, had its
eigth anniversary Sunday, Oct, 27,
The Rev, Martin L. Simmons was
the guest speaker at the 3 p. in.
service. The St. Peter's A. M. E.
church choir sang. The Temple is
unique in that it is quite active
in civic affairs and membership is
constantly increasing.
The new pastor of St. James
A. ?A E. church, Dr. Jesse L.
Glover and Mrs. Glover were
given a public reception at the
church, Friday. Oct. 25. A large
group welcomed the minister and
his wife. Sunday the newly decor-
ated parsonage was opened to the
public for inspection.
Mrs. A. M. Hazel Butler. 643 lg.
!chard ave., who has been confin-
ed in St. Lukes hospital is improv-
ing.
Henry R. Thomas, head resident
of Phyllis Wheatley House, h a
been named to the1957-58 Volum
teen Speakers Bureau of Henne-
pin County Tuberculosis Associa-
tion. He is also a member of the
TB Association, board of direct-
ors.
BRIGHTON
Calvin Butler who died recently,
leaves a wife, one daughter, four
sons, a mother, a mother-in-law,
two sisters, five brothers, a grand-
mother, a grandfather, six uncles,
five aunts and many other rela-
tives and friends.
Mrs. Bertha Fart, is a patient
in the Calling Chapel hospital ill
Memphis.
Mrs. Mammie 'Jan underwent





Mrs. Bessie Jones Hopper and
husband and two sons of East
St. Louis, Mo., were guest La the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Polite
Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Rawls of
Decatur, Ill. and Mr. and Mrs.
JJoe Weill* of Memphis were re'
cent guests in the home of Mrs.
Mary Smith.
Ethel Pewit' and Mrs. Hazel
Smith Purham are visiting in De.
catur, Ill.
Isaac Hamilton, Sr.. received
word of the death of his sis-
ter, Mrs. Lydia Knight, who wag
a resident of Gary, Ind,
Mrs. DeLoiz Barnhill, Islas
Hamilton, jr. and Mrs. Minnie
Roberson. all of Chicago, were
here for the funeral of Mrs. Lydia
Knight which was held Sunday,
Oct. 26 by the pastor, Rev, P. N.
Coleman, Miss Charlene Hamilton
and Charlie R. Hamilton were else
here for their aunt's funeral.
TALLAHASSEE — Twenty nine
members of the Florida A and NI
university faculty hold the doctor.
ate degree.
Orangeburg, S. C.. eiheahtr•
man of the scholarship eees.
mittee. More than RI-delegates
from the 3R chapters in North
and South Carolina attended
the meeting.
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Stork Stops
'Rens at John Gaston Hospital
October 26, 1957
A daughter, Dewaine Denise
Warren, to Mr. and Mrs. George
E. Warren of 475 Lipford.
A daughter, Sharen Denise Van
hook, to Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Vanhook of 1684 Pope.
A daughter, Fastine Allen, to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Allen of 1170
Marble.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Smith of 142 W. Person.
A son, Dennis Ray Brown. to
Mr. and Mrs. Leevorn of 1680 Box
town rd.
A daughter, Barnara Ann Mc-
Gowan. to Mr and Mrs. Herbert
McGowan of 73 W. Armstrong.
A daughter, Merilyn Marie
Woods, to Mr. and Mis. Willie
Woods of 2297 Lena Lane.
A daughter. Elaine Garman, to
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Garnion of
763 David.
October 21, 1957
A daughter, Debra Ann Smith,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lenzy L. Smith
of /77 Holland.
A son, Carlton Louis Turner, to
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Turner of 904
Florida.
A son, Carl Anthony Beavers,
to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Beavers
of 603 Huron.
Twin sons, Keith Ellis and Ke-
yen Elliott Hart, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Hart of 3574 Rochester.
A daughter, Anita Rockett, to
Mr. and Mrs. Dorris N. Rockett
oI 251 Veal.
A son, William Joe Wooten, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Wooten of
1573 Ethlyn.
A son, Herman Gray, jr.. to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Gray of 1702 N.
Trezevane.
A son, Carlton Dewayne Stovall
to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stovall
of 969 Neptune.
A son, Ian Jeffery Smith, to Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey E. Smith of
1204 Woodlawn.
October 28, 1851
A daughter, Diane Williamson.
to Mr. and Mrs. Herman William-
son of 3358 Margretta rd.
A daughter, Valencio Renee Jef-
fries, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Jeffries of 674 Mound.
A son, Warren Bernard Bolton,
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bolten
of 359 S. Lauderdale.
A daughter, Leola Graham. to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Graham
of 373 Avery. -
A daughter, Rhonda Shay Ward
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ward of
513 Linden.
A daughter, Sharon Denise Per-
ry, to Sir. and Mrs. Thomas Ber-
ry of 1842 Keltner.
A daughter, Robin Renee Kil-
lebrew. to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Killebrew of 354 Wellington.
A son, William C. Horhn. to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie W. Horhn of
2140 Rile.
A son, Willie Henderson, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Henderson of
2154 Ethlyn.
A daughter to Mr, and Mrs. Ed.
'die L. Hatchett of .703 Leach.
October .29. 1957
A son, Sidney Alonzo Hudson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie J. Hudson
Of 2O3 Airways.
A son, David Saffold. jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. David Saffold of 445 S.
Lauderdale.
A daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. 0.
Z. Webster of 298 Baltic.
A son, Joe Lee Johnson. jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Johnson of
795 Bey.
A son, Samuel Lee King. to Mr.
and Mrs. T. H. King of 144 Mc-
Neil.
A daughter, Mildred Ann Park-
er, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Parker
of 965 N. Bingham
A son, Artis Elrable Sharp, to
Mr. and Mrs. Cary Sharp of 378
E. Trigg.
A son, Rayford Williams, to Mr.
end Mrs. Robert Williams of 1790
Cincinnati.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. James
Lane, of 331 Tapton.
A daughter, Rosa Mae Jeffries
to Mr. and Mrs. Parker Jeffries
of 1104 Argyle.
A daughter, Robbie Jeanette
Johnson, to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Johnson of 989 Neptune.
A son, Johnnie Echols, jr . to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Echols of
1688 Brookins.
October 00, 1157
A son, Roosevelt Clayborn to
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Clayborn of
1155 Concord.
A daughter. Katherine Lee Dod•
awn, to Mr. and Mrs Rocker Trod.
eon of 4170 Bower Rd.
A son. Robert Christopher Chat.
mers, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Chalmers of 1479 Brookins.
A daughter, Sylvia Sabrina
and Mrs. Albert Wells of 1520
Castalia.
Scott, to Mr. and Mrs. John S.
Scott of 395 Wellington.
A son, James Howard Carpenter
jr., to Mr. and Mrs. James H. Car-
penter of 805 Loves A.
4 daughter, Lavon Stevenson, to
Mr. and Mrs. Columbus Stevenson
of ISIS scaire.
Twin son and daughter, Wood-
row and Mary Lucinda Davis, to
Sly and Mrs. Woodrow Davis of
681, Vollentine.
A son, Paul Lester Anderson, to
Mr. and Mrs. Oyes Anderson.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Motley of 1528 Florida.
October 31, 1957
A son, Hal Brooks. to Mr. and
Mrs. James Brooks of 787 Alston
Mall.
A son, Stanley Earl Minor, to
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Minor of
3810 Boxtown rd.
A son, Anthony Flynn Minty.
to Mr. and Mrs. James Dancy
of /376 Pillow.
A son, Lee Oliver Tate, jr.. to
Mr. and Mrs. Lee 0. Tate of 3549
Laman.
A daughter, Cynthia Faye Brown-
lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Brownlee of 3202 Hornlake.
A daughter, Regina Ann Hen-
dree, to Mr. and Mrs. Bryant
Hendree of 319 Flynn rd.
A daughter, Louvella Bridge.
forth, to Mr. and Mrs. John Bridge.
forth of 3108 Hornlake.
A daughter, Eldridge Elaine Ech-
ols, to Mr. and Mrs. Armer Ech-
ols of 2160 Henrietta.
A darghter, Beverly Ann Eos-
sett, to Mr. and Mrs. Booker Fos-
sett of 462 Buntyn.
A daughter, Eldridge Elaine Ec
ols, to Mr. and Mrs. Armer Ech-
ols of 2160 Henrietta.
A daughter, Beverly Ann Fos-
sett, to Mr. and Mrs. Booker Fos.
set of 462 Buntyn.
A son, Calvin Nathaniel Buck.
ley, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Buck-
ley of 3345 Germantown rd.
A daughter, Margaret Diane Al-
exander, to Mr. and Mrs. B e n
Alexander of 896 Stafford.
A son, Darrell Keith Redie, to
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Redie of 7610
Church at,
A son, Stanley Grove Webster,
to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Webster of
1992 Sparks.
A son, Nathaniel Davis, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Davis of 1730 E. Sil-
ver.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
Miller of 620 St. Paul.
November 1, 1157
A daughter, Carrie Ann Leather.
wood, to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Letherwood of 1292 Lincoln.
A daughter, Paula Renee Hunt,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hunt of
147 E. Trigg.
A son, Clyde St. Julian Thorn-
ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thorn-
ton of 593 Handy Mall.
A daughter, Jo Ann Bradfast, to
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Bradfast of
642 Jeanette.
A daughter, Jacquelyn Faye
Brown, to Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Brown of 363 Winchester.
A daughter, Audrey Danette
Cooper to Mr. .and Mrs. James
Coper of 1331 Orgill.
A son, Jimmie Scales II, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Scales of
253 Pauline.
A daughter, Regina Kay Walk-
er, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walk-
er of 596 Lauderdale.
A daughter. to Mr. and Mrs
David Tate of 1555 Carves.
Texas Paper Now
OKs Gradualism
DALLAS, Tex. — ANP) — The
Dallas News, local white daily
which has, for siveral years, ac-
tively resisted any attempts to im
tegrate city schools, has done an
about-face and is now advocating
gradual integration of the school
system.
Observers see in this about-face.
important locally since a federal
judge has ordered integration at
mid-term, a close relation to Pres•
ident Eisenhower's use of troops
In Little Rock.
Recent editorials, the first of
which appeared in the newspaper
on Oct. 3, signify the change in
the paper's advocacy on the school
issue.
The paper's plan for gradual in-
tegration envisions one "which can
reasonably he made the basis of
a consent decree . . . to arrive
at an intermingling of the races
in the school system . . ' and
exemption of school districts that
integrate upon federal court or-
ders from the last legislature's
law denying state funds to schools
which integrate with local elec-
tions; and a law to give the gover-'
nor power to close schools taken




The first board meeting of the
West Tennessee Baptist M and E
association will convene at Morn-
ing Star Baptist church. Ripley,
Tenn., NOV, 14 and 15. The Rev.
J. R. Haliburton is pastor.
The funeral of Marcell J o h fl.
coo was held at Holly Grove Bap-
tist church last week,
A calendar rally was held at
Holly Grove Baptist church last
week.
Walter Wright will he crowned
king at Morning Star Baptist
church for raising the most
money in a state drive
mixes with anything...
DARK EYES VODKA
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CO. DUMONT, KENTUCKY.
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The initial editorial, entitled
"What Shall Texans Do Now?" ar.
gued for the exemption of court-
ordered integration from the new
state law, and said that Dallas
school authorities should not have
to face the dilemma of "going to
either a federal or state jail,"
nor the school system should not
be fined for an action -it is com-
pelled to take."
In urging integration, the paper
said: "Dallas leaders of both'
white and colored parents most
concerned in integration should
take quiet steps to arrive at a plan
which can reasonably be made the
basis of a consent decree, outl:n•
ing precisely what may be done
and what shall be lone to arrive
'at an intermingling of the races
in the school system under con-
ditions most likely to gain CO'
operation from students and par-
ents and least likely to prevent
racial clashes, violence and de-
struction of public policy."
T h e editorial found in favor
of the "consent plan," the faet
that the local federal judge "knows
the facts of life in Dallas" and
"believes in law and order under
the constitution of the United Stat-
es," that Negroes have practiced
"prudence and patience," and will
come up with leader. favoring
"gradual" 
p1 
h . rather than agi.
tation," and a growing public senti-
ment for a compromise which %ill
authorize a beginning of integra-
tion on a limited geographica•
sis.
CONSTANT WINNERS
Michigan State has experienced
only two losing seasons in foot.
ball during the past two decades
-- 1940 (3-41) and 1954 (3-6 O.)
Lester School Names
Honor Roll Students
The honor roll for the first per. 2-4, Mrs. Rutha D. Pegues, Ver.
iod at Lester Elementary school nata Moore, Bobbie Brown/ Glo,
was announced recently by t Is e
principal, Mrs. Eddie 0. Rodgers.
They are as follows:
2-1, Mrs. Mildred O'Neal; Cal-
vin Williams, William Scott, Floyd
Moerc, Paul Lacey, Guy Darnell,
Nathaniel Campbell, JJames Bu-
chanan, Beulah Taylor, Charlene
Scott, Emma Jean Moss, J a n
Meadows, Virginia Mahon, Gail
Lee, Sharon Jones, Sylvia Gran-
berry, Edna Boyd and Neda
Flake.
2-2, Mrs. B. C. Lenoir; Jere I.
Devitt, George Dotson, Dual San-
ders, Sharon Marshall, Bertha L.
Lofton, La Sherry Reid, J oyce
Williams.
23, Mrs. Minnie Grace; Ron-
ald Leatherwood, Eugene Will i-
ams, Julia Crawford, Dorothy Gil.
hand, Dorothy Lee and Eddie Ma-
lone.
na Adams and John Caviness.
THESE TOO
2-5, Mrs. Dorothy Pamphlet:
Edward Price, Margaret Adams,
Henrietta Barnett, Gazella Biggs,
Edna Harris, Judy Smith.
2-6, Mrs. Margie Williams: Ear-
nestine Garner, Hazel Lavern
Beard, Marvell Warner, Leonard
Karl Scales.
3-1, Mrs. Ethel I. Thompson:
Glenda, Cole, Kathy Garner. Jac-
queline McMullern, Rita Stafford,
Erma Washington.
3-2, Miss Ruth Black, Tommie
Adams, Wendell Campbell, Ar-
chie Rice, Tarus Stewart, Melvin
Taylor, Dewitt Yancy,• Vera Bol-
den, Helen Cage, Wanda Camp-
bell, Bernice Freeman,. Charlene
Johnson, Rosie Macklin.'
3.2, Miss Ruth Black: Caro-
lyn Merriweather.
MRS. MARY McCOY, a re-
cent member of the Albany
State college laboratory school
has just been named head
librarian of Margaret Rood
Hazard library. The promotion
to the top post of the college
library came following more
than a year of service in her
former position. Prior to that,
she had served as librarian
in the public school system of
Albany, Ga. Mrs. McCoy is
a graduate of Savannah State
and the Atlanta University
School of Library Science.
MORE WIN
3-3, Mrs. V. B. Cunningham:
Robbie Ann House, highest hon-
or; Jacqueline Buckley, Charles
Jones, Mary F. Parker, Ruthie
M. Patterson, Margaret Turner.
3.4. Mrs. Ida Mae T. Smith:
Robert Garett, James Currie, Pa-
tricia Brown, Ann S. Banks, Mary
Sue Codger, Ethel L. Harris.
Ada Lee Johnson, Nagy A n na
Scott, 'Virginia Smith, Lessie Sar-
tin, Maxine Jefferson.
3-5, Mrs. Gladys S. Lewis: Car-
olyn Bland, Norma Branch, Het-
oris Cartwright Jeanette Joyce,
Leora Parr, James Hughlett, Wil
ham Johnson, William Ke it h,
Charles Taylor, Roosevelt Terrell,
Thomas Wiley, Bernard Williams.
3,6, Miss B. C. Trotter; Charles
Hunter, George Harris, Sandrus
Grace, William Carter, Jr., Donna
Cotton, Mary CrOss, Sylvia Jack-
son, Carolyn Lewis, Patricia Mea•
U. S. To Begin
Inspection Of
Poultry Farms
WASHINGTON — The U. S.-De-
partment of Agriculture announc-
ed it Will begin providing inspec.
Lion service uithiMit cost to ap-
proved plants under the Poultry
Products Inspection act about
May 1, 1958.
The secretary of agriculture
may approve plants and furnish
inspection service under the Act
after January 1, 1958. This recent-
ly enacted law becomes fully ef-
fective January 1. 1959. when it
requires that all poultry and pout-
try products moving in interstate
or foreigq commerece, or in des.
ignated major consuming areas,
must be inspected for wholesome
ness.
In establishing the approxi-
mate date of May 1 for starting
poultry inspection service under
the new law, USDA has taken into
consideration the need to develop
and put into effect adequate regu-
lations, allowance of sufficient
time for the industry to acquaint
itself fully with requirements of
the legislation and regulations. re-
cruitment and training of quali-
fied personnel, and availability of
funds to operate the program dur
ing the current fiscal year.
Plants desiring to operate under
the Act may apply after Janu-
ary 1, 1958, and MUST be approved
before inspection service is made
available. Once the plant be-
comes subject to the Act it must
continue to operate under it in
accordance with regulations issued
by USDA.
Diggs Predicts S. C.
Racial Integration
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
C. Diggs, Jr., (D. Slich.T said last
week the South has won the first
round in the battle or desegrega-
tion, but the day will come in our
time when we will bee integra-
tion even in Al -.barna.
The Michigan congressman
made his predictior as a rass
rally of 2,000 persons called by the
Alabama State Coordinating
Association or Registration and
Voting.
No rational person can deny the
ultimate triumph of integration.
Diggs said. Consciousness of the
right to vote should go hand in
hand with religion, he said aud
he urged his audience to go out
and organize a registration drive
like Paul Revere riding through
the streets.
Calling for a partnership be-
tweenraces, Rep. Diggs said a
treaty of accord can be reached if
the reasonable white South will
take the iniative; but he firmly re-
jected the proposition of the Ne-
gro taking a more moderate 1..ti-
tude. Since the Dred Scott deci-
sion, Negroes have shown remark-
able patience %ith their lot and
have pursued the' objectives only.
by peaceable meins.
If Alabbama had followed the
example of Maryland and K e n•
lucky in comply' g with the Su-
preme Could decHon. it would
-4,fuDA.is
not be in the mess it is today, 'tries in Alabama. •
Diggs declared.
It is encouraging he noted to
see a ground swell of church senti-
ment going on in North and South
against the evils of segregation.
From an international point of
view, America can ill affor.' to
have her pre. be deminished in
the eyes of the peoples of color
of the world."
.Diggs was introduced by. Atty.
Arthur Shores.
Oscar C. Adams, president of the
Lincoln Reoublican club, presid-
ed. W. C. Patton of Birmingham
is the president of the association
which is nonpartisan in its make-
up. A laque was presented to
Philip Weigntman of Chicago. field
director of the Committee on Po-
litical Education of the AFL-CIO,
in recognition of his contribution
to the registration , and voting
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A 1,4 Domas Production
Iltlessed ION U0.1441 MUSD
The "ally closed a two-day ses-
sion of the association which fea-
tured techniques to be developed
in overcoming opposition to regis-
tration and voting. The drive is
three-pronged in its aim... Edu.
cation to encourage Negroes to
register. 2. Emphasis on voting
after registration 'rid 3, the im-
portance of paying the poll tax
in order to be eligible to vote.
Approximately 500 delegates
were in attendance from all of the
counties of Alabama. Many of
trying to promote regildration. but
them described the extreme diffi-
culties they are encountering in
with the assistance of trained per
sonnet, the association is planning
a "person to person" drive
throughout the state to increase
the present number of 25,000 eligi-
ble Negro voters to at least 200,000.
don's. Claudia Miller, Rita Phil-
ips, Patricia Torrence, Gladys
Houston,
RILL MORE
4-1, Mrs. Mildred Brady: Jac-
gutty n Grandberry, Patricia Boxi-
ley. Gwendolyn Harris, Harriet
Buckley, Naomi it Reed, Rob.
ert Lee Bills.
4-2. Mrs. Sarah Chandler: Joe
Calvin Casey. Virginia Turner,
4-3, Mrs. N. L lireenICO. Fred
Millard, Henry Louis Key, Rob-
ert Odom, Doris Martin, Bettye
Jean Price. Delores Robinson,
Gloria Stewart, Betty nones.
Jones.
4-5, Miss Jo Bernice Chryster,
Johnny Clay. in.. Thomas Earl
Comes, Willie Watson. in Mot,
lent Parham, Mary Cunningham,
Felix Hurth.
Si, Mrs. Dora Vaughn; Or a
Lee Malone, Joyce William, Ar-
tie Mae Watson, Caroline Camp-
bell, George Bolden. Marvin Clark
Willie Love.
5-3, Mrs. Odiestine R. Herndon:
Arthur Lee Davis, Robert Fend--
ton, Larry Harville, William M
ry.
5-4, Miss Loretta Wilson: Pa
elia Evans, Eartean Wilson, Fr..
Garner, Edna Faulkner, Glori
Butler, Bother Boyce, Fe
Chambers.
MAKE THE GRADE
5-5, Mrs. Dorothy Berkley:
Sammy Beene. Carolyp Boylan&
Carolyn Hunter, Cheryle Means,
Nancy Bell Rice.
6-2, Mrs. L. M. Mitchell: To
miestine Jones, Dorothy J e
Jackson, Frances Jeau Mitch ,
Lenora Brinson, Patricia Conner,
Charles Paulk, Buddie Taylor,
Lawrence Becton, George McGri-
gor. Perfect Attendance: William
Ivy. Lindsey Peterson, Azell
Smith. Michael Starks, Lenora
Brinson. Forestine Ivory, Dorothy
Jean Jackson, Tommiestine,
Jones.
6-4. Mrs. Bettye Darnell: David
Bingham, Loretta Cason, Cleave-
nell Chatman, Jimmy Goodwin,
Willie Moore, Charles Page, Val.
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One of the most active and in-
dustrious classes here at Melrose
Is the freshman class. Mi53 Eddie
Dale Ford head this group. This
active young Miss is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ford, of
1314 Philadelphia at.
2 1.2 col to go
Eddy D. Ford
Other officer are Margaret Sher.
rod, vice president: Annie Bridge-
ford, secretary, and Maydale
Smith, assistant secretary. Much
of the success of the class is due
to their advisors, rs. F. Bolden,
Mrs. D. Sodden, Mrs. 51. Turner,
Mrs. M. Collier, Mr. 0. V. Nei-
son and Mr. C. Epps.
According to' Miss Ford. class
plans to hold a masquerade ball
sometimes next month for which
the date will be given later. The
class, as a whole, is noted for its
scholastic ability.
tIgNUAL STAFF
We now spotlight the Annual
Staff. Here at Melrose we have
the Annual Staff to thank for
the fine yearbook for which we
receive annually. For co-editors
the Staff members have chosen
two of the most outstanding mem-
bers of the senior class, Edward
Smith and Charles Palto. T Is e
groups recently selected new mein-
bers who are: Julielan Brisco, An
nett Burrows, Amelia Canada, Ed.
na Gentry, Eddie Hill, Gloria La-
mar, Maude Glover, and Shirley
Lamar,
Mr. Ceeiel D. Goodlow is the
advisor of the staff. He has been
teaching here at Melrose for 16
years. Mr. Goodlow noted that the
Golden Wildcat will come out
around the 151 11 of Anril. So hats
off to hiM and the staff.
VIEW POINTS
This week I have chosen one of
the discussions in our English
class. A question asked teenagers:
Are you ready for marriage?"
The first view point comes from
Marcellus Jefferies, the president
of the senior class quoting from
him: "By all means no, because
I am not mature to such an ex-
tent to face problems of life yet."
Miss Jettie Sesley, a junior said:
"I don't have the ability to think
like a wife should, Marriage is
a serious meter. I must plan for
the future."
James Carter, another senior
stated: "No I don't feel that I
am ready for marriage." View
points on another vlbject will be
discussed next week.
Here are the top ten Juniors
and Seniors:
Girls: Gwendolyn Manning, Je
lie Sesley, Eunice Dunn, B.
Johnson, Syble Manna, Don
Parker, Gwendolyn Clark, Gwen.
tIolyn Cloven, Attila Sjggery, And
Mauda Glover.
Boys:' Mareelhis Jefferies, JAN.
nell Cheers, Mime )illard,
lie J. Carter, James Carter, Stevie.,
Taylor, Danny Mitchell, Tyronza




Mrs. Ella McCullum reeds ri
facial surgery at John Gaston
hosmital while her husband, Willie
MeCullum, was given first i‘t
treatment after he struck a 0(06
ed ear On Decatur near MeiW
wether. Mr. McCullum was also
jailed on charges of reckless dri-
ving, driving while intoxicated













THE YEAR'S MOST OUTSPOKEN DRAMA
About Young Husbands on Wives
Pushed Into DANGEROUS INTIMACY!
JOHN McPARTLAND'S EXPLOSIVE NOVEL THAT































































































































































































































I Hello from the Northern part of
Gibson county. We are taking this
brisk Fall weather in our stride
and liking it, aren't you!
' . Much has been happening in this
Part of the county. For pleasure
.8. we have Miss Sallie B.kis spending a few days inion City with Mr. aud Mrs. E.
W. Casey and daughter. Also visit.
log in Union City last week were
Mrs. Lessie Stanback, who visit.
ed her niece, Miss Charlene Ewell:
Mrs. Sallie Webb, John Etta Jami•
son, Mrs, LaPearl Burns and Mrs.
A. Jamison.
' Returning from a Fall vacation
Is Mrs. Dovie Buchanan, who visit-
ed friends and relatives in Chi-
cago and her son and daughter•in-
law, Mr. and Mrs. Odell Buchan-
an, brother and sister in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Xenthus Arnold, of De-
troit. Mrs. Buchanan reports her
visits to churches and other plac-
es in the two cities were inspir-
trig and one she wishes to repeat
soon.
JACKSON SHOPPERS
1 Mrs. Cora Lee Owens of Union
City spent Sunday afternoon with
the Burns, 1Vebbs and Buchanans.
o
s .Betty Clara LaRue was a
ay visitor of Mrs. Farrah 'vie
utherford. Mrs. Hollis Jordan
nnd Mrs. Carrie Harris were shop.
tiers in Jackson last Tuesday.
' Mrs. Carrie Ball spent a few
days with her sister and brother.
In-law, Rev. and Mrs. D. E. Bridg-
man in Milan last week. T o m
Moore is also visiting in Milan.
Mrs. C. M. Ball was hostess to a
Stanley party last Wednes-
day night.
' Mrs. Mattie Wicks has just re-
turned from a business and plea-
sure trip to Gary, Ind.; Rockford,
dr,Ile. al ,aidnCg.Swhuaeeoshsho
Ill., and Chicago. She was house
guest .of Mr. and Hrs. Alvin Har-
rill of Chicago. While in Chicago,
Mrs. Wicks underwent a local op-
eration, from which she is recup-
erating.
SICK LIST
Rev. J. H. Overall is ill. as Is
Mr. Walter Pfiffer. Also ill are
ai
l Beatrice Ivie, Mrs. Bobbie
' .is, Mrs. Birdie Anderson, Miss
ecca Phillips, Willie Lewis
Wynn, Mrs. 011ie B. Ellington and
Mrs. Mary Frances Mays. .
Others still abed are Mrs. Beu-
lah Robinson, Mrs. Mary A n n
Thompson and Mrs. Sarah Coger.
Mrs. Tishie McDearmon of C 
iii.cago is here at the bedside of
her daughter, Mrs. Bobbie Harris.
' Mrs. Elizabeth Holland was a
business visitor in Brownsville
Thursday.
RAISES MONEY
, Sunday Was a high day at Fair-
iriew Baptist church with $400 be-
ing raised to clear a debt. The
leaders, Mrs. Clemmie Mayfield,
Mrs. Evergena Johnson, Mrs. Doy-
le Bushanan and Mrs. La Pearl
Burns, reported the required
!Founts.
e Dyer CME choir had an
spirational practice, last week,
etaoinshrdlucmfwypvbgkqj - ,. "x
with Mrs. T. Burnett of Tren-
t,on as the new pianist. Mrs. Bur-
nett and the new pastor, Rev. W.
C. Roger, suggested many ideas
to the group.
There are nine clubs conducting
rallys at the CME church. The
final date is Nov. 17. All are so-
liciting your assistance, especially
your scribe.
DE(X)RATES CLUB
The American Legion club has
been newly decorated and teen-
agers and adults enjoys good
wholesome recreation there week.
ly. Nov. 11, is a day of celebra•
tipn for the Vets and the auxil-
iary. The auxiliary is giving away
a ham at 9 a. m. A banquet will
be held that night for the post
members and their wives.
Nov. 11 is "D" day for the cotton
harvesters also. School starts, so,
children get ready.
Mrs. Bobbie McDaniel has re.
turned home from an extended
visit to Indivapolis, Ind.
FAMILY REUNION
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Jainison
and daughter, John Etta, along
with Mrs. Candis Miller of Hum.
boldt visited their older brother
and his family in Hardeman coun-
ty, near Toone, Tenn., last Sun-
day.
Seventy-one persons, all related
to the older brother. Richard, and
his wife, Dazzie Lee, gave a sur
prise birthday dinner for the hon-
oree, Mr. Jamison. All of Mr.
Jamison's 10 children, except one,
James, who is in California, and
all six of his six brothers and
sisters, except one, James, were
present.
Children of Mr. Jamison a r e
Mrs. Rosie Lee Wooten, Mrs. Ezell
Chism, Mrs. Dorothy Ellison, Miss
Lovie Mae, Miss May Lois James,
Clovis T., Joe and Eugene.
YOUNG PEOPLE
Mrs. Farrah /vie of Rutherford
visited Mrs. Ell lvie this week.
The young people's club, with Mrs.
Addle Gentry as sponsor, held
their weekly meeting at the home
of Charles Thomas Lawrence and
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thom-
as Lawrence. The club had a Hal-
lowe'en party at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Artie Gentry.
The young people of Hullum's
Chapel church in Rutherford gave
a Hallowe'en party at the school.
Mr. Lynn McGee, Mrs. Tishie
McDearmon and Mrs. Lovie Car-
ter visited Mrs. Beulah Robinson
this week. Mr. and Mrs. Ecks War-
ren and family spent the week
end in Mississippi with relatives
and friends. On returning home,
however, they .found their house
and all its contets had been burn-
ed. They are temporarily residing
with their daughter and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Alford, near
Rutherford.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherrod Lovette
of Jackson were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Harris and Mr.
Lynn McGee. Mrs. Flossie Sims of
Greenfield was a recent guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Elverna Mays and
son, James Edward. Mr. and Mrs.
Nathaniel Pen of Trenton spent
a week in Chicago with their broth-
er and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
LaBisherna Penn and family.
See you next week, same time,
same place. Until then, Adios
Amigos.
!WAY
With LEODA GAMMON 
ALL ABOUT Ar.'LES AND and bake 40 minutes longer. Serve
THEY ARE A GOOD BUY hot with apitcher of cream.
You have often heard the old 1 cup brown or white sugar,
saving — An apple a day will
i p the doctor away. Scientific karcti has indicated a lot of
truth in this statement.
Apples contain vitamins A, C,
thiamine and riboflavin. When you
use lots of them, they provide a
good extra source of such miner-
als such as calcium, phosphorus
and iron. Also, it seems that we
make better -use of the minerals
when they're in apples than we
do when they are found in some
other foods. These vitamins and
minerals put apples on the list
of "protective" foods.
Apples are rich in pectin and
cellulose — two things that are
good for digestion. Maybe that's
why an apple and a glass of
milk make such a good bedtime
snack.
GOOD FOR TEETH
The crisp, firmness of an apple
helps to keep teeth and gums in
good condition.
The American Dental Associa-
(*describes apples as nature'sbrushes — they help keep theeth clean.
Apples are delicious whether
eaten raw or cooked. Apples are
plentiful now too. So give Your
family a special treat with this —
APPLE DUMPLING
Pare and core s.ix small Jona-
thon, Winesap, or Stayman apples.
Place each apple ,n a 7-inch
Square of rich pastry (pie crust.)
Fill cores with butter top and bot-
tom, and a sugar cinnamon mix-
ture between, and sprinkle each
apple lightly with sugar and a
sash of salt. Moisten edges of
pastry and pull corners together
over top of apple, envelop fash-
ion. sealing veld
Place dumplings I 1-2 Inches
apart in a shallow, baking pan.
and pour boiling syrup over and
around them (syrup directions he.
iksw.) Bake immediately in hot
' el (hoo degrees F.) fnr 5 min-
; lower heat to 350 degrees F.,
Syrup:











WASHINGTON — Another rise
in the U. S. Consumer Price In-
dex in September, bringing it to
a new all-time high, was declared
last week by VIM Owen, presi•
dent of the National FFederation
of Federal Employees, to give
further emphasis to the need for
prompt action in the next sea-
sion of Cotigress to increase the
pay of classified and postal em-
ployees of the federal .;overnment.
"September marked the 13th
consecutive month in which the
Consumer Price Index has risen
to a new high level," Owen point-
ed out, "and is the 18th time in
the last 19 months that the Index
has moved into new high ground.
TEA FOR THREE — Gov. and
Mrs. Aserell Harriman enter-




MEMPHIS — (AN?) — The two
day hearing of the senate sub-
committee on internal security, as
far as it concerns Mrs. Grace
Lorch, white former Boston school
teacher and wife of Prof. Lee
Lorch, faculty member at Philan
der Smith college, Little Rock,
may bring a contempt of con-
gress citation for her.
Mrs. Lorch, summoned to th e
committee hearing from her home
in Little Rock, had eerier announc-
ed she would testify before the
committee in an "open" hearing.
However, the earing was a "Clos-
ed" one, and Mrs. Lorch, after fu-
tilely attempting to gain permis-
sion to read a prepared statement
clammed up and answered ques.
tions with a stock answer, "I am
here under protest."
Ostensibly, the committee was
here to probe a reported coin-
munist conspinfey in the midsouth.
Mrs. Lorch entered the picture
because of her actions last Sep-
tember in Little Rock when she
befriended a 15-year-old colored
girl. and rebuked a mob of white
people who cursed spit at and oth-
erwire reviled the youngster,
•At one point, when Mrs. Lorch
attempted again to read her state-
ment, Sen. William Jenner (R.,
Ind.,) pounded the table with his
clenched fist and shouted:
"We don't care what you did
in Little Rock. We are concerned
with the threat of communism to
this nation. We want to know if
you were a member of the Com-
munist party in Boston . . ."
The latter tirade referred to Jen-
ner's' earlier statement that the
subcommittee possessed informa-
tion leading it to believe that Mrs.
Lorch was a member of the New
England district of the Commun-
ist party in 1945. The senator said
"we have information she had
connections with Junius Scales,
southern regional director of the
Communist party."
In another exchange, Jenner
said: -This woman came here
to try to disrupt the proceedings.
If she's not going to answer ques-
tions, I think she should be ex-
cused and cited for contempt."
The Lorches have figured in the
news three times in the last sev-
en years. The first time occurred
in 1950, when Dr. Lorch, then a
professor at City College of New
York and Pennsylvania State col-
lege, was ardong 30 white families
In the Metropolitan Insurance
company's Stuyvesant Town hous-
ing project who sought to have
the insurance firm open the pro-
ject to Negroes. Ile and the 30
other families lost their battle and
were evicted from the project.
In 1954, while a member of the
faculty at Fisk university in Nash-
ville. Dr. Lorch again jumped
into the news as one of three white
parents seeking to enter their
children in a Negro elementary
school. At that time, he was vice
president of the state NAACP.
Later in the year. after losing
his post at Fisk university, he was
summoned to appear before the
house subcommittee on charges
that he Was a Communist. He de.
nied that charge, but refused to
answer further questions. Cited for
contempt, 14 months later, the
charges were dropped, only to be
refiled later. •
TALLAHASSEE — One hundred
and one students are enrolled in
the newly established vocational
and technical institute at Florida
A and M university,
mixes with anything...
DARK EYES VODKA
I OS w $0 PROOS DISIIIttenIOSIIMCAMIIIINTRat
cpilliTS • PRODUCT 05 U 5 5• CLEAR SHINS
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CO. C111110010, KENTUCKY.
chairman of the Arkansas
chapter. NW'', at their New
York townhouse. Mrs. Bates
was received by New York's
first family as R e a. J. B.
Crenshaw, president of the Lit-
tle Rock NAACP chapter, was
arrested and posted bond on a
charge of violating a new city
ordinance. Mrs. Bates returned
to Little Rock Saturday night
and was arrested under a re-
cent ordinance for refusing to
turn over membership and
financial records of the NAACP
to little Rock City Council.




The Board of Trustees of Le-
Moyne college were honored at
an academic convocation, with two
receiving special citations, last
week.
The two, who received special
citations for their ' vision a n
faith," that led to the incorpora-
tion of the college as a four year
institution, were Mrs. Eva Hills
Eastman of Scarsdale, N. Y.. and
C. Arthur Bruce.
Dr. Ernest Hooper, professor of
history, read the citations to Mr.
Bruce and Mrs. Eestinan for the
faculty of LeMoyne. Mr. Bruce,
who is chairman of the trustees,
Set Installation
For Fisk Prexy
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr. Ste-
phen J. Wright, new president of
Fisk university, will be inaugurat-
ed April 28, 1958 The inaugural
date was set by the Fisk univer-
sity board of trustees at a meet-
ing in New York, Oct. is.
The inauguration will occur dur-
ing the annual Fisk Spring Festi-
val of Music and Art.
Appointed to serve as mem•
hers of the Inauguration Com-
mittee were Mrs. Bernard Fenster-
wald, a member of she board of
trustees from Nashville; Dr. G.
Wallace Woodworth, a trustee and
professor of music at Harvard
university: and Fisk's Dean of the
College, Dr. George N. Redd. Dr.
Wright will serve as an ex officio
member of the committee.
Akron—Use of carbon black in
auto tires started when one manu-
facturer used it to distinguish his
tiros from competitiors. and later
learned that it served to toughen
the rubber for greater use.
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introduced the other members.
Mrs. Eastman was unable to at-
tend.
SPEAK FOR STUDENTS
Speaking for the student body
Was Miss Gloria Wade. a senior;
while LeRoy Van Johnson, presi-
dent of the Memphis Alumni asso-
ciation represented the alumni.
Walter Chandler, a member of
the board, gave the history of the
institution, its oontributions to the
coniniunity and the board's Con-
cern to provide Christian Ilbiral
education.
Other trustees are Dr. J. E.
Walker of Memphis, Edwin Dal-
strorn of Memphis, George Forbes
of Cleveland, Ohio, Charles Goods
man of Memphis, T. R. McLer-
more of Memphis, Rev. S. A.
Owen of Memphis, Rev. Philip M.
Widenhouse of New York, Rev.
Allen Hackett of St. Louis, Oa
lips Bradley of Syracuse, N. V.
Dr. Truman B. Douglass and Dr.
William Frazier of the Board
of Home Missions of the Congre-
Rational Christian churches.
HAS BEEN CHOSEN
for the location of our .5th District Office in Tennessee
INDEPENDENT LIFE
& Accident Insurance Company
NEW
DISTRICT OFFICE IN MEMPHIS
LOCATED
At






Mr. Moorhead has been appointed Manager of the Memphis District Office of the
Independent Life and Accident Insurance Company. A native of northern WHIN.
ippi, he is glad to return to Memphis where he spent many of his early years.
Following five and a half years with the Field Artillery, Including thirty months
in the Pacific Theatre, Mr. Moorhead was employed by his company in its up-
town Miami, Florida, office. He served as agent and superintendent for Seven
years, and his background includes all phases of field work as well as recruiting,
training, and supervising men who have chosen life Insurance as a career. Mr.
Moorhead Is married and has one child, a son five years old. He and his family
are now residents of Memphis and are active in the Baptist Church. He is also a
member of the Life Underwriteri Association,
C.
Mr. Harris C. Hawkins, a resident of Memphis for the past fliteen years, has been
appointed Agent for the Independent. Mr. Hawkins was formerly Director of
Education for the National Vocational and Tecludcal college la Memphis.
WEEKLY DEBIT --- S1,057,087. 62




THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR LIFE INSURANCE
INDEPENDENT LIFE
& Accident Insurance Company
Home Office J4cksonville, Florida
ORDINARY AND WEEKLY PREMIUM PLANS or
Lire. ACCIDENT. ENDOWMENT, PETIPEMENT INCOME., FAMILY GROUP
AND HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE
Independent's anticipated growth in tho Memphis area will create career opportunities for men
of vision who choose to tie earnings directly with 'ability. See your local Independent manager.
16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER







The faculty and students of
Wonder High school arc proud of
the modern building that has been
South 17th st. Theutacttoe—escr
constructed at South 17th at. The
building consists of 11 classrooms,
two washrooms and a teacher's
lounge. L. R. Jackson is princi-
pal.
The Wonder High Lions defeated
the Jonesboro Eskimos 53-0. Coach
Hank Delaney and Nathaniel Mor-
ris said the team is in good con-
dition.
Mrs. A. Shirley of Kansas was
a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Porter of Hulbert, Ark.
Mrs. Shirley is the daughter of Mr.
Porter, who is 101 years old. He
Is a member of Morning Star Mis-
sionary Baptist church in Hulbert,
the Rev. C. Bolden, pastor. Mr.
Porter is also ,the father of Scott
Porter who resides in St. Louis,
Mo.
' Theodore H. Mack of Proctor,
Ark., son of Mr. and Mrs. Muck
and a 1953 graduate of Wonder
High school, is debit manager for
Universal Life Insurance comp-
pany's district office in West Mem-
phis. Ark. Mr. Mack attended
Pampton, Va., for three years.
Floyd Peete, of 2600 Jackson,
received severe head and chest
Injuries and a possible skull frac-
ture when his car collided with
Chapman Hatthews, jr., of 278
Henry, last week. Mr. Mat-
thews was cut severely on the
face, and received internal injur-
ies when he was thrown from his.
car. Both were taken to John
Gaston hospital for treatment.
Members of Morning Star Mis-
sidnary Baptist church of Hubert.
Ark., celebrated the fourth anni-
versary of their pastor. Rev c.
Bolden, and his wife last week.
In charge of the services, last
Wednesday, was Friendship
church of Heth, the Rev. J. H.
Ball, pastor, and James Mill. as-
sisting. Others on the program
were Mrs. Hattie Mae Field, mis-
tress of ceremony; Mrs. Cleo Run.
sell, welcome. address; Mrs. Lettie
Centers, response; Mrs. Catherine
Harper, a paper "What A Fellow-
ship" Miss Annie Bell Hill, solo;
Arthur Ingram, remarks, and the
sermon by Rev. Ball.
The following night, Rev. Lew-
is of Ebenezer church of Vincent
was in charge and preached the
sermon. Also assisting were ate,.
W. M. Tucker of New Salem
church of Riceville, who was al-
ternate; Mrs. Bessie L. Blake, w
ternate; Mrs. Bessie L. Blake, wet'
come address; John McCasker, re-
sponse; Ebenezer choir; Mrs
Mary Parker, paper New Salem
choir Mr. Mason, remarks and
Mrs. Louise Scott, solo.
On Friday night the sermon was
preached by Rev. S. E. Cooper,
pastor of Green Hill church. Mem-
bers of First Baptist church of Ed-
mundson were also guests. Mrs.
Sarah Thurmond gave the wel-
come address with the response
coming from Green Hill. Mrs.
Mrs. Ethel Tigg sang a solo and
remarks were made by Mr. Harp-
er.
The program closed Sunday aft-
ernoon with Rev. Miller, pastor
of Lake Grove, Rev. Fugerson,
pastor of True Vine, and Rev. C.
Bolden, pastor of St. John, and
their congregations present. The
choirs of Lake Grove and True
Vine sang and Rev. Miller preach-
ed the anniversary sermon. Rich-
ard Harris gave the welcome ad-
dress, Mrs. Lottie Hill, solo; Mrs.
Mary Coffey, and Mrs. Rubbie
Holmes, solo. Remarks were made
by Rev. J. Murry, a short talk
by Mr. Stokes of First Baptist
of West Memphis, Rev. S. M.
Harts, pastor; talk, Mr. Coffey and
a selection lead by Mrs. Norma
Jean Murry. The alternate was
Rev. Fugerson.
On the program committee were
Mrs. hole Reed, Mr. Harper, and
Arthur Ingram. The finance com-
mittee was composed of Dan Cof-
ey, Leo Boyd and Mose Taylor.
Change Name Of
Negro Chamber
The Memphis Negro Chamber
of Commerce has changed its
name to that of Memphis Business
League.
In commenting upon the change,
C. J. Gaston, executive secretary
said, "It was made in keeping
with the trend of the time and to
more closely identify our organi-
zation with the National, Business
League."
All business concerns that are
primarily interested in the Negro
market are welcomed as mem-
bers of the Memphis Business
League. The office is located at
234 Hernando st., on the second
floor of the Universal Life Build-
ing.
William F. (Bill) Nabors is
president and 0. L. Brandon is




JACKSON, Tenn. — As Circuit
Judge Andrew J. Taylor threw
his hat in the ring for governor
of Tennessee last week, he said,
"I am definitely opposed to inte-
gration in Tennessee's pub-
lic schools."
The statement was an informal
one made as Judge Taylor. who
has been judge of the 12th Ju-
dicial Circuit since 1948, voiced his
intention to be a candidate for
the 1958 Democratic nominee of
Governor.
"The cause of the Negro race
will not be advanced by integra-
tion of white and Negro children
in our schools; on the contrary
the opportunity of the Negro child
for an education could conceivably
be lost," the judge added.
•
ELECTED OFFICERS— Jun-
ior class officers and advisors
elected at Lester High school
recently are, seated from
left to right: Evelyn John-
son, secretary; Bertha Shields,





Trotter, acti ity committee
chairman and R. B. Jackson.
president. Standing from left
to right are Mr. J. E. Wesley,
advisor; Martha Evelyn Wilson,
reporter; David Walker, busi-
ness manager; Helen Jane Wil-
son, vice president; Margaret
Smith, sergeant-at-arms, and
Mrs. E. T. Holmes, advisor.
Not shown in picture is Mrs.
G. . Tardy, advism.
Arrest Arkansas NAACP
Chiefs For Defying Order
Jackson State Marks
80 Years Of Progress
By EDGAR T. STEWART
JACKSON, Miss. — The home-1
coming aetivities began Wednes-
day. Oct. 23 with Founders Day
at Jackson State coltege. It was
80 years ago, on Oct. 23, 1877,
when 20 elementary students and
three teachers began what is now
Jackson State. Today, it has an
enrollment of more than 1,000 col-
lege students.
Thursday, Oct. 24, was alumni
and students talent and at u n t
night.
Friday, Oct. 25, was coronation
sight, when Miss Gladys Dennis
NEW YORK — (INS) — Mrs. L. C. (Daisy) Bates,
president of the Arkansas National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, returned Saturday — to
face arrest on a new Little Rock ordinance.
The slender woman, who has been instrumental in the
attendance of nine Negro students
at Little Rock's Central High
school, spoke to students at City
College of New York Friday aft-
ernoon.
Then she met, newsmen and
said, "certainly," she would re-
turn both to accept arrest and
to fight the "politically-inspired
charges brought against me and
other officers" of the NAACP.
GOOD COPY
Mrs. bates said that State At-
torney general Bruce Bennett was
the person who brought about the
ordinance. She said he admitted
to her that he did it because "he
is running for governor . . it's
good copy."
Earlier Friday, the Rev. J. C.
Crenshaw, president of the Little
Rock chapter of the NAACP, was
arrested, and posted bond, on a
charge of violating the ordinance.
The new city law, passed sever-
al weeks Igo at the height of dis-
was crowned Miss Jackson State !
college. She presided over the cor-
onation ball which followed.
YESTERYEAR STARTS
The crowning event of the cele-
bration was the football game Sat-
urday, Oct. 26, in which Jackson
State defeated Xavier university
of New Orleans 33-0.
During the half time, several
'football stars of yesteryear, In.
eluding this writer, were given
!honorary letters. The game was
• followed by the alumni reception
in B. F. Roberts dining hall and
•:a script dance in the college gym.
turbances over integrating the
high school, requires certain or-
ganizations to make public their
confidential files.
Mrs. Bates commented:
"When the members of the city
council ordered arrests for failure
to file our records under a new
ordinance they did so with the
full knowledge that the whole
question was before a federal
judge with a hearing scheduled
for Nov. 4.
She said that she and her hus-
band have lost "around $10,000 in
business from advertising con-
tracts" on their newspaper, the
Arkansas State Press, a Negro
weekly.
But she said they will continue
the fight "until this is over."
SEES HARRIMAN
Immediately after the press con-
ference at City College, Mrs. Bates
REV. J. B. CRENSHAW
went to visit with Gov. Avereii
Harriman at his New York city
residence.
Ilenry Lee Moon, public relations
head of the NAACP, said the gov-
ernor had called him to extend the
invitation to Mrs. Bates,
Little Rock city attorney O. D.
Longstreth, Jr., said after Cren-
shaw came voluntarily to police
headquarters and posted bond, that
he believed city officials had




WASHINGTON — (INS) — Sen.
Wayne Morse (D) Ore., denied re-
ports that he is feuding with the
liberal bloc in the Senate and
with his colleague, Sen. Richard
Neuberger (D) Ore., whom Morse
helped elect.
Morse said in a press release is-
sued in Washington that he would
support Neuberger for reelection
in 1960 and said the youthful Ore-
gon Democrat was "one of my
closest friends."
Morse commented: "Give Dick
Neuberger ten years in the Sen-
ate and he will be one of the
greatest Senators in the history of
the Senate."
There have been reports that
Morse was angry with other lib-
eral senators for supporting t h e
cornpromise civil rights bill in the
Senate. Morse voted against it on
grounds the bill did not go far
enough in guaranteeing civil rights
to minorities.
He reiterated In his statemeqt
that he felt the liberals made a
"grievous mistake" in supporting
the bill because the measure was
a "parliamentary expediency"
and "no synonym for liberalism."
But, he said he would "look
forward in January to standing
shoulder to shoulder" with other
Democratic Senators "in support
of a civil rights bill that is a true
civil rights bill and does no repre-
sent what I consider to be a re-
treat in the field of human rights."
cials and added that warrants
for their arrest might be issued
later.
Ile declined to identify the pair.
The Little Rock ordinance at
first was believed applicable only
to the NAACP, but the city's
fiery Mayor Woodrow W. Mamm
promptly applied it to three local
pro-segregation groups, the White
Citizens Council, the Mothers
League of Central High school,
and the Little Rock Defense fund.
Teenage Confab
Starts Nov. 15
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Nearly
200-youngsters, members of the
Jack and Jill of America, Inc.,
are expected here for the annual
Midatlantic Teenage conference
Nov. 15-17.
Drawing delegates from 19-chap-
ters in Virginia, North and South-
Carolina, the three-day meet will




JACKSON, Tenn. — In observ-
ance of American Education
week, Nov. 10-16, the Jackson
City Teachers' association will
conduct a panel discussion on rad-
io station WJAK on "Today's Ed
ucation" Sunday, Nov. 1 at 5
p.m.
The moderator will be T. R.
White with 0. C. Cole and I. Sa-
vage as panelists.
Monday evening Nov. 11 at 8
o'clock, a public program will be
held at Lincoln school. It will be
under the direction of the Jack-
son City Teachers. At this time,
a skit by the Lane college stu-
dent members of the National Ed-
ucational association, will be giv-
en. All of the city schools will also
have representatives appearing.
The school having the largest
number of parents and friends
present will receive the education
trophy. Registration closes at 8:30
p.m.
During the week, persons are
Honors Slated
For Ga. Youths
DUBLIN, Ga. — The top 4-H
club boys and girls of Georgia
will be honored at the annual
club congress. Nov. 14 and 15 at
the $400,000 4-H center near Dub-
lin, Ga., A. S. Bacon, State super-
visor of Negro extension work, an-
nounced last week.
In addition to the awarding of
prizes to 4-Hers for having achiev-
ed the most outstanding records
during the year, the congress will
dedicate the new dining hall and
six new cottages at the center.
Twenty-four more cottages are to
be built.
•
invited to visit all schools U.
become acquainted with the wor
being carried on. The theme to
the week is "An Educated





The Government of Haiti 1
week ordered the expropriatio
of all property movable and ins.
movable, belonging to former
President Paul Magloire as well
as whatever property was held
in the names of his brothers Ar-
sene and Fernand Magloire.
The military council which hall
been running the country pending
the inauguration of the newly
elected president issued the de-
cree in conformity with a law
which had placed the propertiell
under sequester.
The decree had taken the 411,-
erties over under the suspicion
that the officials in question had
corrupted their offices and wasted
public funds.
Assuming that In addition to Otis
former president's brothers w he
occupied high posts in govern
ment and commerce, propert
might be held in the names
other persons, the decree gave
such persons ten days to report
such instances or become liable
to prosecution.
The decree said further that
the confiscation did not prechirle
any other civil or criminal action















THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANIVORT, KY. DISTR. BY NAT.
01ST. PROD. CO. KENTUCAY STRAIGHT BOURBON vneSKEY 90 ROOF
•
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO
As Low As $50 Down









• On Sale October 1, 1951.
• Originated Particularly for the People of Memphis.
• Maximum Daily Room Rate Has Increased from $8 to $15.
• Maximum Surgical Benefits Have Doubled.
• Can Be Obtained with or without Surgical Benefits.
• Pays for 90 Days at FULL BENEFIT.
• Maximum Payable for Miscellaneous Expenses Has Doubled.
• Premiums as Low as Pennies a day.
COME BY - CALL m WRITE
Mammoth Life & Accident Insurance Company
3861/2 Beale Avenue JAckson 5-7161 T. J. Marzette, Mgr.
Ask them to send a representative to assist you in scaling the NEW HOSPITALIZATION policy to fit your entire family's needs.
PLAY IT SMART! CALL NOW ! !
IT'S WORTH A MILLION IN PEACE OF MIND ! !
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